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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Tense and aspect
Compare the sentences in (1):
(1) a. Peter is swimming in Barton Spring Pool.
b. Peter was swimming in Barton Spring Pool.
c. Peter swam in Barton Spring Pool.
Any speaker of English will agree that there is a diﬀerence in interpretation be-
tween the three sentences in (1). This is most easily formulated for the contrast
between (1a) and (1b). Whereas the former states that there is a swimming
event at the moment the sentence is uttered, the latter locates a swimming
event in the past of the moment of utterance. These examples illustrate a
diﬀerence in tense (here, present versus past tense), which Comrie (1985:9-13)
deﬁnes as a grammaticalised location in time, most often with respect to the
moment of utterance. When we compare (1b) and (1c), on the other hand, we
ﬁnd that they share their tense. Both sentences locate a swimming event in
the past of the moment of utterance. Nevertheless, they clearly diﬀer in in-
terpretation. The former seems to describe the swimming event from within,
as continuing, whereas the latter describes it from the outside, as completed.
The diﬀerence between (1b) and (1c) is an aspectual one. According to Com-
rie (1976:1-6) aspect concerns “diﬀerent ways of viewing the internal temporal
constituency of a situation.” In our examples, this corresponds to viewing the
event as continuing versus completed. Although it is relatively easy to state
the diﬀerence between (1b) and (1c) in metaphorical terms, it is hard to give
a precise formulation of it. Providing a precise formulation of the meaning of
aspect is at the core of this thesis.
The analysis of meaning is the object of semantics. This discipline devel-
oped in the course of the 20th century to a full blown science due to the joint
eﬀort of philosophers, logicians and linguists. Its primary goal as set by the
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groundbreaking work of Frege (1879, 1892, 1918-1919) and Montague (1970,
1973) is to derive the meaning of a compound expression in a systematic way
from the meanings of its components. Over the last decades, due in particular
to the work of Kamp (1981, 1993), the attention shifted to the analysis of larger
stretches of discourse. My aim in this thesis is to add to this enterprise by
exploring the semantic contribution of aspect to the meaning of sentences as a
whole and and its functioning in larger discourses. To achieve this, I approach
the subject from the perspective of formal semantics. In this branch of se-
mantics, meaning is captured in terms of truth conditions, following the adage
knowing the meaning of a sentence is knowing when it is true. These truth
conditions are represented in a formal language which has an exact model-
theoretic truth deﬁnition. This is to ensure that the interpretation of one
natural language sentence is not explained by means of another, which in turn
needs to be explained, thus leading to an inﬁnite regression. For example, to
describe the diﬀerence in meaning between (1a) and (1b), which is a diﬀerence
in tense, I used quite a number of present tense verb forms (states, is, locates).
The deﬁniendum occurs a number of times in the deﬁniens! Formal-semantic
approaches steer clear of this problem by a translation into a formal language
with an exact model-theoretic interpretation. Examples of such formal systems
are ﬁrst-order predicate logic, typed lambda calculus, and Discourse Represen-
tation Theory (DRT). Following Russell, these formal representations of truth
conditions are called logical forms. In the last few decades the methods of
formal semantics have been applied to a wide range of phenomena in natural
language semantics. This has resulted in highly sophisticated treatments of
various topics, including tense and aspect.
Traditionally, research in formal semantics has concentrated on English.
However, it isn’t the meaning of aspect in English that is central to this the-
sis, but that in Ancient Greek. Ancient Greek is well known for its literary
heritage, but more importantly for our purposes, it presents us a very rich
aspect system. Following Comrie’s deﬁnition, the language possesses three
tenses: a present, a past, and a future tense. In addition to these tenses, it
has three grammatical aspects: aoristic, imperfective, and perfect aspect. In
this respect, it resembles the French system in size. However, Ancient Greek
goes further than French, by extending its aspectual oppositions beyond the
indicative forms. We ﬁnd specialised aspectual forms not only in the indica-
tive, but also in the subjunctive, optative, and imperative modes, as well as
in the non-ﬁnite forms (inﬁnitive and participle). Apart from its distribution,
the Ancient Greek system is transparant as it shows a systematic coding of
tense and aspect through the employment of separate morphemes. This means
that tense and aspect are well distinguished morphologically. The morphemes
act as a permanent reminder that the two categories should also be clearly
distinguished in the semantic analysis. In sum, given its analytic morphol-
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ogy and elaborate distribution, the Ancient Greek aspectual system presents
a challenging test case for any theory of aspect.
I believe this challenge should be tackled by applying insights from formal
semantics to Ancient Greek. I consider this not only fruitful for a better
understanding of the Greek aspectual system, but I also believe that it will
bring us closer to the ideal of a general theory of aspect. As such, this enterprise
ﬁts in with the recent development of applying formal-semantic methods to
languages other than Western European ones (van Geenhoven 1998, Faller
2002, Grønn 2003, and Tonhauser 2006, among others).
Central to the discussion in this thesis is the opposition between imperfec-
tive and aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek. Like the English examples in (1b)
and (1c), this concerns the contrast between presenting an event as continu-
ing or completed. This aspectual distinction shows an interesting interaction
with tense. In the indicative forms, the distinction is restricted to the past
tense. With the present and the future tenses, we do not ﬁnd distinct forms
for imperfective and aoristic aspect. The only form available in the present
tense is the one for imperfective aspect. Why should this be the case? Such
interactions between tense and aspect are by no means restricted to Ancient
Greek. We also observe them in English, for instance. As example (2) shows,
substitution of the past tense by a present tense changes the interpretation in
an unexpected way:
(2) Peter swims in Barton Spring Pool.
This sentence does not express that there is a (single) swimming event at the
moment of utterance, as the presence of the present tense might lead us to
expect. Instead the sentence has to be interpreted as stating that Peter has
the habit of swimming in Barton Spring Pool. This kind of tense-aspect inter-
action, in particular the absence of a form for the combination of present tense
and aoristic aspect, receives a natural explanation in the approach developed
in this thesis.
The most puzzling phenomenon about imperfective and aoristic aspect in
Ancient Greek is the fact that the same verb form can get several interpreta-
tions. Aoristic aspect is often interpreted as indicating that the event described
is completed, but it may also be used to refer to the beginning of an event.
An example of the former interpretation is given in (3), of the latter in (4):
(3) τì
to
the.acc
µευ
meu
I.gen
νκο̋
nakos
skin-coat.acc
âχθà̋
echthes
yesterday
êκλεψεν.
eklepsen.
steal.pst.AOR.3sg
“He stole my skin-coat yesterday.” Theoc. Id. 5.2
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(4) µετ
meta
after
δà
de
and
τοupsilonperispomeneτο
touto
that.acc
âδκρυσε.
edakruse.
weep.pst.AOR.3sg
“and after that he started to weep.” Hdt. 7.45
This raises the question whether these interpretations are special instances of a
basic meaning or constitute separate meanings. That is, is the aorist ambigu-
ous between a meaning of completion and one of beginning, or does one and
the same meaning result in diﬀerent interpretations through the interaction
with elements in the context? In my opinion, we should push the latter option
as far as possible. This means that the main challenge set in this thesis is
to ﬁnd a way to deal with this variation in interpretation without postulating
ambiguity.
The various interpretations of imperfective and aoristic aspect have been
extensively discussed in the Ancient Greek grammatical tradition. Grammars
of Ancient Greek are a rich source of information on this topic, but mainly
from a descriptive point of view. From a theoretical point of view, they do not
provide deeper insight in the actual semantics of the Ancient Greek aspectual
system. It is common practice in grammars of Ancient Greek to ﬁrst give a
characterisation of the basic meaning of aoristic and imperfective aspect which
is then followed by an overview of their speciﬁc interpretations. Whether these
interpretations are seen as special instances of the basic meanings or as separate
meanings is often left unclear. The degree to which they are related to the
basic meanings varies from author to author, but so far no one has managed
to systematically derive the speciﬁc interpretations from the basic ones. I will
show that by using the ideas and tools that have been developed in the ﬁeld of
formal semantics we can achieve this. The result is an ambiguity-free semantics
for aoristic and imperfective aspect from which the special interpretations can
be derived through the interaction of several parameters.
As will become clear throughout this thesis, the topic of aspect touches
on a variety of issues that are at the heart of the philosophy of language and
formal semantics and pragmatics. In the proposed analysis coercion plays a
crucial role: if the literal interpretation of an utterance does not make sense for
some reason, the hearer reinterprets the utterance in such a way that it does.
This reinterpretation strategy results from the Gricean Cooperative Principle
(Grice 1975) which urges speakers to make adequate contributions to the con-
versation. Consequently the hearer is extremely hesitant to assume that the
speaker utters nonsense. World knowledge turns out to play an important
role in reinterpretation. This brings us to the problem how to integrate world
knowledge in the semantic composition. We would like to adhere as much
as possible to the Fregean Compositionality Principle, which states that the
meaning of a compound expression is determined solely by the meanings of its
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parts and the way these are put together. But can this be achieved if linguis-
tic and extralinguistic information interact within reinterpretation processes?
Furthermore, we venture into the various other ﬁelds including performatives
(Austin 1976, 1962), competition between forms, and discourse semantics, as
pioneered by Kamp.
Given that the study of Ancient Greek aspect inevitably raises all these
issues, this thesis builds a bridge between Ancient Greek linguistics on the one
hand and philosophy of language and formal semantics and pragmatics on the
other. Since I believe this thesis may be of interest to both ﬁelds, I have gone
to great eﬀort to make it accessible for both audiences. For scholars of Ancient
Greek, I have made sure that technicalities are often illustrated with diagrams
and always summarised in natural language. For formal semanticists without
knowledge of Ancient Greek, I have included transcriptions and glosses. In
short, the aim of this thesis is not just to tackle a speciﬁc puzzle, but also to
illustrate in general how fruitful a combination of these two ﬁelds is.
The remainder of this introductory chapter is organised as follows. Section
1.2 introduces the aspectual system of Ancient Greek in some more detail to-
gether with some of the terminology used throughout this thesis and makes
some preliminary remarks concerning aspectual classes and logical forms. Sec-
tion 1.3 describes the organisation of this thesis.
1.2 Before we start
1.2.1 The aspectual system of Ancient Greek
As I said, Ancient Greek has three aspects: aoristic, imperfective, and perfect
aspect. It is the ﬁrst (not the last!) that seems to correspond to what is called
perfective aspect in other, notably Slavic, languages. In principle, I use the
terms aoristic and perfective aspect interchangeably in this thesis. However,
I often use the former when speaking about Ancient Greek in particular and
the latter in cross-linguistic contexts.
As mentioned before, the opposition between aoristic and imperfective as-
pect is realised throughout the verbal paradigm. Table 1.1 gives an overview
of the imperfective and aoristic forms of the verb λupsilonacuteειν luein ‘to loosen’. â- e-
is a past tense marker; -σα -sa is a marker for aoristic aspect.
In this thesis I concentrate on indicative forms, but I consider it a pre-
requisite for any theory of aspect in Ancient Greek that it can deal with the
fact that we ﬁnd the aoristic-imperfective opposition throughout the verbal
paradigm.
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imperfective aspect aoristic aspect
ﬁnite indicative (past tense) êλυον eluon êλυσα elusa
subjunctive λupsilonacuteω luo¯ λupsilonacuteσω luso¯
optative λupsilonacuteοιµι luoimi λupsilonacuteσαιµι lusaimi
imperative λupsilonperispomeneε lue λupsilonperispomeneσον luson
nonﬁnite participle λupsilonacuteων luo¯n λupsilonacuteσα̋ lusas
inﬁnitive λupsilonacuteειν luein λupsilonperispomeneσαι lusai
Table 1.1: The aoristic–imperfective distinction for the verb λupsilonacuteειν luein ‘to
loosen’.
1.2.2 Notes on terminology
It may be instructive to note that at some points my terminology deviates from
that used in standard grammars. First, most grammars use the word tense
for what I call a tense-aspect pair (see e.g. Smyth 1984:412–413, Goodwin
1966:7).1 As a consequence, they claim that Ancient Greek has seven tenses.
I do not follow this use, but reserve the word tense for location in time (with
respect to the moment of utterance), following Comrie (1985).
Second, imperfective, as I use it, is a purely aspectual notion, and is diﬀerent
from what the grammars call imperfect, which they use for (what I call) the
combination of past tense and imperfective aspect. To avoid confusion, I do
not use the term imperfect. Table 1.2 shows the traditional names for the
tense-aspect pairs. I put these names in quotation marks to indicate that they
deviate from my usage of the terms.
present past
imperfective ‘present’ ‘imperfect’
aoristic – ‘aorist’
Table 1.2: The traditional names for the tense-aspect pairs
Imperfective aspect, in my terminology, corresponds to what some gram-
mars call aspect expressed by the present stem. They refer to the aspectual
distinction imperfective versus aoristic as present versus aoristic (see, for ex-
ample, Rijksbaron 2002:1-5, Rijksbaron et al. 2000:66). I don’t follow this
terminology because it has the danger of leading to confusion about the con-
tributions of tense and aspect.
1This use of the word tense is not restricted to grammars of Ancient Greek, but quite
general: About English we often hear that the present progressive and the simple present
tense are two different tenses, the French Imparfait and Passe´ Simple are called two different
past tenses etc.
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1.2.3 Aspectual classes
I use the word aspect in a rather broad sense. It includes both grammatical
aspect and aspectual classes or Aktionsart. The distinction between aoristic
and imperfective aspect is a distinction in grammatical aspect. Most verbs
in Ancient Greek come in two forms: aoristic and imperfective forms, clearly
distinguished by speciﬁc morphemes. In this thesis I am primarily interested
in grammatical aspect. But the verb itself, without grammatical aspect, also
has certain properties that are relevant aspectually. On the basis of these
properties, verbs (or I prefer to say: predicate-argument structures, that is,
the verb with its arguments) are divided in aspectual classes or Aktionsarten.
Given the complex interactions between grammatical aspect and aspectual
class, I will say a few words about aspectual class here. The sole purpose of
the remarks here is to facilitate understanding of the following chapters. More
will follow when we go along.
Throughout this thesis I use inﬁnitival expressions like John run to refer
to the predicate-argument structure, that is, the verb with its arguments, ab-
stracting away from tense and grammatical aspect. These expressions fall into
various aspectual classes. One important division is that between the classes
of bounded and unbounded predicates. Some predicates introduce inherent
boundaries for eventualities, for example, John eat an apple and John run two
miles. They belong to the class of bounded or telic predicates. Others do not
introduce inherent boundaries, for example, John run and John be blond, and
are called unbounded or atelic. Moreover, a subclass of the unbounded pred-
icates is set apart as the stative predicates. Examples are John be blond and
John be at the pub. One characteristic of stative predicates is that they do not
combine with the progressive in English, as (5) shows (the asterisk indicates
ungrammaticality):
(5) a. *John is being blond.
b. *John is being at the pub.
In accordance with common practice (see e.g. de Swart 1998) I assume the
following syntactic scope relations: tense outscopes grammatical aspect, which
outscopes the predicate-argument structure:
(6) TENSE (GRAM. ASPECT (predicate-argument structure))
The intricate interactions between grammatical aspect and tense and between
grammatical aspect and aspectual class will be discussed at length in this
thesis.
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1.2.4 Logical form
Following the practice in formal semantics, I represent the truth conditions of
a natural language sentence in a formal language which has an exact model-
theoretic truth deﬁnition. Throughout this work I use the typewriter font
for expressions in a formal language. The ; sign indicates the translation of
a natural language expression into a formal language expression. For exam-
ple, the natural language sentence (7a) translates as (7b) in predicate logic
(ignoring tense and aspect):
(7) a. John likes Mary and Mary likes John.
b. ; ∃e∃e′[like(e, j, m) ∧ like(e′, m, j)]
Example (7) shows another notational practices that I follow. I put square
brackets around a formula that results from connecting two formulas, and
round brackets around the arguments of a function. Furthermore, I use a
Davidsonian event semantics in which every verb has an extra argument slot
for an eventuality variable (e and e′).2 This is common to all formal theories
to be discussed in this work, including my own account.
1.3 Organisation of the thesis
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 dicusses the interpretations of
aoristic and imperfective aspect commonly distinguished in grammars of An-
cient Greek. Thus it provides the data for the analysis. The chapter concludes
with an identiﬁcation of the main challenge of this thesis.
Chapter 3 is devoted to theories of aspect that have been proposed in the
formal-semantic literature. In section 3.2 I review four inﬂuential analyses for
the semantics of imperfective and perfective aspect: Kamp’s distinction be-
tween states and events, Krifka’s distinction between homogeneous and quan-
tised predicates, de Swart’s aspectually sensitive tense operators, and Klein’s
and von Stechow’s proposals in which the notion of topic time occupies a cen-
tral position. I review the merits and shortcomings of each theory against the
background of its applicability to Ancient Greek. I show that they all contain
ingredients useful for the analysis of aspect in Ancient Greek, but that none
can fully answer the challenge. The discussion of these four theories will prove
to be instrumental for a more precise formulation of the problem central to
this thesis. The idea of coercion, i.e. reinterpretation of an expression in or-
der to avoid a semantic mismatch between its constituents, will come out as
extremely useful for our purposes. Given its central position in the proposed
analysis, I discuss this phenomenon in more detail in section 3.3.
2Following Bach (1986), I use the term eventuality as a cover term for all kinds of situa-
tions, events, actions, etc.
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In chapter 4 I propose my analysis which integrates ingredients of the four
theories about the perfective–imperfective distinction discussed. New to my
analysis of the interpretations of aoristic and imperfective aspect is the central
place taken by Egg’s Duration Principle. This principle, which states that
information on the duration of an eventuality introduced by various linguistic
expressions must be mutually compatible, is crucial in explaining how the
various interpretations come about.
For expository reasons, the analysis of one of the interpretations of the
aorist, the so-called tragic interpretation, is postponed to chapter 5. I show
that this use is readily understood on the basis of the proposed semantics of
aspect, once one recognises the tragic aorist as the use found in performatives.
In chapter 6 we go beyond the level of the sentence and move on to the
eﬀect of aspect on the temporal structure of discourse. I demonstrate how the
semantics of aspect proposed in chapter 4 explains the often observed diﬀerence
between aoristic and imperfective aspect in this respect. The proposed account
treats the variation in the interpretation of aspect and the eﬀect of aspect on
the temporal structure of discourse as two sides of the same coin, whereas
previous accounts in formal semantics tend to concentrate on one or the other
of these two features of aspect interpretation.
In chapter 7 I compare the analysis developed in this thesis with two inﬂu-
ential accounts proposed by classical scholars, the ones of Ruijgh and Sicking,
and I show why my account is preferable.
In chapter 8 I present my conclusions.
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Chapter 2
The interpretations of aoristic
and imperfective aspect
2.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter I have laid down the object of this thesis: aspect in
Ancient Greek, and more in particular the various interpretations of aoristic
and imperfective aspect. In this chapter I discuss the interpretations received
grammars of Ancient Greek distinguish for both aspects. The fact that both
occur with several interpretations is the main problem of this thesis, which
will be formulated in section 2.5.
2.2 The basic distinction: completed versus
not-completed
One of the clearest formulations of the opposition between imperfective and
aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek is found in Rijksbaron (2002:1). He claims
that imperfective aspect indicates that an eventuality is not-completed, where-
as aoristic aspect indicates the opposite, i.e. that it is completed. Similar
ideas about imperfective aspect can be found in Smyth (1984:423) and Good-
win (1966:11), among others. Both grammars state that imperfective aspect
indicates that an eventuality is going on. In this chapter I use notions like
completed and going on descriptively. I aim to make explicit what they mean
later in this thesis.
Let’s illustrate this opposition with some examples. From now on, I use
inter-letter spacing and ordinary capitals IPFV and AOR (rather than small
capitals) in the interlinear gloss to highlight the relevant forms. See Appendix
C.2 for the abbreviations used in the glosses. Consider the following example
with imperfective aspect:
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(8) Κupsilonperispomeneρο̋
Kuros
Cyrus.nom
δà
de
prt
οupsilonlenisacuteπω
oupo¯
not.yet
©κεν,
he¯ken,
be.present.pst.ipfv.3sg
λλ'
all’
but
êτι
eti
still
π ρ ο σ   λ α υ ν ε
prose¯laune
march.to.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Cyrus was not yet present, but he was still marching on.”
X. An. 1.5.12
The interpretation of (8) is that the marching is not yet completed, but still
going on. I label this the processual interpretation of imperfective aspect. Al-
though on this interpretation the imperfective is often translated into English
with a progressive form, the two are not identical. One of the diﬀerences is
that the former combines happily with stative predicates whereas the latter
doesn’t, as is illustrated by (9):1
(9) â β α σ Ð λ ε υ ε
ebasileue
be.king.pst.IPFV.3sg
δà
de
prt
Λυκοµ δη̋
Lukome¯de¯s
Lycomedes.nom
τìτε
tote
then
τÀν
to¯n
the.gen
ΣκυρÐων
Skurio¯n
Scyrians.gen
“Lycomedes was at that time king of the Scyrians.” Plu. Thes. 35.6
Here the eventuality of being king is not completed, but going on. Note that we
have an imperfective form (âβασÐλευε, ebasileue) in Greek, but a simple form
(‘was king’) rather than a progressive form (‘was being king’) in English.2
Aoristic aspect, by contrast, is used for completed eventualities. This is
illustrated in (10), where the handing over of the reign is completed:
1Some preliminary remarks about stativity and aspectual classes in general have been
made in section 1.2.3. A in-depth discussion is postponed to chapters 3 and 4, in particular
sections 3.3.1 and 4.2.
2βασÐλευειν basileuein may be argued to be an unbounded, non-stative predicate (‘to rule
as a king’), rather than stative predicate. However, we find the same use with βασιλεupsilongrave̋ εÚναι
basileus einai, which is literally ‘to be king’ and uncontroversially stative. For example:
(i) καÈ
kai
and
ΠερδÐκκα̋
Perdikkas
Perdiccas.nom
ÇΑλεcνδρου
Alexandrou
Alexander.gen
βασιλεupsilongrave̋
basileus
king.nom
αupsilonlenisτÀν
auto¯n
they.gen
ª ν
e¯n
be.pst.IPFV.3sg
íτε
hote
when
Σιτλκη̋
Sitalke¯s
Sitalces.nom
âπ ùει
epe¯iei
come.upon.pst.ipfv.3sg
“And Perdiccas, Alexander’s son, was their (= the Macedonians’) king at the time
of the invasion by Sitalces.” Th. 2.99.6.
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(10) τελευτ σαντο̋
teleute¯santos
die.aor.ptcp.gen
δà
de
prt
ÇΑλυττεω
Aluatteo¯
Alyattes.gen
â c ε δ è c α τ ο
exedexato
take.from.pst.AOR.3sg
τν
te¯n
the.acc
βασιληÐην
basile¯ie¯n
reign.acc
ΚροØσο̋
Kroisos
Croesus.nom
“After Alyattes died, Croesus received the reign.” Hdt. 1.26.1
Similarly, in (11), the stealing of the coat is completed:
(11) τì
to
the.acc
µευ
meu
I.gen
νκο̋
nakos
skin-coat.acc
âχθà̋
echthes
yesterday
ê κ λ ε ψ ε ν.
eklepsen.
steal.pst.AOR.3sg
“He (= Lacon) stole my skin-coat yesterday.” Theoc. Id. 5.2
I label the interpretation exempliﬁed in (10) and (11) the completive interpre-
tation of aoristic aspect.
The processual interpretation of imperfective aspect and the completive
interpretation of aoristic aspect are generally considered to be their basic in-
terpretations. Apart from these basic interpretations, several other interpreta-
tions are distinguished in the grammatical tradition. For imperfective aspect,
these are the habitual, conative, and likelihood interpretations; for aoristic as-
pect, the ingressive, complexive, tragic, and generic interpretations. I will now
turn to a discussion of these interpretations leaving open for the moment the
question whether they should be treated as separate meanings or as special
instances of the respective basic meanings.
2.3 Additional interpretations of the imper-
fective
2.3.1 The habitual interpretation
Imperfective aspect may be used to describe a habit or some other kind of
regularity. The contrast between aoristic aspect and this interpretation of
imperfective aspect is nicely illustrated by the following example:
(12) δÀρ
do¯ra
presents.acc
οÉ
hoi
he.dat
ν
ana
prep
πν
pan
every.acc
êτο̋
etos
year.acc
â δ Ð δ ο υ,
edidou,
give.pst.IPFV.3sg
καÈ
kai
and
τν
te¯n
the.acc
ΒαβυλÀν
Babylo¯na
Babylon.acc
οÉ
hoi
he.dat
ê δ ω κ ε
edo¯ke
give.pst.AOR.3sg
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“Every year he gave him presents and he gave him Babylon.”
Hdt. 3.160.2
In (12), aoristic aspect (êδωκε, edo¯ke) is used to describe the single completed
eventuality of giving Babylon. By contrast, imperfective aspect (âδÐδου, edi-
dou) is used for the habit of giving presents. In (12), an iterative adverbial is
present: ν πν êτο̋ ana pan etos ‘every year’. However, as (13) shows, this
reading does not require such an adverbial:
(13) âπειδ
epeide¯
when
δà
de
prt
τä
to
the.nom
παιδÐον
paidion
child.nom
âγèνετο
egeneto
exist.pst.aor.3sg
µØν,
he¯min,
we.dat

he¯
the.nom
µ τηρ
me¯te¯r
mother.nom
αupsilonlenisτä
auto
it.acc
â θ   λ α ζ ε ν
ethe¯ladzen
suckle.pst.IPFV.3sg
“When the child was born to us, its mother suckled it.” Lys. 1.9
Here âθ λαζεν ethe¯ladzen ‘suckle.ipfv’ has a habitual interpretation, as be-
comes clear from the context:
(14) ΠρÀτον µàν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, Â νδρε̋, (δεØ γρ καÈ ταupsilonperispomeneθ' upsilonasperµØν διηγ σασθαι)
οÊκÐδιον êστι µοι διπλοupsilonperispomeneν, Òσα êχον τ νω τοØ̋ κτω κατ τν γυ-
ναικωνØτιν καÈ κατ τν νδρωνØτιν. âπειδ δà τä παιδÐον âγèνετο
µØν,  µ τηρ αupsilonlenisτä â θ   λ α ζ ε ν; Ñνα δà µ , åπìτε λοupsilonperispomeneσθαι δèοι, κιν-
δυνεupsilonacuteηù κατ τ¨̋ κλÐµακο̋ καταβαÐνουσα, âγ° µàν νω διηùτ¸µην, αÉ
δà γυναØκε̋ κτω. καÈ οupsilonasperacuteτω̋ ¢δη συνειθισµèνον ªν, ¹στε πολλκι̋
 γυν π ùει κτω καθευδ σουσα ±̋ τä παιδÐον, Ñνα τäν τιτθäν αupsilonlenisτÀú
διδÀú καÈ µ βοø. καÈ ταupsilonperispomeneτα πολupsilongraveν χρìνον οupsilonasperacuteτω̋ âγÐγνετο, καÈ âγ°
οupsilonlenisδèποτε upsilonasperπ¸πτευσα, λλ' οupsilonasperacuteτω̋ λιθÐω̋ διεκεÐµην, ¹στε ºúµην τν
âµαυτοupsilonperispomene γυναØκα πασÀν σωφρονεσττην εÚναι τÀν âν τ¨ù πìλει.
“Now in the ﬁrst place I must tell you, sirs (for I am obliged to give
you these particulars), my dwelling is on two ﬂoors, the upper being
equal in space to the lower, with the women’s quarters above and the
men’s below. When the child was born to us, its mother s u c k l e d
it; and in order that, each time that it had to be washed, she might
avoid the risk of descending by the stairs, I used to live above, and
the women below. By this time it had become such an habitual thing
that my wife would often leave me and go down to sleep with the
child, so as to be able to give it the breast and stop its crying. Things
went on in this way for a long time, and I never suspected, but was
simple-minded enough to suppose that my own was the chastest wife
in the city.” Lys. 1.9-103
3Lamb’s (Lysias 2000) translation.
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Similarly, in (15) the carrying of long spears is more plausibly interpreted
as an habitual action than as referring to a (single) carrying eventuality that
is still continuing:
(15) \Ην
E¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
δà
de
prt
τοupsilonperispomeneτον
touton
that.acc
τäν
ton
the.acc
χρìνον
chronon
time.acc
êθνο̋
ethnos
nation.nom
οupsilonlenisδàν
ouden
no.nom
âν
en
in
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
ÇΑσÐηù
Asie¯i
Asia.dat
οupsilonlenisacuteτε
oute
nor
νδρηιìτερον
andre¯ioteron
more.courageous.nom
οupsilonlenisacuteτε
oute
nor
λκιµ¸τερον
alkimo¯teron
braver.nom
τοupsilonperispomene
tou
the.gen
ΛυδÐου.
Ludiou.
Lydian.gen
ÃΗ
He¯
the.nom
δà
de
prt
µχη
mache¯
battle.nom
σφèων
spheo¯n
they.gen
ªν
e¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
π'
ap’
from
Ñππων,
hippo¯n
horses.gen
δìρατ
dorata
spears.acc
τε
te
prt
â φ ì ρ ε ο ν
ephoreon
carry.pst.IPFV.3pl
µεγλα
megala
long.acc
καÈ
kai
and
αupsilonlenisτοÈ
autoi
they.nom
ªσαν
e¯san
be.pst.ipfv.3pl
Éππεupsilonacuteεσθαι
hippeuesthai
manage.horse.ipfv.inf
γαθοÐ
agathoi
good.nom
“At this time there was no nation in Asia more courageous or braver
than the Lydian. They fought on horseback, carried long spears, and
they were good at managing horses.” Hdt. 1.79.3
A ﬁnal example of the habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect is
given in (16):
(16) ÇΕπÈ
Epi
during
γρ
gar
prt
Λèοντο̋
Leontos
Leon.gen
βασιλεupsilonacuteοντο̋
basileuontos
be.king.ipfv.ptcp.gen
καÈ
kai
and
ÃΗγησικλèο̋
He¯ge¯sikleos
Hegesicles.gen
âν
en
in
Σπρτηù
Sparte¯i
Sparta.dat
τοupsilongrave̋
tous
the.acc
λλου̋
allous
other.acc
πολèµου̋
polemous
wars.acc
εupsilonlenisτυχèοντε̋
eutucheontes
be.successful.ipfv.ptcp.nom
οÉ
hoi
the.nom
Λακεδαιµìνιοι
Lakedaimonioi
Lacedaemonians.nom
πρä̋
pros
against
Τεγε τα̋
Tegee¯tas
Tegeans.acc
µοupsilonacuteνου̋
mounous
only.acc
π ρ ο σ è π τ α ι ο ν
proseptaion
bump.into.pst.IPFV.3pl
“For when Leon en Hegesicles were kings of Sparta, the Lacedaemo-
nians, while successful in all their other wars, suﬀered defeats only
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against the Tegeans.” Hdt. 1.65.1
Again, the imperfective form προσ èπταιον proseptaion ‘suﬀered a defeat’ (lit.
‘bumped into’) should be interpreted habitually rather than as describing a
single eventuality of suﬀering a defeat that is going on.
2.3.2 The conative and likelihood interpretations
Imperfective aspect can also be used to refer to eventualities that do not go
beyond the stage of an attempt. This is the so-called conative interpretation.
Consider the following example:
(17) âπεθupsilonacuteµησε
epethume¯se
long.for.pst.aor.3sg
τ¨̋
te¯s
the.gen
χλανÐδο̋
chlanidos
garment.gen
καÈ
kai
and
αupsilonlenisτν
aute¯n
that.acc
προσελθ°ν
proseltho¯n
go.to.aor.ptcp.nom
² ν è ε τ ο.
o¯neeto.
buy.pst.IPFV.3sg
å
ho
the.nom
δà
de
prt
ΣυλοσÀν
Suloso¯n
Syloson.nom
. . .
. . .
. . .
λèγει;
legei:
say.prs.ipfv.3sg
âγ°
ego¯
I.nom
ταupsilonacuteτην
taute¯n
that.acc
πωλèω
po¯leo¯
sell.prs.ipfv.1sg
µàν
men
prt
οupsilonlenisδενä̋
oudenos
no.gen
χρ µατο̋,
chre¯matos,
money.gen
δÐδωµι
dido¯mi
give.prs.ipfv.1sg
δà
de
prt
λλω̋
allo¯s
for.nothing
“He set his heart upon the garment, came forward and wanted to buy
it. But Syloson said: ‘I don’t sell that one for any money, but I give
it for free.’ ” Hdt. 3.139.2-3
It is clear from the continuation that the buying eventuality in the ﬁrst sentence
does not exceed the stage of an attempt: Syloson doesn’t sell the garment.
Some grammars (for example, Rijksbaron 2002:3) note that this interpre-
tation occurs only with bounded predicates and results from the combination
of the property boundedness and the basic interpretation of imperfective as-
pect as going on. The distinction between bounded and unbounded predicates,
which was mentioned brieﬂy in section 1.2.3 and will be discussed at greater
length in chapters 3 and 4, is indeed relevant for this interpretation of imper-
fective aspect, as we will see.
Related to this interpretation is the likelihood interpretation (see, for ex-
ample, Goodwin 1966:441, Rijksbaron 2002:17), which expresses that an even-
tuality was likely to occur, or threatened to occur. âκαινìµην ekainome¯n ‘be
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killed.ipfv’ in (18) is used in this way:
(18) µεταρσÐα
metarsia
raised.from.the.ground.nom
ληφθεØσ'
le¯phtheis’
take.aor.pass.ptcp.nom
â κ α ι ν ì µ η ν
ekainome¯n
kill.pst.IPFV.pass.1sg
cÐφει
xiphei
sword.dat
λλ'
all’
but
âcèκλεψεν
exeklepsen
snatch.pst.aor.3sg
. . .
. . .
Α^ρτεµι̋
Artemis
Artemis.nom
“having been lifted high in the air I (= Iphigeneia) was about to be
killed by the sword; but Artemis snatched me away.” E. I.T. 27-28
The but-clause (and of course the fact that Iphigeneia is able to report the
event herself) makes it clear that the killing did not actually occur.
This example concludes my discussion of the various interpretations of
imperfective aspect. Let’s now turn to aoristic aspect.
2.4 Additional interpretations of the aorist
2.4.1 The ingressive interpretation
With unbounded predicates, aoristic aspect may be used to refer to the begin-
ning of an eventuality, the ingressive interpretation.4 Consider the interpreta-
tion of âδκρυσε edakruse ‘weep.aor’ in (19):
(19) âνθαupsilonperispomeneτα
enthauta
then
å
ho
the.nom
Cèρcη̋
Xerxe¯s
Xerxes.nom
áωυτäν
heo¯uton
himself.acc
âµακρισε,
emakarise,
declare.happy.pst.aor.3sg
µετ
meta
after
δà
de
and
τοupsilonperispomeneτο
touto
that.acc
â δ  κ ρ υ σ ε.
edakruse.
weep.pst.AOR.3sg
4Again, for the distinction between bounded and unbounded predicates, see the section
1.2.3. It will be explained at greater length in chapter 3 and 4, especially in sections 3.2.2
and 4.2.
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µαθ°ν
Matho¯n
perceive.aor.ptcp.nom
δè
de
prt
µιν
min
him.acc
ÇΑρτβανο̋
Artabanos
Artabanus.nom
. . .
. . .
δακρupsilonacuteσαντα
dakrusanta
weep.aor.ptcp.acc
εÒρετο
eireto
ask.pst.ipfv.3sg
τδε;
tade:
this.acc
. . .
. . .
±̋
ho¯s
how
πολλäν
pollon
far
λλ λων
alle¯lo¯n
one.other.gen
κεχωρισµèνα
kecho¯rismena
separate.prf.pass.ptcp.acc
âργσαο
ergasao
do.pst.aor.2sg
νupsilonperispomeneν
nun
now
τε
te
prt
καÈ
kai
prt
æλÐγωú
oligo¯i
a.little.dat
πρìτερον;
proteron:
before
µακαρÐσα̋
makarisas
declare.happy.aor.ptcp.nom
γρ
gar
because
σεωυτäν
seo¯uton
yourself.acc
δ α κ ρ upsilonacute ε ι ̋.
dakrueis.
weep.PRS.ipfv.2sg
“Then Xerxes declared himself happy, and after that he started to
weep. Perceiving that he had begun to weep Artabanus questioned
him saying: ‘What a distance is there between what you are doing
now and a little while ago! After declaring yourself happy you weep.’”
Hdt. 7.45-46.1
The basic function of aoristic aspect, to indicate completion, is not compatible
with the present tense form δακρupsilonacuteει̋ dakrueis ‘weep.prs’, which indicates that
Xerxes is still crying at the moment of Artabanus’ utterance. Therefore, the
aoristic form âδκρυσε edakruse ‘weep.aor’ has to be interpreted as indicating
the beginning of the crying.
Another example of the ingressive interpretation of aoristic aspect is (20):
(20) ÇΑποθν ùσκει
Apothne¯iskei
die.prs.ipfv.3sg
δ'
d’
prt
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν
oun
prt
Μριο̋
Marios
Marius.nom
. . . ;
. . . ;
καÈ
kai
and
µèγα
mega
great.nom
ê σ χ ε
esche
have.pst.AOR.3sg
παραυτÐκα
parautika
immediately
τν
te¯n
the.acc
ÃΡ¸µην
Ro¯me¯n
Rome.acc
χρµα
charma
joy.nom
καÈ
kai
and
θρσο̋
tharsos
courage.nom
“Then Marius dies, and immediately great joy and courage took pos-
session of Rome.” Plu. Mar. 46.6
The aorist form êσχε esche ‘have.aor’ receives an ingressive interpretation
and translates naturally as took possesion of.
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2.4.2 The complexive interpretation
The ingressive interpretation is not the only interpretation of aoristic aspect
with unbounded predicates; it can also be read as indicating that the eventu-
ality is completed. An example of this use is âβοupsilonacuteλευσα ebouleusa ‘be sena-
tor.aor’ in (21):
(21) âγ°
ego¯
I.nom
γρ,
gar,
prt
Â
o¯
vcp
νδρε̋
andres
men.voc
ÇΑθηναØοι,
Athe¯naioi,
Athenian.voc
λλην
alle¯n
other.acc
µàν
men
though
ρχν
arche¯n
oﬃce.acc
οupsilonlenisδεµÐαν
oudemian
no.acc
π¸ποτε
po¯pote
ever
ªρcα
e¯rxa
rule.pst.aor.1sg
âν
en
in
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
πìλει,
polei,
state.dat
â β ο upsilonacute λ ε υ σ α
ebouleusa
be.senator.pst.AOR.1sg
δè;
de
prt
“I (= Socrates), men of Athens, never held any other oﬃce in the
state, but I was a senator.” Pl. Ap. 32a
Here the speaker, Socrates, makes reference to the complete eventuality of
being a senator rather than to the beginning.
I will restrict the label completive to the interpretation of completion of
the aorist with bounded predicates and will use complexive for the completion
interpretation of the aorist with unbounded predicates as in (21). Whether
the two interpretations are the same or diﬀerent depends on the analysis of
the semantics of the aorist. Since in the account I will defend in this thesis the
combination of the aorist with bounded predicates is analysed diﬀerently than
the combination with unbounded predicates, it is convenient to have distinct
labels for the two.
2.4.3 The tragic interpretation
Many grammars (e.g., Ku¨hner and Gerth 1898:163, Goodwin 1966:18) note
that the form for past tense and aoristic aspect is sometimes used to refer to
present eventualities. This use of the aorist, called tragic or dramatic aorist
because it occurs mainly in drama, is often used in dialogues. The traditional
view, as for instance found in Ku¨hner and Gerth (1898:163-165), is that it
describes a present eventuality as if it had already happened or begun. This
use of the aorist is restricted to the ﬁrst person and common with verbs of
judgement or emotion in response to something said by someone else. In
such cases it is claimed to indicate that the speaker had begun to make the
judgement or feel the emotion before his interlocutor has ﬁnished speaking.
An example is given in (22), where Iphigeneia reacts to Orestes’ proposal to
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kill Thoas. Note that Greek uses a past tense form (¢ùνεσα e¯inesa), where we
would use a present tense in English (approve).
(22) Or. ρ' ν τupsilonacuteραννον διολèσαι δυναÐµεθ' νˇ
Iph. δεινäν τìδ' εÚπα̋, cενοφονεØν âπ λυδα̋.
Or. λλ' εÒ σε σ¸σει κµè, κινδυνευτèον.
Iph. οupsilonlenisκ
ouk
not
ν
an
prt
δυναÐµην;
dunaime¯n;
can.ipfv.opt.1sg
τä
to
the.acc
δà
de
prt
πρìθυµον
prothumon
eagerness.acc
¢ù ν ε σ α.
e¯inesa.
approve.PST.AOR.1sg
Or. “Could we murder the king?”
Iph. “A fearful suggestion, for foreigners to kill their host!”
Or. “But we must dare it, if it brings our safety.”
Iph. “I could not; yet I approve your eagerness.” E. I.T. 1020-235
On the traditional view the use of the form for aoristic aspect and past tense
would be argued to indicate that Iphigeneia had already made her judgement
before Orestes ﬁnished speaking.
In addition to verbs of judgments and emotions, this use of the aorist
is found with verbs of saying, ordering, advising, and swearing. (23) is an
example with a verb of swearing:
(23) Or. îµοσον (εÊ δà µ , κτενÀ σε) µ λèγειν âµν χριν.
Phr.τν
te¯n
the.acc
âµν
eme¯n
my.acc
ψυχν
psuche¯n
soul.acc
κ α τ ¸ µ ο σ ',
kato¯mos’,
swear.PST.AOR.1sg
ν
he¯n
that.rel.acc
ν
an
prt
εupsilonlenisορκοØµ'
euorkoim’
swear.truly.ipfv.opt.1sg
âγ¸.
ego¯.
I.nom
Or. “Swear you are not saying this to humour me, or I will kill you.”
Phr.“I swear by my life, an oath I would keep!” E. Or. 1516-76
Again, a Greek past tense form (κατ¸µοσα kato¯mosa) is translated with an
English present tense form (swear).
2.4.4 The generic interpretation
Ancient Greek has a second use of the form for aoristic aspect and past tense
that often receives a present tense translation in English: it is the aorist in de-
5Potter’s (Euripides 1938) translation.
6Coleridge’s (Euripides 1938) translation
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scriptions of habits, procedures, and general truths. This use is called generic
or gnomic. An example is given in (24):
(24) ûεχθàν
rechthen
do.aor.pass.ptcp.acc
δè
de
prt
τε
te
prt
ν πιο̋
ne¯pios
fool.nom
ê γ ν ω
egno¯
know.PST.AOR.3sg
“Once a thing has been done, the fool knows it.” Il. 17.32
The sentence states a general truth. Note that the past tense form êγνω egno¯
translates as a present tense form (sees).
In this and the previous sections I have shown that apart from a basic
semantic opposition (for example in terms of completedness, cf. Rijksbaron
2002), many grammars distinguish various other uses or interpretations of
aoristic and imperfective aspect. The existence of so many diﬀerent interpre-
tations for both aspects is the central problem of this thesis. This problem
will be formulated more sharply in the ﬁnal section of this chapter.
2.5 The challenge
The present chapter was devoted to the various interpretations of aoristic and
imperfective aspect. We have seen that for bounded predicates aoristic aspect
indicates that an eventuality is completed (completive interpretation). For
unbounded predicates, it receives an ingressive or complexive interpretation.
Furthermore, aoristic aspect can occur with a tragic or generic interpreta-
tion. We have seen that imperfective aspect may be used to express that an
eventuality is going on (processual interpretation), but also to express a habit
(habitual interpretation), an attempt (conative interpretation), or ‘likelihood’
(likelihood interpretation).
In order to understand the Ancient Greek aspect system, we must deter-
mine how these various interpretations come about. In principle, we could
treat all these interpretations as separate, independent meanings. This, how-
ever, would come down to simply listing them and wouldn’t provide insight in
the system. Furthermore, it would leave a number of phenomena unaccounted
for. One is that we ﬁnd the same clustering of interpretations in language
after language: the ingressive interpretation goes with the interpretation of
completion, and the habitual interpretation with that of progression. This is
for example found with the French passe´ simple and imparfait (see, for exam-
ple, de Swart 1998), and with the perfective and imperfective forms of Russian
(cf. Comrie 1976). If the various interpretations of one aspect represented inde-
pendent meanings, it would remain unclear why these interpretations cluster
together in the same way cross-linguistically. This would simply be a co-
incidence (apart from a historical connection). Moreover, the fact that the
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ingressive interpretation is cross-linguistically restricted to unbounded predi-
cates would be just a coincidence and receive no explanation. This restriction
to unbounded predicates instead suggests that the ingressive interpretation
emerges from the interaction between the meaning of the aorist and the “un-
bounded” feature, rather than being an independent interpretation. Even if
we restrict our attention to Ancient Greek, the existence of these interpreta-
tions raises the questions what, for example, ingressivity and completion have
in common that the two are expressed by the same morpheme, and why it is
that we ﬁnd the ingressive interpretation of the aorist only with unbounded
predicates. An adequate theory of aspect should answer these questions, and
it is hard to see how they can be answered if one considers the several inter-
pretations as independent meanings. Rather, the phenomena point towards
an account in which the various interpretations fall under a common, more
abstract denominator. The diﬀerences in interpretation then fall out from of
the interaction between this semantics and other (contextual) elements. Such
an account is more likely to provide insight in the system and in particular to
answer the just raised questions.
This, however, confronts us with a major challenge, since it is not easily
seen how this can be done. Many grammars more or less try to relate the var-
ious interpretations to a basic meaning, but none of them manages to actually
derive them from this meaning. This is the challenge I set myself in this thesis:
to develop an approach to aspect that can deal with this variation in inter-
pretation (and giving an answer to the just mentioned and similar questions)
using an ambiguity-free semantics for aoristic and imperfective aspect.
To shape my analysis I make use of insights that have been developed in the
formal-semantic literature in the last few decades. Therefore, the next chap-
ter is devoted to those formal-semantic theories on the perfective (aoristic)-
imperfective distinction from which I integrate elements in my own analysis.
Chapter 3
Aspect in formal semantics
3.1 Introduction
In the formal-semantic literature, the distinction between perfective (=aoristic)
and imperfective aspect has received quite some attention. Examples are Kamp
and Rohrer (1983) and de Swart (1998) on French, Paslawska and von Stechow
(2003) on Russian, and Smith (1997) on the distinction cross-linguistically,
to mention just a few. The next section presents a selective survey of the
literature, focussing on those theories from which I integrate elements into the
analysis to be developed in chapter 4.
In section 3.2.1 I discuss the position taken in several works by Kamp
and co-workers (Kamp and Rohrer 1983, Kamp and Reyle 1993, Kamp, van
Genabith, and Reyle 2005). Section 3.2.2 is devoted to Krifka’s (1989b) ap-
proach of the perfective-imperfective distinction. The adaptions to the theory
of Kamp et al. made by de Swart (1998) are discussed in section 3.2.3. Section
3.2.4 is devoted to Klein’s (1994) proposal for the semantics of the perfective-
imperfective distinction and Gero¨ and von Stechow’s (2003) and Paslawska
and von Stechow’s (2003) formalisation and modiﬁcation of it. I believe that
a discussion of these analyses gives us a better understanding of the require-
ments a theory of perfective and imperfective aspect has to meet. In section
3.2.5 I will summarise these requirements.
The mechanism of coercion, reinterpretation of an expression in order to
avoid a semantic mismatch between its constituents, will emerge from the
discussion as extremely useful for our purposes. Given its central position in
the analysis that I will propose in the next chapter, I discuss this phenomenon
in more detail in section 3.3.
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3.2 The perfective-imperfective distinction
3.2.1 Kamp et al.: events and states
The passe´ simple and imparfait are generally considered to be the French
realisations of the perfective-imperfective distinction (cf. Vet 1994, but see
de Swart 1998 (to be discussed in section 3.2.3) for a diﬀerent view). An
attempt to capture the diﬀerence in meaning between the two verb forms was
one of the motivations for Kamp to develop a new discourse-based framework:
Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). Since I will formulate my analysis
in this framework, I ﬁrst devote a section to its basic ideas. Then I discuss
the treatment of aspect of Kamp et al. in terms of this framework. For a
more extensive introduction to DRT the reader is referred to Kamp and Reyle
(1993) and Geurts and Beaver (2007).
3.2.1.1 Discourse Representation Theory
As implied by its name, Discourse Representation Theory focuses on the in-
terpretation of discourse rather than sentences in isolation. Its basic idea is
that natural language utterances are interpreted in a continually evolving dis-
course. In the course of this interpretation process the hearer constructs a
representation of the discourse encountered thus far. As the discourse unfolds,
he incorporates the information conveyed by each subsequent sentence in the
already established representation. This incremental interpretation procedure
does justice to the fact that the interpretation of a sentence often depends on
information given in the preceding discourse. This type of context dependence
is clearly visible in sentences with anaphoric expressions, i.e. expressions that
in some sense inherit their value from earlier expressions, their antecedents.
Pronouns are clear cases of such expressions. Consider the following mini-
discourse:
(25) John owns a dog. He likes it.
To interpret the second sentence, we need the context provided by the ﬁrst.
Otherwise, what would he refer to, or it? As it turns out, many expressions in
natural language exhibit this type of context dependence and classical logic is
not very well suited to deal with them. As (26) illustrates, in predicate logic we
can easily represent the truth conditions of the ﬁrst sentence, and of the whole
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discourse, but what exactly is the contribution of the second sentence?1 ,2
(26) ∃e∃x[own(e, j, x) ∧ dog(x)] + ???? =
∃e∃x∃e′[own(e, j, x) ∧ dog(x) ∧ like(e′, j, x)]
To solve this problem of intersentential anaphora and some other problems
concerning anaphora, dynamic semantics was developed in the early eighties.
Besides Kamp’s (1981) Discourse Representation Theory, Heim’s (1982) File
Change Semantics and Groenendijk and Stokhof’s (1991) Dynamic Predicate
Logic belong to this family of semantic theories as well. The deﬁning character-
istic of dynamic semantics is that context change replaces truth and reference
as the central semantic notions. Thus, classical truth conditional semantics is
now often referred to as static semantics.
The logical forms of DRT are called Discourse Representation Structures
(DRSs). They consist of a set of discourse markers and a set of conditions.
Discourse markers represent objects that are introduced as the discourse pro-
ceeds. They function in a way similar to variables in predicate logic, and I
will use these terms interchangeably. Conditions come in various kinds. They
encode descriptive information that is assigned to discourse markers.
Formally, a DRS K is an ordered pair 〈U(K), Con(K)〉, where U(K), the
universe of K, is a set of discourse markers and Con(K) is a set of conditions.
I opt for the familiar notation which depicts DRSs as two-compartment boxes
with the universe on top and the conditions below. The DRS for the ﬁrst
sentence of (25) is (27):
(27)
e x y
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
The processing of this sentence introduces three discourse markers in the uni-
verse of the DRS. The discourse marker e for the eventuality, x introduced by
1Admittedly, there are ways to deal with intersentential anaphora in classical semantics.
One is to represent anaphoric expressions as free variables, which means that they are treated
as referential expressions that get their interpretation from an assignment function. It is
then assumed that assignment functions are somehow fixed by an (unspecified) pragmatic
module that takes the context into account. I believe that this ‘solution’ pushes the real
issue out of sight, into a pragmatic waste basket.
A second way to deal with intersentential anaphora within classical semantics is the E-
(or D-) type strategy which is inspired by the observation that pronouns can often be
paraphrased by a definite description constructed from material in the antecedent sentence
(cf., for example, Neale 1990). I don’t go into this strategy here, since it is not a very
plausible option for anaphoricity in the realm of tense with which we are concerned in this
thesis.
2In (26) I ignore the semantic contributions of tense and aspect.
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the name John and y introduced by the indeﬁnite NP a dog.3 These discourse
markers will ﬁgure as the referents for these expressions for the remainder of
the discourse. The idea is that indeﬁnite expressions like a dog introduce dis-
course referents in the discourse. Deﬁnite expressions like it or the dog, on the
other hand, pick up previously introduced referents, as we will see when we
discuss the interpretation of the second sentence of (25). The descriptive in-
formation is encoded in the conditions john(x), dog(y), and own(e, x, y). The
semantics of DRT speciﬁes that (27) is true in a model M iﬀ there is a function
f that maps the discourse markers e, x, and y onto entities in the domain of
M in such a way that f(x) has the property of having the name John and of
owning f(y), f(y) has the property of being a dog and of being owned by f(x),
and f(e) is an eventuality of owning between the two individuals.
Note that we don’t need a conjunction in DRT, since it’s already speciﬁed
in the truth deﬁnition that a sequence of conditions gets the meaning that
predicate logic would express by means of a conjunction. The same holds for
existential quantiﬁcation: the discourse markers in (27) get their existential
import indirectly from the truth deﬁnition, which requires that there be a
function that veriﬁes the DRS in the model.
Let’s now move on to the second sentence. It is interpreted in the context
of the ﬁrst sentence.4 Following the two-stage presuppositionasanaphora ver-
sion of DRT (van der Sandt 1992) (which is standard nowadays and which is
adopted in this work), we ﬁrst construct the preliminary representation of the
second sentence:
(28)
e′
like(e′, z, u)
z
male(z)
u
non-human(u)
This preliminary DRS contains three conditions. Apart from the simple con-
dition like(e′, z, u), we ﬁnd two complex conditions, the dashed boxes, corre-
sponding to the anaphoric expressions he and it. These anaphoric expressions
come, in contrast to indeﬁnites like a dog, with a special instruction: they
should link up to a previously established discourse referent. This is indicated
by encoding them as a special type of condition which is itself constructed out
3I have chosen the traditional way of doing things in DRT by representing the proper
name as a variable whose reference is restricted by a predicate rather than as a constant.
4This is a simplification. The real context for the interpretation of the second sentence
does not only contain the information provided by the first sentence, but all background
knowledge, including, for example, world knowledge.
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of a DRS consisting of an anaphoric variable (z, u) and a condition (male(z),
non-human(u)).
We merge this preliminary DRS in (28) with (27), the representation of the
context of (28). This merge (indicated by ‘⊕’) is an operation which returns a
new DRS the universe and conditions of which are the unions of the universes
and conditions to be merged:
(29)
e x y
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
⊕
e′
like(e′, z, u)
z
male(z)
u
non-human(u)
=
e x y e′
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
like(e′, z, u)
z
male(z)
u
non-human(u)
In the resulting DRS (the rightmost one in (29)) the anaphoric elements
are not yet resolved. Resolution of anaphoric elements happens in the second
stage, through the resolution algorithm which links anaphoric variables to their
antecedents. In the present example, the condition
(30)
z
male(z)
indicates that we have to link z to a discourse referent already introduced in
the discourse that represents a male individual. It is resolved to x by equating
z to x. Similarly, u looks for a discourse referent that represents a non-human
individual, and resolves to y:
(31)
e x y e′
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
like(e′, z, u)
z
male(z)
u
non-human(u)
⇒
e x y e′ z u
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
like(e′, z, u)
male(z)
non-human(u)
z = x
u = y
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(32)
e x y e′
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
like(e′, x, y)
male(x)
non-human(y)
The result, which can be simpliﬁed as (32), does not contain anaphoric condi-
tions anymore. It is a resolved DRS to which the standard truth deﬁnition of
DRT applies. It has the same truth conditions as the second line in (26), the
representations of the full discourse in (static) predicate logic. The diﬀerence
with static theories however is that the truth conditions only apply to the
outcome of the resolution process. They capture the interpretation of the full
discourse, not of isolated sentences. In this respect, the notion of meaning is
crucially diﬀerent. As a dynamic theory of meaning, DRT locates the meaning
of individual sentences in the change that results from interpreting the sen-
tence in a discourse. In other words, the meaning of a sentence is its context
change potential.
Presuppositional expressions (for example, deﬁnite descriptions like the dog
but also cleft-constructions and adverbs like too and again) are treated as
anaphoric expressions on a par with pronouns (hence the name presupposi-
tion-as-anaphora). They induce information that has to be resolved in the
context. More speciﬁcally, they search for an antecedent in the context. Like
it in (25), the dog in (33) introduces the instruction to bind to a previously
introduced discourse marker, with the diﬀerence that this time it is made
explicit that the discourse marker has to represent a dog:
(33) John owns a dog. He likes the dog.
(34)
e x y e′
john(x)
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
like(e′, z, u)
z
male(z)
u
dog(u)
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As before, u resolves to y, the discourse marker that represents a previously
introduced dog.
An important notion is that of accessibility. Consider the mini-discourse
in (35), a slight modiﬁcation of (25):
(35) John doesn’t own a dog. *He likes it.
This mini-discourse is infelicitous if a dog is to be interpreted as the antecedent
of it (this is what the asterisk is meant to indicate here). In DRT this is
accounted for in the following way. Logical connectives, such as negation,
yield complex conditions, that is conditions that are themselves constructed
out of DRSs (like the conditions introduced by anaphoric expressions). For
example, if K is a DRS, ¬K, the negation of K, is a complex condition. Thus
we get a hierarchical structure where DRSs are embedded in other DRSs. For
the ﬁrst sentence of (35) we get:
(36)
x
john(x)
¬
e y
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
The truth deﬁnition of DRT speciﬁes that (36) is true in a model M iﬀ there
is a function f that maps x to an entity in M with the name John and this f
cannot be extended to a function g that veriﬁes the embedded DRS. Merging
(36) with (28), the preliminary representation of the second sentence of (35),
gives us (37):
(37)
x e′
john(x)
¬
e y
dog(y)
own(e, x, y)
like(e′, z, u)
z
male(z)
u
non-human(u)
As before, z and u look for antecedents to bind to and z binds to x. Things
have changed for u, however. The discourse marker y is no longer accessible
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for u to bind to, since it occurs in the universe of a DRS that is subordinated
to the DRS in which the anaphoric condition with u occurs. It is important
to note that the accessibility relation is not stipulated but follows from the
semantics of DRT: the main DRS in (37) is accessible to the embedded DRS
because every function that must be considered for the embedded DRS is an
extension of the function for the main DRS, and it is for this reason that every
discourse referent in the main DRS is also deﬁned in the embedded DRS. The
converse, however, does not hold. The life span of y is delimited by the scope
of the negation operator. It is not deﬁned in the main DRS and therefore not
accessible for z to bind to. This explains why (35) is infelicitous if a dog is to
be interpreted as the antecendent of it.
This leaves me with the notion of accommodation. In case a pronoun can-
not ﬁnd an antecedent, the sentence will not receive an interpretation. This
is diﬀerent for presuppositional expressions, in particular those that contain
a high amount of descriptive information, like the king of France. If the con-
text lacks an accessible antecedent, the descriptive information associated with
the presuppositional expression will allow a co-operative hearer to establish a
discourse marker and attach the associated conditions. This phenomenon is
known as accommodation. The introduced discourse marker may then func-
tion as an antecedent for the presuppositional expression. This is why we are
able to give an interpretation to (38) out of the blue:
(38) The king of France is bald.
This concludes my discussion of anaphora in the domain of individuals in
DRT. We will now move on to anaphora in the domain of times.
3.2.1.2 Times, events, and states in DRT
Apart from pronouns, the need to take the context into account is also partic-
ularly urgent in the realm of tense and aspect. Kamp and Rohrer (1983) start
their analysis of the French passe´ simple and imparfait from the observation
that it is hard to state in truth-conditional terms what is the diﬀerence in
meaning between the passe´ simple sentence (39a) and the imparfait sentence
(39b):
(39) a. Marie
Marie
t e´ l e´ p h o n a.
phone.pst.PFV.3sg
“Marie made a phone call”
b. Marie
Marie
t e´ l e´ p h o n a i t.
phone.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Marie was making a phone call”
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However, in a discourse the contribution of aspect can be observed more clearly,
as is illustrated with (40) and (41) (from Kamp and Rohrer 1983:253):
(40) Pierre
Pierre
entra.
enter.pst.pfv.3sg.
Marie
Marie
t e´ l e´ p h o n a.
phone.pst.PFV.3sg
“Pierre entered. Marie made a phone call.”
(41) Pierre
Pierre
entra.
enter.pst.pfv.3sg.
Marie
Marie
t e´ l e´ p h o n a i t.
phone.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Pierre entered. Marie was making a phone call.”
The most natural interpretation of (40) is that the two eventualities are con-
secutive: Marie starts telephoning after Pierre has come in. In (41), Marie is
already talking on the phone when Pierre comes in. It seems that that the
choice of aspect aﬀects the interpretation of the temporal relation.
Kamp et al. use (or actually develop) DRT to account for this observation.
The following discussion is based on Kamp and Rohrer (1983) and Kamp and
Reyle (1993). It is, however, reformulated in the two-stage presupposition-as-
anaphora version of DRT introduced in section 3.2.1.1.
The interpretation of the temporal relations in (40) and (41) is put down
to the combination of the contributions of tense and aspect. Let’s start with
the contribution of tense. Following Partee (1973), Kamp et al. argue that
tenses are anaphoric in nature, just like pronouns. In the same way in which
in (25) he picks up John and it the dog introduced by the ﬁrst sentence, the
eventualities described in the second clauses of (40) and (41) are interpreted
as temporally related to the ones described in the ﬁrst sentences. As with
pronouns, we need the information conveyed by the ﬁrst sentence to interpret
the second sentence.
The natural choice to deal with this context dependence is dynamic seman-
tics. Static semantics would give us something like (42):5
(42) ∃e∃t[p enter(e) ∧ τ(e) = t ∧ t ≺ n] ∧
∃e′∃t′[m phone(e′) ∧ τ(e′) = t′ ∧ t′ ≺ n]
Here τ is a function that maps eventualities onto their runtime, i.e. the time
they actually take up. (42) states that there is a time t before (≺) the utterance
time n (for now) which is the runtime of an eventuality e of Pierre entering
and a second time t′ before n which is the runtime of an eventuality e′ of Marie
phoning. What these truth-conditions do not capture is that the speaker makes
reference to some particular time. (42) locates the phone call at an arbitrary
time t′ before the utterance time, not related to the time of Pierre’s entrance
5An overview of the symbols for temporal relations is given in Appendix C.3.
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t, contrary to our interpretation of (40) and (41).6
Dynamic semantics, on the other hand, naturally captures the anaphoric
feature of tense: eventualities described in an utterance are interpreted in the
temporal setting established by the context.
If tense temporally relates eventualities described in a discourse to each
other, the next question is how to get the speciﬁc temporal relations in (40)
and (41). Since the only formal diﬀerence between the two mini-discourses
is a diﬀerence in aspect, the diﬀerence in interpretation must come from the
contribution of aspect. Kamp et al. relate the diﬀerence in interpretation to
a diﬀerence between two classes of eventualities, states and events: sentences
in the imparfait describe states, sentences in the passe´ simple events, and
state-describing sentences connect to the context in a diﬀerent way than event-
describing sentences.
Before I set out how the two kinds of sentences connect to a discourse, two
notions that feature prominently in the analysis have to be explained, those
of reference point and location time. The reference point is the (contextually
shifting) time to which the story has so far advanced. The location time is the
time about which a statement is made. In sentences with temporal adverbials,
such as (43), it’s the temporal adverbial (here, on Sunday) that gives the
location time of the eventuality.
(43) Mary was ill on Sunday.
To give a uniform account of sentences with and without temporal adverbials
Kamp generalises the idea of a location time to the latter class of sentences.
That is, the interpretation of sentences without temporal adverbial also in-
volves a location time. We will see how this works later.
On the basis of examples like (43) and (44), Kamp et al. claim that events
engage in a diﬀerent temporal relation to their location time than states:
(44) Mary wrote a letter on Sunday.
The state-describing sentence (43) leaves open whether the whole illness takes
place on Sunday or has already started on Saturday and continues until Mon-
day. In contrast, for the event-describing sentence (44) to be true the whole
eventuality of writing a letter has to take place on Sunday. This is shown in
(45) (based on Dowty 1986:49):
(45) a. Yes, Mary was ill on Sunday. In fact, she fell ill on Saturday and
did not recover until Monday.
b. Yes, Mary wrote a letter on Sunday. In fact, she began writing it
on Saturday and did not ﬁnish it until Monday.
6Since the domain of person does not concern us in this work, I refrain from internally
analysing predicates like p enter (for Pierre enter) here and later.
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Example (45a) is a normal discourse. By contrast, (45b) is anomalous.
This leads Kamp et al. to the generalisation in (i):
(i) If a sentence describes an event, the time of the event is included in the
location time; a state, on the other hand, overlaps with the location
time.
Returning to our French mini-discourses, the ﬁrst sentence of (40) and (41)
is represented as (46):
(46)
n e1 t1 t2
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
Since this sentence is in the passe´ simple, it describes an event e1.
7 It is an event
of Pierre entering. τ maps e1 on its runtime t1, the time e1 actually takes.
Since e1 represents an event, its runtime t1 is included (⊆) in the location
time t2.
8 Furthermore, since the verb is in the past tense, the location time
t2 precedes the utterance time n.
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(46) functions as the context for the interpretation of the second sentences
of (40) and (41). The preliminary DRSs of these sentences are (47) and (48),
respectively:
(47)
e2 t3 t4
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t3)
7Throughout this work I use e, e′, e′′, . . . , e1, e2, . . . as variables/discourse markers for
eventualities in general when discussing theories that do not make an ontological distinction
between events and states, and as variables for events specifically in the discussion of theories
that do make such an ontological distinction, like the one discussed here.
8Here my notation deviates from Kamp et al., who have e1 ⊆ t2, which is equivalent
to my τ(e1) ⊆ t2. The reason for this deviation is to have a uniform representation of the
various analyses discussed in this thesis, which I believe facilitates comparison.
9 One may wonder why it’s the location time and not the runtime of e1 that tense locates
with respect to the utterance time. I postpone the motivation for this to section 3.2.4.
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(48)
s1 t3 t4
m phone(s1)
τ(s1) = t3
t3 © t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t3)
The diﬀerence between the two sentences is that the former (the one in the
passe´ simple) describes an event e2 whose runtime t3 is included (⊆) in the
location time t4, whereas the latter (the one in the imparfait) describes a state
s1 whose runtime t3 overlaps (©) with the location time. Since the sentences
are not discourse-initial, the past tense not only locates the location time t4
before the utterance time n, but also introduces the instruction to temporally
relate the time of the eventuality t3 to a time previously established in the
discourse, the reference point t5.
10 This is the meaning of the dashed boxes
in (47) and (48). Thus, two elements have to be resolved: both the reference
point t5 has to be determined and the temporal relation has to be speciﬁed
(that is, the underspeciﬁed temporal relation ρ has to be made speciﬁc, for
example, as ≺).
Merging the context representation in (46) with the preliminary represen-
tations for the second clauses gives (49) and (50):
(49) (46) ⊕ (47) =
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t3)
10I have simplified the construction of the representation of the first sentence by assum-
ing that tense in discourse-initial sentences does not introduce an instruction to bind to a
previously introduced time. It is, of course, more natural to assume that it does introduce
such an instruction, but that this time is made available by an accommodation process.
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(50) (46) ⊕ (48) =
n e1 t1 t2 s1 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(s1)
τ(s1) = t3
t3 © t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t3)
In the second stage anaphoric elements are resolved. t5 has to be identiﬁed
with a previously established time and ρ has to be speciﬁed. In both resolu-
tions the diﬀerence between states and events plays a role. Kamp and Reyle
(1993:544-545) formulate the following rules:
(ii) In a past time narrative, the time of the last mentioned event serves as
reference point for the current sentence; times of states do not serve as
reference point.
(iii) Events succeed the reference point; states include the reference point.
Following (ii), t5 binds to t1 in both (49) and (50), since t1 is the time of
the last (and only) mentioned event. The speciﬁcation of ρ, however, diﬀers
between the two DRSs. Following (iii), ρ is speciﬁed as ≺ in (49) (since we
have to do with an event e2) and to ⊆ in (50) (since we have to do with a state
s1):
(51)
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t3)
ρ :=≺
t5 := t1
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t1 ≺ t3
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(52)
n e1 t1 t2 s1 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(s1)
τ(s1) = t3
t3 © t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t3)
ρ :=⊆
t5 := t1
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 s1 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(s1)
τ(s1) = t3
t3 © t4
t4 ≺ n
t1 ⊆ t3
This yields the desired results. In (51), the representation of (40), the event of
Marie telephoning follows the event of Pierre entering. In (52), the represen-
tation of (41), on the other hand, the state of Marie telephoning temporally
includes the event of Pierre entering.
In accounting for the temporal relations in (40) and (41), we haven’t used
the part of (ii) that says that states do not serve as reference point. This clause
is needed however for examples like (53) (based on Kamp and Reyle 1993:521):
(53) A man entered the White Hart. He was ill. Bill served him a beer.
The natural interpretation is that the serving of beer takes place after the
entering, but not necessarily after the illness. This result is obtained in the
following way. The ﬁrst and last sentence describe events, the second describes
a state. It follows from (ii) that the event of the ﬁrst sentence serves as the
reference point for the second as well as the third sentence. Following (iii),
the illness (a state) described by the second sentence includes this event. The
serving of beer (an event) described by the third sentence succeeds it. Thus,
it is left open whether the serving of beer happens after or during the illness.
In Kamp, van Genabith, and Reyle (2005), the construction and resolution
rules are slightly adapted. Although the account is similar in spirit to Kamp
and Reyle (1993), the diﬀerences reﬂect an important shift in perspective. In
their revised approach, the location time is assigned a more important role
(in fact, we can see in (51) and (52) that in the earlier version it played no
role at all to account for narrative progression). Now it’s the location time
rather than the runtime of the eventuality that serves as reference point. And
similarly, it’s the location time of the eventuality described by the current
sentence that is related to this reference point, rather than the runtime of
the eventuality. Hence, the temporal relation between eventualities is now
mediated via location times. Moreover, states now include the location time
rather than simply overlap with it. (i′)–(iii′) give the revised rules:
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(i′) If a sentence describes an event, the time of the event is included in
the location time; the time of a state includes the location time.
(ii′) Some salient location time serves as reference point for the current
sentence.
(iii′) The location time of events succeeds the reference point; with states
it includes the reference point.
This revised version gives the correct results for our French discourses (40)
and (41), just as the earlier version did. Constructing the context DRS (repre-
senting the ﬁrst sentence) and the preliminary DRSs (representing the second
sentences) according to the revised rules and then merging them gives the left
DRSs in (54) and (55):11
(54)
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t4)
ρ :=≺
t5 := t2
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t2 ≺ t4
(55)
n e1 t1 t2 s1 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(s1)
τ(s1) = t3
t3 ⊇ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t4)
ρ :=⊆
t5 := t2
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 s1 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(s1)
τ(s1) = t3
t3 ⊇ t4
t4 ≺ n
t2 ⊆ t4
11Kamp, van Genabith, and Reyle (2005) may prefer to include a progressive operator in
(55), to avoid the problem of the imperfective paradox. I postpone the discussion of this
problem to the next section.
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The preliminary representations diﬀer in two respects from the previous ones:
the temporal relation between states and location times (t3 ⊇ t4 rather than
t3 © t4), and the fact that the eventuality’s location time t4 rather than its
runtime t3 is temporally related to the reference point t5. In the resolution
stage there is a diﬀerence as well: t5 now binds to the location time of the
ﬁrst sentence t2 rather than to the runtime t1. The speciﬁcation of ρ remains
the same. The result of the resolution process is given in the right DRSs in
(54) and (55) and graphically represented in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In line with
the natural interpretations of (40) and (41), in (54) the phone call follows the
entrance, in (55) it includes it.
t2 t4 n
t1 = τ(e1) t3 = τ(e2)
Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of (54)
t1 = τ(e1)
t2
t4
t3 = τ(s1)
n
Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of (55)
The mediation via location times has the eﬀect that there is no need any-
more to assume a diﬀerence between states and events with respect to the
possibility to serve as reference point (compare ii and ii′). We see this when
we apply the new rules to (53). Without assuming a diﬀerence between states
and events in this respect we get the correct result that the serving of beer
happens after the entering but not necessarily after the illness. The reader
may check this himself.
It is clear that in Kamp, van Genabith, and Reyle (2005) the location time
plays a more important role than in Kamp and Reyle (1993): in the former but
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not the latter the notion is used to account for the phenomenon of narrative
progression. With its emphasis on the role of the location time the former
account comes quite close to the account of Klein to be discussed in section
3.2.4.
Let’s summarise and evaluate the DRT proposals of aspect discussed in the
foregoing. As a dynamic framework, DRT is particularly suited to deal with
the contribution aspect makes to a discourse. In the accounts discussed, the
fact that we interpret the eventualities described in a discourse as temporally
related to each other is ascribed to the anaphoric nature of tense. Aspect
serves to specify this temporal relation. Here the distinction between events
and states is crucial. Sentences in the passe´ simple (perfective aspect) describe
events, sentences in the imparfait (imperfective aspect) describe states, and
event-describing sentences connect to a discourse in a way diﬀerent from state-
describing sentences.
Two questions remain unanswered in these accounts. First, why is it that
events and states behave diﬀerently? That is, we get the correct results because
in the construction algorithm events are made to follow the reference point and
states to include it, and events to be included in the location time and states to
include it or, at least, overlap with it. But why do events and states engage in
diﬀerent temporal relations with the reference point and location time? What
property of events and states (or eventive and stative predicates) accounts
for this diﬀerence? In fact, it remains unclear what is the diﬀerence between
states and events and therefore these proposals have little explanatory power.
The second remaining question is how the ingressive interpretation of perfec-
tive aspect and the habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect come about.
With the focus on the eﬀect of aspect on the temporal structure of discourse,
the DRT proposals discussed ignore these interpretations. It may be that the
accounts help to understand the main distinction completed (perfective) versus
not-completed (imperfective), but they do not solve the puzzle concerning the
various interpretations of both perfective and imperfective aspect. It is this
puzzle that is central to this thesis. Ideally, an account of aspect should give a
uniform treatment of these two features of the interpretation of aspect, viz. the
variety in interpretation and the eﬀect on the temporal structure of discourse.
In the following subsection I will come back to the ﬁrst question. I will
discuss an alternative and less ad hoc account of the temporal phenomena the
DRT accounts were concerned with, using Krifka’s notions of homogeneous
and quantised reference. In section 3.2.3 I will discuss an extension of DRT
that deals with the second issue.
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3.2.2 Krifka: quantised and homogeneous reference
Krifka’s (1989a, 1989b, 1998) work aims at capturing the analogy between the
mass-count distinction in the nominal domain and the atelic-telic distinction
in the verbal domain. As such, his work has more to do with Aktionsart
or aspectual class than with grammatical aspect (see section 1.2.3 for the
notion of aspectual class). In Krifka (1989b), however, he devotes a section to
grammatical aspect. Here, I will discuss his work only insofar as it relates to
grammatical aspect.
In the account of Kamp et al., the perfective-imperfective distinction cor-
responds to the distinction between events and states. What constitutes the
diﬀerence between events and states is left open.12 Krifka (1989b) also re-
lates grammatical aspect to aspectual class. He claims that the perfective-
imperfective distinction corresponds to the telic-atelic distinction (1989b:179).
In contrast to Kamp et al., the latter distinction applies at the level of the
predicate only: there are telic and atelic predicates (of eventualities), but not
telic and atelic eventualities (Krifka 1989a:91, Krifka 1998:207). Krifka’s moti-
vation for this is that intuitively one can describe one and the same eventuality
using both a telic and an atelic predicate. A run eventuality of John, for ex-
ample, can be described with the telic John run a mile as well as the atelic
John run.13 If one would, however, assume the existence of telic and atelic
eventualities and moreover assume that the denotation of a telic predicate is
a set of telic eventualities, and the denotation of an atelic predicate a set of
atelic eventualities, one would be forced to say that we have to do with two
diﬀerent eventualities (otherwise, one and the same eventuality would be both
telic and atelic), which is technically possible (see for example Bach 1986), but
maybe not very intuitive.
To capture the distinction between telic and atelic predicates in a formal
way, Krifka structures the domain of eventualities as a join semi-lattice E
without bottom element (following Link 1983 for the nominal domain). That
is:
(56) E = 〈E,⊔〉, with E the set of eventualities and ⊔ an operation on E
(i.e. ⊔ : E ×E → E) such that for all e, e′, e′′ ∈ E:
(i) e ⊔ e′ = e′ ⊔ e commutativity
(ii) e ⊔ e = e idempotency
(iii) e ⊔ (e′ ⊔ e′′) = (e ⊔ e′) ⊔ e′′ associativity
(iv) There is no e such that for all e′ e ⊔ e′ = e′ no bottom
12It is not quite clear, for example, whether their distinction corresponds to the unstative-
stative distinction or to the telic-atelic distinction.
13Recall from section 1.2.3 that these infinitival expressions are meant to indicate the
verbs with their arguments, without tense and grammatical aspect. Throughout this thesis,
they are taken to translate in a formal language as predicates over eventualities.
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element
(i), (ii), and (iii) together make the structure a join semi-lattice and (iv)
ensures that there is no bottom element.
A part-of relation ⊑ can be deﬁned in terms of the operation ⊔:
(57) e ⊑ e′ iﬀ e ⊔ e′ = e′
The proper part-of relation is then deﬁned as follows:
(58) e < e′ iﬀ e ⊑ e′ and e 6= e′
Krifka deﬁnes the distinction between telic and atelic predicates formally
with the use of this proper part-of relation. He claims that telic predicates are
quantised:14
(59) A property P is quantised iﬀ for all e, e′ if P (e) and e′ < e then ¬P (e′)
A predicate is quantised iﬀ no eventuality that is a proper part of an eventuality
in the extension of the predicate is also in its extension. For example, a proper
part of an eventuality in the extension of the telic predicate John build a house
is not likewise in the extension of John build a house (in the same way as a
proper part of a bottle of water does not count again as a bottle of water).
Atelic predicates, on the other hand, are non-quantised (often called homo-
geneous). The predicate John walk, for example, is non-quantised, given that
a part of an eventuality in the extension of this predicate is in its extension
too, except when the parts get too small to count as walking (in the same way
as a part of water still counts as water, up to the level of molecules). Krifka
seems to require moreover that atelic predicates are cumulative.15 I postpone
the discussion of cumulativity to a later point in this section.
With this formalisation of telicity Krifka immediately derives a number
of phenomena that needed some stipulations in the DRT accounts discussed
in the previous section. Let’s ﬁrst consider the interaction with time-frame
adverbials like on Sunday.
(60) a. Mary wrote a letter on Sunday.
b. Mary was ill on Sunday.
c. Mary wrote on Sunday
14Strictly speaking, quanticity is a property of properties, and a predicate is quantised in
a derived sense only, viz. if it denotes a quantised property.
15 Krifka (1989a:90): “Basically, telic predicates can be reconstructed as quantised event
predicates, and atelic predicates as event predicates which are strictly cumulative (or at
least, non-quantised).” Krifka (1989b:158): “Die Atelizita¨t wird umgekehrt durch die Ku-
mulativita¨t des verbalen Pra¨dikats erfaßt werden.” (“Atelicity, by contrast, will be captured
by the cumulativity of the verbal predicate.”)
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We saw that for (60a) (=(44)) to be true, the whole writing eventuality has
to take place within the Sunday, i.e. at the end of the day there has to be a
letter. This does not hold for (60b) (=(43)): it is possible that Mary fell ill on
Saturday and recovered on Monday. (60c) behaves the same as (60b) in this
respect. Recall that Kamp et al. ‘explain’ this diﬀerence by postulating that
states and events engage with the location time by means of diﬀerent temporal
relations. Krifka does not need to stipulate this (see Krifka 1989b:172-173).
If we assume that a time-frame adverbial like on Sunday requires that there
is an eventuality in the extension of the predicate whose runtime is included
in the time denoted by the adverbial (independent of the predicate being telic
or atelic), the correct interpretations follow directly from the fact that (60a)
has a telic (= quantised) predicate, whereas (60b) and (c) have an atelic (=
non-quantised) predicate. Since Mary write a letter is quantised, it is impos-
sible that an eventuality in the extension of this predicate (e1 in the upper
part of Figure 3.3) is part of another eventuality in the extension of the pred-
icate (for otherwise this latter eventuality would have a part (viz., the former
eventuality) for which the predicate holds likewise, and, hence, the predicate
would not be quantised). That is to say, eventualities in the extension of a
telic predicate are always maximal with respect to this predicate. Therefore,
from the fact that there is an eventuality in the extension of Mary write a
letter whose runtime is included in the time denoted by on Sunday, it follows
that the maximal eventuality is included in this time, which gives the correct
interpretation for (60a).
Mary write or Mary be ill, on the other hand, are non-quantised, and
therefore it is possible that eventualities in the extension of these predicates (e1
in the lower part of Figure 3.3) are parts of eventualities of which the predicate
holds as well (e2 or e3). In other words, eventualities in the extension of an
atelic predicate do not have to be maximal with respect to this predicate. So,
if it is asserted that there is an eventuality in the extension of Mary be ill
whose runtime is included in the time denoted by on Sunday, it is left open
whether this is the maximal illness eventuality or that the maximal eventuality
includes the Sunday. This is exactly what we want.
In a similar way, this formalisation of telicity can account for the diﬀer-
ential behaviour between telic and atelic predicates with respect to narrative
progression. Consider again (53), repeated for convenience as (61):
(61) A man entered the White Hart. He was ill. Bill served him a beer.
We only have to assume that eventualities are introduced in the order in which
they occurred to obtain the correct interpretation. Under this assumption, we
get that there is an eventuality of the man being ill (e2 in Figure 3.4) that
follows his entrance (e1), but this does not exclude the possibility (due to the
fact that the predicate be ill is not quantised) that there is also a larger being
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Sunday
e1
telic predicates
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sunday
e1
e2
e3
atelic predicates
Figure 3.3: The interaction of telicity and time-frame adverbials
ill eventuality (e′2 or e
′′
2) that includes the entering. For the same reason, we
get that the serving of a beer (e3) follows an eventuality of being ill (e2), but
this need not be the maximal (i.e. complete) eventuality of being ill. The
serving of beer may be included in the complete eventuality of being ill. On
the other hand, the serving of beer (e3) must follow the entering (e1), for both
are quantised. (This is a somewhat simpliﬁed version of Krifka 1989b:175-176,
in fact it’s the account of Dowty 1986.) Again, there is no need to stipulate
that the temporal relation of an eventuality with the location time or reference
point depends on the aspectual class of the predicate (as is needed not only
in Kamp et al., but also in accounts of similar spirit, for example, Hinrichs
1981, Partee 1984, and Hinrichs 1986 to be discussed in chapter 6 on the
temporal structure of discourse). It is doubtful, however, whether it is possible
to formulate a discourse rule like “eventualities are described in the order in
which they take place” (on which this account crucially hinges) in a static
framework (unless it is seen as a pragmatic rule, for example, a consequence
of the Gricean principle “Be orderly”, cf. Grice 1975, Dowty 1986:58-59).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
e1 e2 e3
e′2
e′′2
Figure 3.4: Telicity and narrative progression
What lies at the heart of the diﬀerence between the theories of Krifka
and Kamp et al. is a diﬀerent conceptualisation of eventualities. Kamp et
al. seem to consider only maximal eventualities (with respect to a predicate)
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eventualities (of this predicate). For otherwise, there is no reason to assume
that states stand in a diﬀerent relation with the location time than events, as
we could just as well say that both states and events are included in the location
time, as we have seen in this section. For Krifka non-maximal eventualities
are eventualities too (otherwise every predicate would be telic according to
his deﬁnition of telicity). That is, if e′′2 in Figure 3.4 corresponds to Mary’s
maximal illness (that is, the illness did not exist before the ﬁrst dot nor after
the last one), then Kamp et al. seem to consider only e′′2 to be an eventuality in
the extension of Marie be ill, whereas for Krifka e2, e
′
2, and e
′′
2 would all count.
This proliferation of eventualities may be considered a drawback of Krifka’s
otherwise elegant account. The conceptualisation of eventualities of Kamp et
al. probably resembles more closely the common sense view on eventualities.
Let’s now turn to grammatical aspect. As I mentioned, Krifka relates
the distinction between perfective and imperfective aspect to the distinction
between telic and atelic predicates:
Der Unterschied zwischen Passe´ simple [the French perfective as-
pect] und Imparfait [the French imperfective aspect] liegt oﬀen-
sichtlich darin, daß Sa¨tze im ersteren Aspekt telisch und Sa¨tze im
zweiten atelisch sind.
(The diﬀerence between passe´ simple and imparfait is obviously
that sentences with the former aspect are telic and those with the
latter atelic.) (Krifka 1989b:179)
But, of course, the passe´ simple in French and the aorist in Ancient Greek
do not only occur with telic predicates, nor do we ﬁnd imperfective aspect
only with atelic predicates. Therefore, Krifka proposes that the semantics of
perfective aspect is an operator that maps (telic or atelic) predicates to telic
predicates, whereas the semantics of imperfective aspect maps (telic or atelic)
predicates to atelic predicates. He uses typed lambda-calculus to formalise his
account. Appendix A includes the deﬁnition of typed lambda-calculus, but
gives a non-standard version that is adapted to my purposes. Readers not
familiar with typed lambda-calculus are referred to Gamut (1991) or Dowty,
Wall, and Peters (1981) for a proper introduction.
Krifka calls the perfective operator AOR. Let’s start with a simpliﬁed version
of AOR, AOR′, to get the gist of its working:
(62) AOR′ = λPλe[P(e) ∧ ∀e′[e < e′ → ¬P(e′)]]
AOR′ maps a set of eventualities in the extension of a predicate on a subset:
the set of (locally) maximal eventualities with respect to this predicate. That
is, if e2, e
′
2, and e
′′
2 from Figure 3.4 are in the extension of a predicate P, only
e′′2 is in the extension of AOR
′(P). Note that AOR′(P) is a telic predicate and
that AOR′ has no eﬀect when P is a telic predicate itself (since all eventualities
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in the extension of a telic predicate are already maximal with respect to this
predicate).
Unfortunately, in its simple form, this perfective operator won’t do the
job. The problem is the following: imagine that John sleeps from 1 to 2
o’clock and from 3 to 4 o’clock. Let’s translate the non-quantised John sleep
as the eventuality predicate j sleep. The extension of AOR′(j sleep) should
include the two eventualities, the one from 1 to 2, e1, and the one from 3 to 4,
e2, for both are locally maximal. Just like any other two eventualities, e1 and
e2 together constitute a third eventuality, e3. Now the question is: is e3 in the
extension of j sleep? Krifka seems to assume that atelic predicates, like John
sleep, are not only non-quantised, but also cumulative (see footnote 15):
(63) A property P is cumulative iﬀ for all e, e′ if P (e) and P (e′) then
P (e ⊔ e′)
If one assumes that atelic predicates are cumulative, one has to accept that
j sleep holds of e3, too. But if j sleep holds of e3 and e1 < e3, then
AOR′(j sleep) does not hold of e1. But if AOR
′(j sleep) does not hold of
e1, AOR
′ does not do what it should do, since e1 is locally maximal with respect
to j sleep and therefore we want it to be in the extension of AOR′(j sleep).
To ﬁx this, Krifka (1989b:180) proposes AOR instead of AOR′:
(64) AOR = λPλe[P(e) ∧ ∀e′[(P(e′) ∧ e < e′)→ ¬ECONV(e′)]]16
AOR(P) holds of an eventuality e if P holds of this eventuality and all even-
tualities e′ of which e is a proper part and of which P holds are not convex
(ECONV). This revision is meant to ensure that in the above scenario e1
and e2 are in the extension of AOR(j sleep), by disregarding e3 because it
is not convex. Krifka does not deﬁne ECONV, the property convexity for
eventualities, but he does deﬁne it in the temporal domain (Krifka 1989b:155):
(65) t is convex iﬀ for all t′, t′′ if t′ ⊑ t and t′′ ⊑ t then for all t′′′ such that
t′  t′′′  t′′ it holds that t′′′ ⊑ t
As this deﬁnition shows, a convex time is a time without interruptions, i.e. a
time interval.17
This concludes the discussion of the AOR operator. Keep in mind that the
problem with the simpler version, AOR′, arises because atelic predicates are
assumed to be not only non-quantised, but also cumulative. I will return to
this in section 4.5.
16I assume that “ECONV(e)” in the definition of Krifka is a typo and should be
“ECONV(e′)”.
17Krifka assumes that the domain of times is structured as a join semi-lattice without
bottom element, just like the domain of eventualities. As a consequence, not all times are
intervals.
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Let’s now move on to imperfective aspect. For imperfective aspect, Krifka
considers the progressive in English and for its semantics he provisionally pro-
poses the operator PROG (Krifka 1989b:177):
(66) PROG = λPλe∃e′[e ⊑ e′ ∧ P(e′)]
Just as AOR, PROG is a function from sets of eventualities onto sets of eventual-
ities, but in contrast to AOR, PROG returns atelic predicates. PROG(P) holds of
an eventuality e iﬀ e is part of an eventuality e′ of which P holds.
As Krifka notes himself, PROG glosses over the so-called imperfective paradox
(Dowty 1979:133–135), since it assumes the existence of a (complete) eventu-
ality for which P holds. For example, it assumes that for (67a) and its French
equivalent (68a) to be true Max has to reach the other side of the street. This
is not correct, as (67b) and (68b) show:
(67) a. Max was crossing the street.
b. Max was crossing the street when the car hit him.
(68) a. Max
Max
traversait
cross.pst.ipfv.3sg
la
the
rue.
street
“Max was crossing the street.”
b. Max
Max
traversait
cross.pst.ipfv.3sg
la
the
rue
street
quand
when
la
the
voiture
car
l’
him
a e´crase´.
hit.pc.3sg
“Max was crossing the street when the car hit him.”
The imperfective paradox concerns the question: what is the status of the
complete eventuality if it does not have to exist in the real world? Many
attempts to answer the question have been made (e.g. Dowty 1979, Lascarides
1991, Asher 1992, Landman 1992, van Lambalgen and Hamm 2004) but so far
no generally accepted solution to the paradox has been provided. Krifka makes
some revisions to his provisional proposal but does not develop a full-ﬂedged
analysis of imperfective aspect that is not subject to the imperfective paradox.
I will leave the imperfective paradox aside for the moment and evaluate Krifka’s
analysis from the perspective of the enterprise central to this thesis.
Krifka’s analysis elegantly captures some of the interpretations of aoristic
and imperfective aspect: for aoristic aspect, it can deal with the completive
interpretation (completion with bounded predicates) and the complexive in-
terpretation (completion with unbounded predicates). For the former, AOR is
the identity mapping; for the latter, it returns a subset: the maximal eventu-
alities of which the predicate holds. For imperfective aspect, Krifka’s analysis
captures the processual interpretation, the interpretation that an eventuality
is going on. But what about the other interpretations of the two aspects we
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encountered in 2.1? How do, for example, the ingressive interpretation of aoris-
tic aspect and the habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect come about?
Like Kamp et al., Krifka ignores these and it is not clear how his analysis can
be extended to deal with them. The only option seems to be to assume an
ambiguity between various operators. Aoristic aspect would then be ambigu-
ous between AOR and an operator that captures the ingressive interpretation,
and imperfective aspect between PROG and a habitual operator. I argued in
section 2.5 that it is preferable to do without such ambiguity.
This shortcoming of the two accounts discussed brings us to the next anal-
ysis of the perfective-imperfective distinction, that of de Swart (1998). She
deals explicitly with the variation in interpretation of perfective and imperfec-
tive aspect, and does not rely on an ambiguous semantics for the two.
3.2.3 De Swart: aspectually sensitive tense operators
The main objective of the DRT analysis of aspect discussed in section 3.2.1
was to account for the diﬀerences in behaviour between the passe´ simple and
imparfait in discourse, that is, the fact that the former but not the latter
moves the story forward. In section 3.2.2 we saw an alternative explanation of
this phenomenon in terms of quantised and homogeneous reference. However,
neither account can be the full story about perfective (=aoristic) and imper-
fective aspect, as they do not answer the challenge concerning the various
interpretations of both aspects (cf. section 2.5).
De Swart (1998) sets herself the task of complementing the DRT account
of the discourse behaviour of the French passe´ simple and imparfait with an
account of how their various interpretations come about. There are striking
similarities between the interpretations of the passe´ simple and imparfait in
French and those of aoristic and imperfective aspect in Ancient Greek. As
my main goal in this thesis is to account for the various interpretations of
the two aspects in Ancient Greek, it is worthwhile taking a close look at de
Swart’s proposal. In her analysis, de Swart uses some ingredients from Krifka’s
account, and in this way, her proposal can be seen as a combination of the
accounts of Kamp et al. and Krifka.
The remainder of this subsection is organised as follows: ﬁrst I explain
de Swart’s (1998) account of aspectually sensitive tense operators (3.2.3.1),
followed by a discussion of its applicability to Ancient Greek (3.2.3.2). We will
see that de Swart’s proposal, despite some very attractive features, runs into
problems, especially when confronted with Ancient Greek.
3.2.3.1 Aspectually sensitive tense operators
Like Kamp et al. and Krifka, de Swart claims that the distinction between the
passe´ simple and imparfait corresponds to a distinction in aspectual class. She
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follows Krifka in treating sentences in the passe´ simple as quantised (=telic)
and sentences in the imparfait as homogeneous (=atelic). For de Swart, how-
ever, quanticity is not only a property of predicates, as it is for Krifka, but
also of eventualities. In her view the domain of eventualities consists of quan-
tised and homogeneous eventualities. The class of homogeneous eventualities
comprises what de Swart calls states and processes; quantised eventualities
are called events. See Table 3.1 for the aspectual classiﬁcations used in the
accounts discussed until now.18
Kamp Krifka De Swart
et al.
stative states
unbounded states
atelic
homogeneous
processes
non-stative
bounded events telic quantised events
Table 3.1: Aspectual class terminology according to author
The composition of aspect plays a crucial role in de Swart’s (1998) analysis.
Therefore, before examining the passe´ simple and imparfait, let us ﬁrst take a
look at the overall structure of tense and aspect as assumed by de Swart.
Like Krifka, de Swart assigns grammatical aspects a semantics that maps
properties of eventualities onto properties of eventualities, or equivalently, sets
of eventualities onto sets of eventualities. Furthermore, tense takes scope over
grammatical aspect. The semantics of tense introduces existential closure over
the eventuality variable and locates the eventuality with respect to the utter-
ance time.
Grammatical aspects are treated as operators that return sets of eventu-
alities of a certain type, for example states. De Swart calls such operators
aspectual operators. The eﬀect of such aspectual operators is a change in the
aspectual class of the predicate when the type of the input of the operator
is diﬀerent from that of the output. The English progressive, for example, is
claimed to deliver sets of states:
(69) a. John smiled.
b. John was smiling.
b′. [s PAST [s PROG [p John smile]]]
18Again, for Krifka the classification is a classification of predicates only, for Kamp et al.
and de Swart also of eventualities. I have chosen to identify Kamp et al.’s states with the
class of unbounded rather than stative eventualities. The table is meant to leave implicit
whether stative predicates are atelic or neither telic nor atelic in Krifka’s account. Stative
and bounded in Table 3.1 are meant as theoretically neutral terms. Those are the terms I
will use in the analysis to be developed in chapter 4.
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The sentence in (69a) describes a process. Remember that the expression John
smile in (69b′) is meant to indicate the verb with its arguments, without tense
and grammatical aspect. This expression refers to a set of processes, indicated
by the subscript p. The progressive operator maps this set onto a set of states,
as shown by the subscript s. Tense does not change the aspectual class, hence
the subscript s again.
Not only do aspectual operators deliver outputs of a certain kind, they may
also impose restrictions on the kind of sets of eventualities they take as their
input. (70) serves to illustrate this:
(70) *John is being tall.
As has often been observed, the progressive normally does not combine with
stative predicates. Most analyses (e.g. Dowty 1979, Moens 1987) reﬂect this by
treating the progressive as an operator that requires a non-stative expression
as its input. Thus, the semantics of the progressive maps sets of non-stative
eventualities onto sets of stative eventualities. Given that John be tall is a
stative expression, the ungrammaticality of (70) (indicated by the asterisk) is
explained.
However, there seem to exist exceptions to this input requirement of the
progressive. In (71a) we ﬁnd such an apparent exception:
(71) a. #John is being funny.
a′. [s PRES [s PROG [ns Cs→ns [s John be funny]]]]
In contrast to (70), (71a) is grammatical, in spite of the stative nature of John
be funny. Its grammaticality is commonly explained through reference to the
notion of coercion, which also occupies a central place in de Swart’s analysis
of the passe´ simple and imparfait. Coercion refers to the phenomenon that if
there is a mismatch between the input requirements of an operator and the
properties of its argument, the argument is reinterpreted in such a way that
it satisﬁes the requirements (see section 3.3 for an indepth discussion). This
reinterpretation allows the two to combine. This process is illustrated in Figure
3.5. In this ﬁgure, corresponding to the two vertical arrows, there are two ways
in which the mismatch can be resolved.
Let’s apply this to (71). The mismatch between the requirements of the
progressive operator and the (stative) predicate John be funny is resolved by
reinterpretation of the stative expression as a non-stative expression, corre-
sponding, for example, to John act funny (see e.g. Moens 1987). That is, the
class of the argument is coerced by the progressive operator into the required
class. In (71a′), Cs→ns indicates this coercion operator from a set of stative
to a set of non-stative eventualities (with the subscript ns for non-stative).
After this reinterpretation, the progressive operator can apply. The stative
expression John be tall, on the other hand, cannot be reinterpreted as a non-
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operator argument
-
-
?
?
coercion
Figure 3.5: Coercion
stative expression, since it is hard to think of a process that is associated with
being tall, which explains the contrast between (70) and (71a). Following the
established convention, henceforth sentences that are only grammatical after
reinterpretation (but not on a literal interpretation) are marked with a hash
sign (#). It should be noted that the decision whether we are dealing with
reinterpretation is often theory-dependent.
How does all this relate to the passe´ simple and imparfait? The fact that
sentences in the passe´ simple always describe quantised eventualities whereas
sentences in the imparfait describe homogeneous eventualities seems to suggest
that the semantics of the passe´ simple and imparfait are aspectual operators
that map sets of eventualities onto sets of quantised and homogeneous even-
tualities, respectively.19 De Swart indeed claims that the passe´ simple and
imparfait are sensitive to the quantised versus homogeneous distinction, but
she implements this in a diﬀerent way.
De Swart argues that the passe´ simple and imparfait are not grammatical
aspects, and hence do not correspond to aspectual operators, but rather to
aspectually sensitive past tense operators, that is past tense operators with re-
strictions on the aspectual class of their input. The semantics of passe´ simple
and imparfait are not functions from sets of eventualities onto sets of even-
tualities, but select for particular sets of eventualities, the passe´ simple for
sets of quantised eventualities, the imparfait for sets of homogeneous eventual-
19In the spirit of Mourelatos (1981) (applied to Ancient Greek by Armstrong 1981), Bach
(1986), and Krifka, with the difference that Krifka does not refer to homogeneous and
quantised eventualities, but rather predicates of eventualities.
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ities. If the input requirements are not met by the candidates, coercion comes
into play: the inputs are reinterpreted in such a way that they do satisfy the
requirements. If the requirements are satisﬁed, the tense operators can apply.
De Swart uses this idea of coercion to account for the variation in interpre-
tation observed for the imparfait and passe´ simple. Let’s see how this works.
On her account, the two only make a temporal contribution in (72) and (73):20
(72) Anne
Anne
e´ t a i t
be.pst.IPFV.3sg
malade.
ill
“Anne was ill.”
(73) Anne
Anne
e´ c r i v i t
write.pst.PFV.3sg
une
a
lettre.
letter
“Anne wrote a letter.”
Remember that the imparfait and passe´ simple are analysed as past tense
operators. Since the input candidates of the two are of the required type
(homogeneous and quantised, respectively), no coercion comes into play and
hence there is no shift in aspectual class.
The situation is diﬀerent in the following four examples (all from de Swart
1998). In these examples the requirements of the tense operators are not
fulﬁlled: in (74) and (75) we have quantised predicates with the imparfait, in
(76) and (77) homogeneous ones with the passe´ simple. In these cases coercion
causes an aspectual shift.
(74) Un
One
jour,
day
je
I
f a i s a i s
get.pst.IPFV.1sg
mes
my
courses
groceries
chez
at
l’ e´picier
the grocery.store
quand
when
je
I
rencontrai
meet.pst.pfv.1sg
Jean.
Jean
“One day, I was shopping at the grocery store when I ran into Jean.”
(75) A
In
cette
those
e´poque-la`,
days
je
I
f a i s a i s
get.pst.IPFV.1sg
mes
my
courses
groceries
chez
at
l’ e´picier
the grocery.store
du
at.the
coin.
corner
“In those days, I shopped at the local grocery store.”
(76) (Soudain,)
(Suddenly,)
Jeanne
Jeanne
s u t
know.pst.PFV.3sg
la
the
re´sponse.
answer
“(Suddenly,) Jeanne knew the answer.”
(77) Jeanne
Jeanne
d’Arc
d’Arc
f u t
be.pst.PFV.3sg
une
a
sainte.
saint
20For reasons of uniformity, I use pst.IPFV and pst.PFV to gloss the imparfait and
passe´ simple, respectively, even though this runs counter to de Swart’s view.
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“Jeanne d’Arc was a saint.”
(74) has a processual, (75) a habitual, (76) an ingressive, and (77) a complexive
interpretation. (Notice the similarities with the interpretations of imperfective
and aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek.) On de Swart’s analysis, these inter-
pretations are the result of coercion triggered by the past tense operators.21
The variation in interpretation is the result of the diﬀerent ways in which the
aspectual mismatches can be resolved. A habitual and a processual interpre-
tation resolve a mismatch for the imparfait, an ingressive and a complexive
interpretation do this for the passe´ simple.
De Swart presents a number of arguments to analyse the passe´ simple and
imparfait as aspectually sensitive tense operators rather than as aspectual
operators. I will brieﬂy discuss four of them.
The ﬁrst reason is the fact that the passe´ simple and imparfait show up only
in the past tense. This in contrast to, for example, the English progressive,
which can be combined with past, present, and future tense. If one analyses the
passe´ simple and the imparfait as aspectual operators, one has to explain this
restriction, whereas it follows naturally from an analysis in terms of aspectually
21De Swart is the most explicit defender of this view on the passe´ simple and imparfait,
but we find it in some of the work by Kamp as well. He discusses this view most explicitly
in an unpublished research report on French:
As temporal operators PS [passe´ simple] and Imp [imparfait] coincide; both
indicate that the episode described lies somewhere in the past of the utterance
time. But as aspectual operators they are diametrically opposed, as VPs in the
Imp always have a “stative” and those in the PS always have a “non-stative”
interpretation. The circumstance that PS and Imp always put their aspectual
signature on the VPs to which they are applied has important implications. It
means that when these tenses combine with verb phrases of a different aspec-
tual signature the result will be a VP with a different aspectual status, and
therefore one whose meaning differs from that of the underlying untensed VP.
The interpretation which is needed when the aspectual signatures of tensed
and untensed VP clash is reminiscent of what we have said above about pro-
gressives such as is being funny – with the proviso that in the case of PS and
Imp the need for reinterpretation arises when the aspectual class of the un-
tensed VP does not agree with that of the result of applying the tense, whereas
the progressive necessitates reinterpretation precisely when there is agreement
(i.e. when the underlying VP is itself a stative). While reinterpretation is nec-
essary both when a PS applies to a stative VP and when the Imp applies to
a non-stative one, the reinterpretation strategies are quite different in the two
cases. Kamp (1992:45)
That Kamp has a coercion analysis in mind can be concluded from the fact that he compares
the aspectual shifts that we find with the passe´ simple and imparfait with the coercion shift
that the progressive provokes with stative expressions (from stative to non-stative), rather
than with the shift that is inherently associated with the progressive (from non-stative to
stative).
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sensitive past tense operators.
Second, there are no distinct morphemes for tense and aspect within the
passe´ simple and imparfait morphology. Instead temporal and aspectual in-
formation is encoded in a single morpheme. This favours an analysis that
combines both contributions into one operator.
Third, on an analysis in terms of aspectual operators, the operators corre-
sponding to imparfait and passe´ simple would in many cases apply vacuously.
For the imparfait this would hold when the input is already a set of homo-
geneous eventualities, as in (72), and for the passe´ simple when the input is
already a set of quantised eventualities, as in (73). According to de Swart,
for reasons of economy, a language would use a neutral form in these cases
rather than an aspectually marked form. On an analysis as aspectually sen-
sitive tense operators, the operators corresponding to the imparfait and passe´
simple never apply vacuously as they always locate an eventuality with respect
to the utterance time.
Finally, in contrast to the progressive in English, neither the passe´ simple
nor the imparfait speciﬁes one particular aspectual transition. We have seen
that the passe´ simple may receive an ingressive interpretation or an interpreta-
tion of completion, and the imparfait a habitual or processual interpretation.
At least intuitively, this ﬁts well with a coercion analysis: the mismatch some-
how has to be resolved, and it may be that there is more than one way in
which this can be done.
In the next section I will apply de Swart’s proposal to the Ancient Greek
data. But let me ﬁrst point at a problem for this coercion analysis that can
already be observed in French. Since the various interpretations found are
put down to coercion, the analysis predicts that we ﬁnd special interpretations
only in case of a mismatch between the requirements of the operator and the
aspectual class of its argument. For some interpretations, this prediction is
correct. It rightly predicts that we ﬁnd the ingressive interpretation of the
passe´ simple only with homogeneous predicates (the data at this point are the
same in French and Ancient Greek). But it also predicts that the habitual
interpretation of the imparfait would occur only in case of a mismatch, that
is, with a quantised input, and this prediction is not borne out. We see in
(78) that we also observe the habitual interpretation of the imperfective with
homogeneous predicates, such as I sleep.
(78) Quand
When
j’
I
e´tais
be.pst.ipfv.1sg
petit,
young
je
I
ne
not
d o r m a i s
sleep.pst.IPFV.1sg
pas
not
bien.
well
“When I was young I didn’t sleep well.”
It is important to note that in de Swart’s account a reinterpretation operator
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is inserted if and only if there is a conﬂict in aspectual class. Nothing else can
trigger the coercion. That means that in (78), where there is no mismatch in
aspectual class, the habitual interpretation cannot be accounted for. In the
following section we will see that the proposal is faced with more problems
when applied to Ancient Greek.
3.2.3.2 Applying de Swart (1998) to Ancient Greek
In the previous section I discussed the way in which de Swart (1998) accounts
for the variation in interpretation of the passe´ simple and imparfait. These
interpretations are ascribed to coercion triggered by tense operators. More
precisely, her account consists of the following elements:
(79) (i) the variation in interpretation of perfective and imperfective is
the result of a coercion process;
(ii) this coercion is triggered by a mismatch in aspectual class;
(iii) this mismatch holds between the requirements of the tense oper-
ator and the input candidate, a predicate over eventualities;
(iv) the relevant aspectual class distinction for the perfective-imper-
fective distinction is quantised versus homogeneous.
We saw furthermore that there are striking similarities between the interpre-
tations of imperfective and aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek and those of the
imparfait and passe´ simple in French. In fact, apart from the generic and tragic
interpretations of aoristic aspect, the range of interpretations is the same.
These similarities strongly invite us to examine whether de Swart’s account
can be extended to Ancient Greek. I will show that this is not possible. Subse-
quently, I will explore several options that hold on to de Swart’s idea that the
perfective-imperfective distinction is sensitive to the quantised-homogeneous
distinction (iv), but leave out the problematic parts of the analysis.22 It will,
however, turn out that in this way one throws out the baby with the bath
water.
Why can de Swart’s analysis not be used to explain the Ancient Greek
data? The reason for this lies in some crucial diﬀerences between the aspec-
tual systems of French and Ancient Greek, in spite of the many similarities in
interpretation. In French, the imparfait and passe´ simple can be analysed as
past tense operators since they only occur in the past tense. In Ancient Greek
the aorist-imperfective distinction is not restricted to the past tense. On the
contrary, as we have seen it is found throughout the verb paradigm. Although
in the indicative the distinction is largely restricted to the past tense,23 outside
22See also Bary (to appear) for an elaborate discussion of the possibility of applying de
Swart’s theory and modifications of it to Ancient Greek.
23The situation of the future is somewhat unclear: Ku¨hner and Gerth (1898:154,177) note
that there are distinct forms for aoristic and imperfective aspect in the passive forms of the
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the indicative, there are special forms for aoristic and imperfective aspect in
every mood (optative, subjunctive, imperative) as well as for participles and
inﬁnitives (cf. Table 1.1 in section 1.1). What is more, in contrast to French,
Ancient Greek has clearly distinct morphemes for tense and aspect. The mor-
pheme for past tense is the augment â- e- preﬁxed to the verb stem. This
morpheme is obligatory in all and only past tenses. It occurs in combination
with all grammatical aspects: with the past tense of the imperfective, with
the past tense of the aoristic, and with the past tense of the perfect. It is
absent in the non-past tenses of the indicative, in the non-indicative ﬁnite
forms and in the non-ﬁnite forms. As for aspect, diﬀerent verbs realise the
imperfective-aoristic opposition morphologically in diﬀerent ways (ﬁrst (sig-
matic) aorist versus second aorist), but whatever way it is realised, it is done
uniformly throughout a verb’s paradigm.
The fact that the imperfective-aoristic distinction in Ancient Greek is
present throughout the verb paradigm makes it impossible to analyse aorist
and imperfective as aspectually sensitive past tense operators. Such an anal-
ysis could only work for the past tense of the indicative, as in non-indicative
forms no temporal contribution is made, while we do ﬁnd distinct aoristic and
imperfective forms. In other words, aorist and imperfective cannot be analysed
as past tense operators, or, for that matter, any kind of tense operators.
So, the temporal part of de Swart’s account, (iii), is problematic for Ancient
Greek. What if we leave out this part but hold on to the other ingredients of
de Swart’s account: the various interpretations come about through a coercion
process that solves a mismatch in aspectual class (i+ii), and imperfective and
aorist are sensitive to the homogeneous-quantised distinction (iv).
This immediately gives rise to the question: what operator, if not tense,
triggers the coercion that results in the various interpretations of the aorist and
imperfective? Given that the aspectual opposition is present throughout the
paradigm, it must be something that all verb forms have in common. There
is, however, no such candidate. We would arrive at a variant of de Swart’s
proposal in which all verb forms have their own aspectually sensitive operators.
For example, the subjunctive of the aorist would be analysed as an aspectually
sensitive modal operator rather than as a combination of an aspectual and a
modal operator. And likewise, the optative of the aorist would be analysed as a
diﬀerent modal operator with the same aspectual sensitivity rather than as the
combination of the same aspectual operator with a diﬀerent modal operator.
Such a move would obscure the contribution of aspect.
An alternative would be to introduce aspectually sensitive vacuous oper-
ators, operators that make no contribution apart from imposing restrictions
on the aspectual class of the input. It is clear that this wouldn’t be a serious
option for de Swart, as her objection to operators that are sometimes vacuous
future tense.
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certainly extends to operators that are always vacuous. More importantly, it
would be a strange move conceptually. The situation would be as follows. We
have a clearly visible morpheme and a clear semantic contribution, but instead
of relating the two, we would say that the semantics of the morpheme itself
is vacuous and we would attribute the observed semantic contribution to a
coercion operator. (Note that we cannot say that the coercion operator cor-
responds to the morpheme, since coercion operators are not morphologically
expressed by deﬁnition.)
Actually, the fact that Ancient Greek has a distinct morpheme for aspect
forms a serious drawback for all three options of the coercion approach dis-
cussed (de Swart’s analysis and the two adapted versions): they all entail that
aoristic and imperfective morphology are semantically vacuous (in the ﬁrst two
versions the semantic eﬀect of choosing either one would be attributed entirely
to aspectual restrictions from other sources, in the latter to the restrictions
of the (vacuous) aspectual operator itself). Note that this problem holds not
only for Ancient Greek, but for all languages in which the aspectual opposition
is found throughout the paradigm, like, for instance, the Slavic languages.
In sum, not only the temporal part, but also the coercion element of de
Swart’s proposal turns out to be untenable for Ancient Greek. Recall further-
more that the latter part of the analysis already causes a problem for French:
it wrongly predicts that the habitual interpretation of the imparfait occurs
only with quantised predicates. That this prediction is also falsiﬁed by the
Ancient Greek data can be seen from (80) (= (13)), (81) (= (15)), and (82):
(80) âπειδ
epeide¯
when
δà
de
prt
τä
to
the.nom
παιδÐον
paidion
child.nom
âγèνετο
egeneto
exist.pst.aor.3sg
µØν,
he¯min,
we.dat

he¯
the.nom
µ τηρ
me¯te¯r
mother.nom
αupsilonlenisτä
auto
it.acc
â θ   λ α ζ ε ν
ethe¯ladzen
suckle.pst.IPFV.3sg
“When the child was born to us its mother suckled it.” Lys. 1.9
(81) ÃΗ
He¯
the.nom
δà
de
prt
µχη
mache¯
battle.nom
σφèων
spheo¯n
they.gen
ªν
e¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
π'
ap’
from
Ñππων,
hippo¯n
horses.gen
δìρατ
dorata
spears.acc
τε
te
prt
â φ ì ρ ε ο ν
ephoreon
carry.pst.IPFV.3pl
µεγλα
megala
long.acc
καÈ
kai
and
αupsilonlenisτοÈ
autoi
they.nom
ªσαν
e¯san
be.pst.ipfv.3pl
Éππεupsilonacuteεσθαι
hippeuesthai
manage.horse.ipfv.inf
γαθοÐ
agathoi
good.nom
“They (= the Lydians) fought on horseback, carried long spears, and
they were good at managing horses.” Hdt. 1.79.3.
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(82) âν
en
in
δεcιø
dexiai
right.dat
δà
de
prt
καÈ
kai
and
âν
en
in
ριστερø
aristerai
left.dat
αupsilonlenisτοupsilonperispomene
autou
him.gen
τε καÈ
te kai
and
τÀν
to¯n
the.gen
Éππèων
hippeo¯n
horsemen.gen
πελτασταØ̋
peltastais
targeteers.dat
χ¸ρα
cho¯ra
place.nom
ª ν;
e¯n
be.pst.IPFV.3sg
“To the right and left of him (= Cyrus) and the cavalry was the (usual)
place for the targeteers.” X. Cyr. 8.5.10
In (80) and (81) process predicates (the mother suckle it, they carry long spears)
are interpreted habitually; in (82) we even have a habitual interpretation of a
stative predicate. This shows that the habitual interpretation of imperfective
aspect is not restricted to quantised predicates.
Why not drop the coercion part of de Swart’s analysis (i+ii) as well? What
happens when we hold on to the idea that perfective and imperfective aspect
are sensitive to the quantised-homogeneous distinction (iv), but pursue to treat
them as aspectual operators rather than aspectually sensitive operators, an
option brieﬂy mentioned above in section 3.2.3.1?24,25
The obvious drawback of this approach is that one looses the main ad-
vantage of de Swart’s analysis. Her use of coercion was an elegant way to
handle variation in interpretation without assuming ambiguity. If perfective
and imperfective aspect are instead analysed as aspectual operators, we must
assume more than one operator corresponding to perfective aspect (for exam-
ple, Krifka’s AOR for the interpretation of completion and a second operator
for the ingressive interpretation), and similarly for imperfective aspect (for ex-
ample, Krifka’s PROG for the processual interpretation, and a second one for
the habitual interpretation). In this way we end up with an ambiguous seman-
tics for perfective and imperfective aspect, despite the fact that the operators
corresponding to the perfective have something in common (their outputs are
quantised predicates), just like those corresponding to the imperfective (they
deliver homogeneous predicates). Given my challenge to develop an ambiguity-
free semantics for perfective and imperfective aspect, this option won’t do.
The aspectual operator option has a second disadvantage when compared
to the coercion approach. Only the latter explains the restriction of the in-
gressive interpretation of the perfective to homogeneous (=atelic) predicates.
Since it attributes the meaning eﬀects we ﬁnd with the perfective and imper-
24This is the position I defend in Bary (2006).
25A comparison to the English progressive may clarify the difference between an aspectual
operator and a coercion approach: on an aspectual operator approach, the shifts we find with
the perfective and imperfective are comparable with the shift that is inherently associated
with the progressive (from non-stative to stative predicates), whereas on a coercion approach
these shifts are comparable with the reinterpretation of the input (from stative to non-stative
predicates) that occurs when the predicate-argument structure is stative.
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fective to coercion, we expect to ﬁnd ‘special’ interpretations only in case of
an aspectual mismatch. That is, for the perfective, we expect it only when its
input is homogeneous. This appealing feature is lost on an account in terms
of aspectual operators. If, for example, the input is already a set of quantised
eventualities but not of starting eventualities, the aspectual operator option
wrongly predicts that the function corresponding to the ingressive interpreta-
tion of the perfective can map it onto a set of starting eventualities to yield
an ingressive interpretation. So, whereas the aspectual operator option rightly
predicts that if its input is homogeneous there must be a special interpreta-
tion, it wrongly predicts that if the input is quantised there can be a special
interpretation.
Note the asymmetry between perfective and imperfective aspect in this
respect. The ingressive interpretation of perfective aspect is restricted to ho-
mogeneous predicates. This restriction follows from a coercion approach, but
needs an independent explanation on an aspectual operator approach. On
the other hand, we have seen that the habitual and processual interpretations
of imperfective aspect are not restricted to quantised eventualities. This is a
problem for a coercion approach, but not for an aspectual operator approach.
It is a desideratum of any analysis of perfective and imperfective aspect that
it can handle this asymmetry.
All variants of de Swart’s (1998) account discussed in this section have
in common that the perfective and imperfective induce a change in aspectual
class (either inherently or by coercion). They share this property with Krifka’s
account (section 3.2.2), and in a way also with the account of Kamp et al.
(section 3.2.1). Admittedly, although the crucial diﬀerence between the passe´
simple and imparfait is analysed as a diﬀerence in aspectual class, the latter
account does not pay much attention to the composition of aspect. Instead it
uses this distinction in aspectual class to account for a diﬀerence in narrative
progression. De Swart, on the other hand, exploits it to account for another
phenomenon concerning the perfective and imperfective: the variation in inter-
pretation. The fact that in all three accounts the diﬀerence between perfective
and imperfective aspect comes down to a diﬀerence in aspectual class makes
them representatives of what we may call one-component theories of aspect
(following Smith 1997 who calls the theory she proposes a two-component the-
ory). In a one-component theory the distinction between bounded (telic) and
unbounded (atelic) and the distinction between perfective and imperfective are
semantically the same; what diﬀers is the level at which these notions apply:
perfective and imperfective are grammatical aspects (or, as de Swart would
say, aspectually sensitive tense operators) whereas boundedness (telicity) is
a notion at the level of the predicate argument structure, the predicate with
its argument slots ﬁlled. Grammatical aspect has scope over the predicate
argument structure and may change the aspectual class of the predicate.
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My aim in this thesis is to account for the variation in interpretation of
aoristic (perfective) and imperfective aspect by means of an ambiguity-free se-
mantics for the two. In this section I have shown that a one-component theory
cannot help us out in this respect. In such a theory the diﬀerence between per-
fective and imperfective aspect corresponds to a diﬀerence in aspectual class.
As a consequence, the semantics of perfective and imperfective aspect end up
vacuous if the shift in aspectual class is attributed to coercion, that is to as-
pectual restrictions from other sources. Conversely, if it’s not attributed to
coercion, but to perfective and imperfective aspect themselves, we must as-
sume an ambiguous semantics of the two in order to deal with the variation
in interpretation. This does not only hold for Ancient Greek, but for all lan-
guages in which the perfective-imperfective opposition is found throughout the
verbal paradigm.
The extensive discussion of de Swart’s proposal in this section has taught
us the following things for our own analysis: (i) coercion can be useful for deal-
ing with the variation in interpretation found with aoristic and imperfective
aspect; (ii) in order to implement it, we must assign an element as a trigger of
this coercion; (iii) we want aoristic and imperfective aspect to make semantic
contributions of their own; (iv) we want to be able to handle the asymmetry
in distribution of ‘special’ interpretations between perfective and imperfective
aspect. As should be clear by now, we cannot combine these ingredients in
a one-component theory. In section 3.2.4 I will therefore investigate a two-
component theory, a theory in which the contribution of grammatical aspect
is not primarily a shift in aspectual class.
3.2.4 Klein, von Stechow: topic time
The theories of Kamp, Krifka, and de Swart discussed in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2,
and 3.2.3, respectively, all represent one-component theories of aspect. In such
theories the primary contribution of grammatical aspect is a shift in aspectual
class. As such they are diﬀerent from the theories to be discussed in this sec-
tion, those of Klein and von Stechow et al. In these two-component theories
the function of grammatical aspect is to locate an eventuality temporally with
respect to the topic time (Klein 1994) or reference time (Gero¨ and von Ste-
chow 2003, Paslawska and von Stechow 2003). Topic time and reference time
correspond more or less to what Kamp et al. call location time. It is the time
to which the speaker refers with his utterance, the time about which he speaks.
More often than not this particular time is recoverable from the context.
Klein (1994) claims that imperfective aspect indicates that the topic time
is properly included in the runtime of the eventuality, called the situation time.
Perfective aspect, on the other hand, indicates that the time of the eventuality
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is included in the topic time.26 I will use tTT and τ(e) rather than Klein’s TT
and TSit, for the topic time and the eventuality time, respectively, to have
a uniform representation of the various accounts discussed in this thesis.27 τ
still is the function that maps eventualities onto their runtime.
(83) imperfective: τ(e) ⊃ tTT
perfective: τ(e) ⊆ tTT
This may remind the reader of the account of Kamp et al. discussed in section
3.2.1. But apart from a small diﬀerence with respect to the temporal rela-
tions (Kamp and Reyle 1993 and Kamp, van Genabith, and Reyle 2005 have
τ(s)© t and τ(s) ⊇ t for states (imperfective aspect), respectively), there is
also a more important diﬀerence between the two accounts (but see p. 65): in
one-component theories, such as the ones of Kamp et al. and de Swart, the
link between grammatical aspect and the temporal relation between the topic
time (location time) and the runtime of the eventuality is only indirect: gram-
matical aspect primarily changes aspectual class, aspectual class determines
the relation between the topic time and the time of the eventuality, and in this
way grammatical aspect indirectly inﬂuences the relation between the topic
time and the time of the eventuality. In Klein’s two-component account, on
the other hand, locating the eventuality with respect to the topic time is the
primary contribution of grammatical aspect.
I will now brieﬂy discuss Klein’s (1994) view on tense. Like Kamp et al.,
he claims that it establishes a temporal relation between the topic time and
the time of utterance (TU, here n). Present tense indicates that the topic time
includes the utterance time, past tense, that it (completely) precedes it, and
future, that it (completely) follows it:
(84) present: tTT ⊇ n
past: tTT ≺ n
future: tTT ≻ n
Klein puts some eﬀort in arguing that tense concerns the relation between topic
time and utterance time, rather than between eventuality time and utterance
time.28 For this he uses the following example:
(85) a. What did you notice when you looked into the room?
b. There was a book on the table. It was in Russian.
26This is based on Klein (1994:118). On pp. 99-108 he assigns perfective aspect a different
temporal relation: the topic time overlaps with, but is not (properly or improperly) included
in the eventuality time (tTT © τ(e) ∧ tTT 6⊆ τ(e)).
27Since Klein does not formalise his account, I use italics (the style used for modeltheoretic
entities) rather than the typewriter font (used for expressions in the formal language) in
the representations of the temporal relations he assigns to grammatical aspect and tense.
28What follows is the motivation I referred to in footnote 9.
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Suppose that (85a) is a question of a judge in a court room and (85b) the
answer of a witness. The judge’s question ﬁxes the topic time, the time about
which the witness is asked to speak. If the book was in Russian at some
time in the past, it is still in Russian at the time of utterance. This means
that if tense would concern the relation between the time of the eventuality
and the time of utterance, we would expect to have a present tense in the
second part of the answer (it is in Russian), since the time of the eventuality
of the book being in Russian overlaps with the utterance time. By contrast,
the topic time is completely in the past of the utterance time. The fact that
in the second sentence of (85b) a past tense is used, is therefore taken as an
argument that tense concerns the relation between utterance time and topic
time. As a consequence, the relation between eventuality time and utterance
time is only indirect, mediated via the topic time: Aspect relates eventuality
time to topic time and tense relates topic time to utterance time.
Klein’s proposal correctly predicts that sentences with imperfective and
perfective aspect behave diﬀerently in this respect. Whereas in (85) (with
imperfective aspect according to Klein) it is possible that the eventuality of
the book being in Russian overlaps with the utterance time, in (86) (with
perfective aspect according to Klein), it is not.
(86) Mary wrote the letter.
Klein’s theory explains this in the following way: if tTT precedes n and τ(e)
includes tTT (imperfective aspect), it is possible that τ(e) includes n as well,
but if τ(e) is included in tTT (perfective aspect) this is not possible. This is
represented graphically in the upper part of Figure 3.6.
It should be noted that this argument is not compulsory if one accepts
non-maximal eventualities (with respect to a predicate) as eventualities (in
the extension of the predicate) in the way Krifka does. If the distinction be-
tween perfective and imperfective aspect is a distinction between quantised
and homogeneous predicates (in line with Krifka 1989b and de Swart 1998),
we get the correct results as well, without mediation of a topic time. This is
illustrated in the lower part of Figure 3.6. Given the deﬁnition of homogeneous
reference, the existence of an eventuality e of which a homogeneous predicate
(imperfective aspect) holds does not preclude the existence of a larger eventu-
ality e′ of which the predicate holds that includes the time of utterance. This,
however, is impossible with quantised predicates (perfective aspect).
Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003) and Paslawska and von Stechow (2003)
(henceforth von Stechow et al.) adopt Klein’s semantics for tense and as-
pect and formalise it in a typed lambda-calculus. In their accounts aspect still
concerns the relation between topic time and eventuality time, but an aspect
morpheme does not correspond one-to-one to such a temporal relation. More
speciﬁcally, they claim the following temporal relations to be of importance
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Klein
imperfective
perfective
tTT n
τ(e)
tTT n
τ(e)
alternative
imperfective
perfective
τ(e) n
...................................................
τ(e′)
τ(e) n
Figure 3.6: Two accounts for the diﬀerent behaviour of perfective and imper-
fective aspect with respect to n.
for aspect cross-linguistically:29
(87) INCLUDED = λPλt∃e[τ(e) ⊇ t ∧ P(e)]
INCLUDES = λPλt∃e[τ(e) ⊆ t ∧ P(e)]
POST = λPλt∃e[τ(e) ≺ t ∧ P(e)]
As before, P is a variable for predicates of eventualities. INCLUDED, INCLUDES,
and POST take a predicate of eventualities and return a predicate of times.
INCLUDES, for example, maps the set of eventualities in the extension of P onto
the set of times that include the runtime of an eventuality of which P holds.
Note that here, in contrast to de Swart’s account, aspect rather than tense
introduces the existential quantiﬁer that binds the eventuality variable. The
topic time is rendered as a variable t that ends up free in the semantic compo-
sition. It gets its value from the assignment function which is assumed to be
ﬁxed by the context. This is one of the static ways of rendering intersentential
anaphora (see footnote 1). Note that whereas in account of Kamp et al. the
anaphoric feature of tense is captured in terms of an anaphoric reference point,
in von Stechow et al. it’s the topic time (comparable to the location time of
29Paslawska and von Stechow (2003) adopt the same convention as I do in the present
work by using e as a variable for eventualities and t for times. In Gero¨ and von Stechow
(2003), on the other hand, e is a variable for both events and times (no distinction is made
between states and times) and τ maps events and times to times (if e is a time, τ is the
identity mapping).
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Kamp et al.) that is treated as an anaphor. I will return to this diﬀerence in
chapter 6 on discourse.
Paslawska and von Stechow (2003) claim that the Russian perfective aspect
is ambiguous between INCLUDES and POST. The 2003 paper by Gero¨ and von
Stechow is mainly devoted to the perfect in Ancient Greek, but also discusses
Greek aoristic and imperfective aspect. It claims that aoristic aspect in this
language corresponds to INCLUDES and imperfective to INCLUDED.
Thus far the account of von Stechow et al. basically resembles Klein’s with
some lambda-glue for the semantic composition. Things get fuzzy, however,
when it comes to aspectual class. After stating that imperfective aspect in
Ancient Greek corresponds to INCLUDED, Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003:263)
continue as follows:
As a consequence, the embedded Vendlerian Aktionsart must have
the subinterval property. If the VP expresses a state or an ac-
tivity, this raises no problems. But if it is an accomplishment or
achievement, we must stativize it by means of semantic operations
such as the Progressive, Habituality, Iterativity, or Modality (e.g.,
Possibility).
In other words, they claim that it follows from the semantics of imperfective
aspect, that is from INCLUDED, that imperfective aspect can only combine with
unbounded predicates (= predicates that have the ‘subinterval property’).30
This argument is not valid, however. At ﬁrst sight at least, there is no reason
why the runtime of an eventuality that makes a bounded predicate true cannot
include the topic time. The remainder of the text quoted leads to a second
problem. Gero¨ and von Stechow speak of Progressive, Habituality, Iterativity
and Modality as if these are coercion operators, i.e. operators that solve a
mismatch. If this were so, we would expect these operators to come into
existence only in case of an aspectual clash, that is, with bounded predicates.
Crucially, we have seen in section 3.2.3 that this is not the case: we ﬁnd the
habitual interpretation with bounded as well as unbounded predicates. (Recall
that this was a problem for de Swart’s account, as well.)
In a similar way Gero¨ and von Stechow claim that perfective aspect puts
restrictions on the aspectual class of the predicate it combines with. They claim
that it follows from the semantics of perfective aspect, that is from INCLUDES,
that it combines only with bounded predicates. Again, it is not immediately
clear why this should be the case. Why can’t the runtime of an eventuality
that makes an unbounded predicate true be included in the topic time? The
proposed restriction requires more motivation. Nevertheless, in contrast to
the restriction of imperfective aspect, which made the wrong predictions, this
30In the Vendlerian classification state and activity predicates are unbounded and accom-
plishment and achievement predicates are bounded.
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second restriction will turn out to be of use in accounting for the Greek data
(chapter 4).
Paslawska and von Stechow (2003), who focus on Russian, take a diﬀerent
stance on the aspectual class restrictions imposed by grammatical aspects.
They diﬀer from Gero¨ and von Stechow in two respects: (i) only perfective
aspect exhibits a selectional restriction for a certain aspectual class, and (ii),
this restriction is not claimed to follow from INCLUDES, but is presented as a
second independent contribution of Russian perfective morphology. The ﬁrst
point is an improvement with respect to Gero¨ and von Stechow, but the second
point raises the question why two independent semantic contributions would
be combined in a single morpheme.
Note that de Swart’s (1998) and von Stechow et al.’s accounts of grammat-
ical aspect consist of exactly the same elements: a temporal relation between
the eventuality time and the topic time/location time, and an aspectual class
restriction. What diﬀers is which element has primacy. In de Swart’s account
it’s the aspectual class from which the temporal relation is stipulated to follow
(following Kamp et al.). In Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003) it’s the other way
around: the aspectual class restrictions are claimed to follow from the tempo-
ral relations. And in Paslawska and von Stechow (2003), both contributions
are independent for perfective aspect, whereas imperfective aspect only makes
a temporal contribution.
In both de Swart’s and Gero¨ and von Stechow’s account it is unclear why
a certain aspectual class and a certain temporal relation between eventuality
time and topic time would go hand in hand. In the latter account it is clear
that aspectual classes are needed in addition to temporal relations to account
for the data (I will explain this at greater length in sections 4.4 and 4.9), but
from a theoretical point of view it is not clear why temporal relations would
bring along aspectual class restrictions. In de Swart’s account it is not even
clear why the distinction in aspectual class alone is not enough to deal with the
data (see section 3.2.2 where I discussed this point for the accounts of Kamp
et al.).
To conclude this section, let’s see what von Stechow et al. have brought
us. An improvement with respect to de Swart’s account is that perfective and
imperfective morphology are not treated as semantically vacuous: perfective
aspect corresponds to INCLUDES, imperfective to INCLUDED. It is less clear
how their account can deal with the variation in interpretation for perfective
and imperfective aspect. The habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect
seems to be ascribed to a coercion process that solves a mismatch in aspectual
class, but we have seen that this makes the wrong predictions. Gero¨ and
von Stechow don’t discuss the various interpretations of aoristic aspect and it
is unclear how they could handle, for example, the ingressive interpretation.
Finally, it is unclear why the temporal contribution of aspect would impose
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restrictions on the aspectual class of the predicate it combines with.
3.2.5 Taking stock
In the previous sections I have discussed ﬁve classes of theories on grammatical
aspect. I started in section 3.2.1 with the DRT account of Kamp et al. (Kamp
and Rohrer 1983, Kamp and Reyle 1993, Kamp, van Genabith, and Reyle
2005), in which aspectual phenomena are considered only insofar as they have
an eﬀect on temporal reference. The distinction between what they call states
and events was used to account for the diﬀerent temporal behaviour of the
imparfait and passe´ simple in discourse. In section 3.2.2, I showed that Krifka’s
(1989b) account can deal with a whole range of data relating to grammatical
aspect using the distinction between homogeneous and quantised reference. In
section 3.2.3 I discussed de Swart’s (1998) account and various adaptations of
it. They exploit the distinction between homogeneous and quantised reference
to account for the variation in interpretation of the passe´ simple and imparfait.
Section 3.2.4 was devoted to the theories of Klein (1994) and von Stechow et
al. (Gero¨ and von Stechow 2003, Paslawska and von Stechow 2003). In these
theories grammatical aspect concerns the temporal relation between the time
of the eventuality and the topic time. Von Stechow et al. complement this
contribution of aspect with aspectual class restrictions. In this respect, this
account can be seen as a combination of Klein (1994) and de Swart (1998).
The ﬁrst three theories are one-component theories, as grammatical aspect
primarily concerns aspectual class. They diﬀer in the phenomena for which
they oﬀer an account in terms of aspectual classes. The theories of Klein
(1994) and von Stechow et al. are two-component: grammatical aspect does
not (primarily) change aspectual class, but locates the eventuality temporally
with respect to the topic time.
This said, it is time to weaken the distinction between the two approaches
somewhat. First, whereas Krifka uses only aspectual class to deal with gram-
matical aspect and Klein only temporal relations, the other three accounts
discussed, the ones of Kamp, de Swart and von Stechow et al., all contain
both a temporal relation and an aspectual class element. The latter three dif-
fer only in which element has primacy. Moreover, we can wonder whether the
theory of Kamp et al. is truly one-component in spirit. In de Swart’s account
aspectual classes play a crucial role as a mismatch therein triggers reinterpre-
tation. In Kamp et al., however, with its focus on temporal reference, the
distinction between events and states is of less importance, and one may even
ask whether it is crucial. When the distinction between states and events in
this account reduces to the diﬀerent temporal relations they come with, it
comes close to Klein’s proposal.
Although it may be useful to bring some order in the vast literature on
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aspect, a classiﬁcation of theories of aspect is not the aim of this thesis. Rather
the aim is to answer the challenge I set in section 2.5 to account for the various
interpretations of imperfective and aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek without
resorting to ambiguity. The discussion in the ﬁrst part of this chapter has
helped us on our way to meet this challenge. It has made it clear what are the
useful and problematic parts of each theory when applied to the Ancient Greek
aspectual system. Let me recapitulate the crucial points. The discussion of
the DRT of Kamp et al. approach has made it clear that if we want to deal
with the eﬀects of aspect in discourse, the natural choice is dynamic semantics.
De Swart’s approach in terms of coercion seems to be useful for dealing with
the variation in interpretation, but if we use it the way she does we end up
with a vacuous semantics for aoristic and imperfective morphology in Ancient
Greek. A good point of the accounts by Klein and von Stechow et al. is that
grammatical aspect is not semantically vacuous. The downside is that it is
not clear how their accounts can handle interpretative variation. Moreover, if
we use the idea of coercion we must specify what kind of mismatch is solved
by the coercion process. We have seen in section 3.2.3 that for imperfective
aspect this cannot be a mismatch in aspectual class. For aoristic aspect it may
be a mismatch in aspectual class, but then we must answer the question, left
unaddressed by von Stechow et al., how this aspectual class restriction follows
from the semantics of aoristic aspect.
Now, it’s the challenge to ﬁnd an account that combines the advantages of
each of these theories but leaves out the problematic parts. In chapter 4 I will
oﬀer such an account. But I will ﬁrst go deeper into the subject of coercion,
as this concept will play a crucial role in my analysis.
3.3 Aspectual coercion
The phenomenon of coercion has already been discussed brieﬂy in section 3.2
in relation to de Swart (1998). Since it will play a prominent role in my
analysis of the interpretations of aoristic and imperfective aspect, I will now
take a closer look at this phenomenon. Again, the discussion is not meant as a
comprehensive overview of the literature on this topic. In fact, I discuss only
two approaches: Moens and Steedman’s, because they were the ﬁrst to discuss
aspectual coercion as a topic in its own right, and Egg’s, because his Duration
Principle features prominently in the analysis I propose in chapter 4.
Since any theory on aspectual coercion comes with an aspectual classiﬁca-
tion, I start with a brief overview of the aspectual classiﬁcations used in the
analyses discussed, in order to facilitate the understanding of this discussion.
The actual classiﬁcation I use myself is not introduced until section 4.2.
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3.3.1 Aspectual classifications
Aspectual classiﬁcations are based on a number of tests that check the com-
patibility of a predicate with a certain linguistic environment in a literal in-
terpretation (that is, without reinterpretation). The results of these tests are
interpreted as reﬂecting properties of the predicates tested and these proper-
ties together constitute a classiﬁcation. In the following I will ﬁrst discuss the
classiﬁcations and then the tests on which they are based.
The properties relevant in the classiﬁcations used in the coercion analyses
discussed here are stativity, boundedness, telicity, and punctuality. Until now
I have used telicity and boundedness interchangeably, but from now on I will
use Egg’s (2005) terminology, in which the two are distinguished. I will return
to this point at the end of this section.
Without providing deﬁnitions, the following are some preliminary charac-
terisations of what these notions refer to: Stative predicates can be true of a
moment; bounded predicates introduce inherent boundaries for eventualities;
telic predicates are predicates with which a poststate is associated; and ﬁnally,
punctual predicates refer to eventualities with extremely short or no duration
or without inner structure.
Table 3.2 shows which of these four properties play a role in the coercion
accounts discussed. A + sign indicates that the property is relevant in the
classiﬁcation at hand.
stativity boundedness telicity punctuality
Moens and Steedman + + +
De Swart + +
Egg + + +
Table 3.2: Aspectual properties according to diﬀerent authors
The combination of these properties results in the classiﬁcations displayed
in Table 3.3.31 The rightmost column gives an example of each of the six classes
of predicates that result if one would accept all four properties as relevant for
aspectuality.
Let’s now turn to the tests. I will only discuss some of the tests proposed
in the literature (see Dowty 1979 for an extensive discussion). Keep in mind
that whether a sentence is acceptable on a literal interpretation or is in need
of reinterpretation (indicated by the # sign) is at least partially theory depen-
dent.
Stative predicates (like John be in the pub) and punctual predicates (like
John cough) have in common that they combine readily with time point adver-
31I intend to leave open in this table whether stative predicates are atelic (as in Egg 2005)
or the notion of telicity is simply not applicable to stative predicates (as in Moens and
Steedman 1988).
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unbounded process process John run
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John play the sonata
non-stative
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punctual point
intergressive
John cough
non-punctual culminated process John go to the pub
bounded
telic
punctual culmination
event
change
John arrive
Table 3.3: Aspectual classiﬁcations
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bials ((88a) and (88b)), but don’t go with the progressive on a literal reading
((89a) and (89b)). Other predicates, for example process predicates (like John
run), exhibit the opposite behaviour ((88c) versus (89c)).
(88) a. John was in the pub at ten.
b. John coughed at ten.
c. #John ran at ten.
(89) a. *John was being in the pub.
b. #John was coughing.
c. John was running.
Example (88c) makes no sense on a literal reading, only on an ingressive rein-
terpretation, that is the interpretation that John started running at ten. Like-
wise, (89b) makes sense only on an iterative reinterpretation. (89a) cannot be
reinterpreted and is simply unacceptable.
Stative and punctual predicates behave diﬀerently on the compatibility
with the simple present tense, as (90) illustrates.
(90) a. John is in the pub.
b. #John coughs.
Example (90a) is ﬁne on a literal interpretation, but (90b), and non-stative
predicates in general, must undergo a habitual reinterpretation.
For - and in-adverbials distinguish between bounded and unbounded pred-
icates. Bounded predicates are ﬁne with in-adverbials on a literal reading,
but not with for -adverbials. For unbounded predicates, the reverse situation
holds.
(91) a. John ran for an hour.
b. #John played the sonata for an hour.
(92) a. #John ran in one hour.
b. John played the sonata in an hour.
(91b) must undergo reinterpretation since the bounded predicate John play the
sonata combines with a for -adverbial. There a two options: a progressive or an
iterative reinterpretation. I will come back to this example in the next section.
(92a), where the unbounded John run combines with an in-adverbial, makes
sense only if world knowledge supports the reinterpretation of the unbounded
predicate as a bounded predicate (run a specific distance), for example, if we
know that John runs a particular distance every day.
The perfect is sensitive to telicity. Only telic predicates combine happily
with the perfect. (93a) is in need of reinterpretation, whereas (93b) is ﬁne:32
32Moens and Steedman would claim that (93b) involves reinterpretation, too, since in
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(93) a. #John has played the sonata.
b. John has gone to the pub.
A ﬁnal remark on aspectual classiﬁcations. In most classiﬁcations the class
of telic predicates (predicates with which a poststate is associated) and the
class of bounded predicates (predicates that introduce inherent boundaries for
eventualities) are considered to be co-extensive. Egg (1994, 1995) argues that
in fact they are not: the whole class of bounded predicates is compatible with
for -adverbials, but only some of them (the telic ones) combine readily with
the perfect. It is important to note that Egg uses the word boundedness for
what Krifka calls telicity. As I said, I will follow Egg’s terminology, and from
now on use boundedness even in the context of Krifka’s account.
3.3.2 Moens and Steedman’s Aspectual Network
Moens and Steedman (Moens 1987, Moens and Steedman 1986, 1988) propose
an aspectual classiﬁcation which they consider to be ﬂexible rather than ﬁxed,
allowing transitions between aspectual classes. The classes and the transitions
constitute an Aspectual Network, cf. Figure 3.7, where the permissible shifts
are indicated with arcs.
+punctual −punctual
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eventevent
Figure 3.7: Moens and Steedman’s Aspectual Network
Some of these transitions are the result of input restrictions of temporal
adverbials or grammatical aspects. Moens and Steedman were the ﬁrst to use
their analysis the perfect is restricted to culminated process predicates, that is punctual
telic predicates.
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the term coercion for this phenomenon.
Moens and Steedman relate the aspectual classes and the shifts between
them to a complex event structure which they call a nucleus, consisting of a
preparatory process, a culmination point, and a consequent state.
preparatory process consequent state
culmination point
Figure 3.8: Nucleus (Moens and Steedman 1988:13)
Predicates of diﬀerent aspectual classes are are interpreted as describing
eventualities that consist of diﬀerent parts of nuclei: culminated process pred-
icates refer to the whole nucleus, process predicates to the preparatory process,
culmination predicates to the combination of culmination point and consequent
state, and points to the culmination point only (Moens 1987:65). Aspectual
transitions are then automatically related to the nucleus as well: they often
consist of adding or removing part of the nucleus structure.
Let’s consider some examples. According to Moens and Steedman’s anal-
ysis, the progressive requires process predicates. Thus (94a) is ﬁne, but (94b)
and (94c) involve coercion.
(94) a. Harry was running.
b. #Harry was hiccupping.
c. #Harry was reaching the top.
Harry hiccup is a point predicate. As we can see in Figure 3.7 a point predicate
can be reinterpreted as a process predicate by giving it an iterative interpre-
tation. Only then the selectional restrictions of the progressive operator are
fulﬁlled. The resulting interpretation is that an iteration of hiccupping even-
tualities by John was in progress.
Harry reach the top is a culmination predicate. We can read oﬀ the ﬁgure
that there is no direct path through the network from culmination predicates
to process predicates. Instead there are two paths that both consist of two
steps. The most plausible path is the one in which the culmination predicate
is ﬁrst turned into a culminated process by adding a preparatory process, and
then the culminated process predicate is turned into a process predicate by
‘stripping oﬀ’ the culmination point. Thus, (94c) describes the preparatory
process of John reaching the top as going on. A reinterpretation path via the
point class is in principle possible too, although it is not likely as it would
involve an iterative eventuality of reaching the top.
This last example illustrates the prominent role of world knowledge in
reinterpretation phenomena. A mismatch in aspectual class indicates that
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reinterpretation is involved, but how the mismatch is resolved, i.e. which path
through the network in chosen, is determined by world knowledge. In the
following section I zoom in on one instance of world knowledge inﬂuencing
reinterpretation phenomena, viz. knowledge concerning the typical duration of
eventualities.
3.3.3 Egg’s Duration Principle
Egg devotes the last chapter of his 2005 book to the role of knowledge concern-
ing the typical duration of eventualities in reinterpretation phenomena. His
Duration Principle states that information on the duration of an eventuality
that is introduced by various linguistic expressions must be consistent. This
principle has a twofold function in reinterpretation phenomena: (i) it guides
the choice for a speciﬁc reinterpretation operator from the set of feasible rein-
terpretations in the case of coercion triggered by other sources, and (ii) it
triggers its own reinterpretations.
Let’s ﬁrst consider an example of the ﬁrst function (from Egg 2005:204):
(95) a. Max played the ‘Flying Dutchman’ on his stereo for 5 months.
b. Max played the ‘Flying Dutchman’ on his stereo for 10 minutes.
According to Egg’s analysis, for -adverbials require unbounded predicates, but
Max play the ‘Flying Dutchman’ on his stereo is a bounded predicate. This
mismatch in aspectual class has to be solved by an intervening coercion opera-
tor. From an aspectual point of view, there are at least two coercion operators
that could solve the mismatch: a progressive and an iterative operator. Egg
(2005:94-97) deﬁnes these operators as follows:
(96) PROGR = λPλe∃e′[P(e′) ∧ τ(e) < τ(e′)]
(97) ITER = λPλe∃E[∪E = e ∧ ¬P(e) ∧ ∀e′[e′ ∈ E→ P(e′)]]
Both operators are functions from predicates of eventualities onto predicates
of eventualities. PROGR resembles Krifka’s PROG operator, (66). ITER(P) is true
of an eventuality e iﬀ there is a set of eventualities E whose convex closure
(this is expressed by ‘∪’) is e and P does not hold for e but does hold for
all eventualities in E.33 Crucial for (95) is the eﬀect of the two operators on
the duration associated with the predicate. There are eventualities in the
extension of PROGR(P) that are shorter than the shortest eventuality in the
extension of P, but no eventualities that are longer than the longest eventuality
33The convex closure of a set of eventualities is the smallest convex eventuality such that
all eventualities in the set are part of this eventuality. However, as in Krifka’s account (see
section 3.2.2), the notion of convexity for eventualities is not defined and it is hard to see
what it should mean.
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in the extension of P. We say that the progressive operator shortens the typical
duration associated with the predicate. Conversely, in the extension of ITER(P)
we ﬁnd eventualities that are longer than the longest in the extension of P, but
no eventualities that are shorter than the shortest. The iterative operator
lengthens the typical duration associated with the predicate.
Both operators are compatible with bounded predicates and return un-
bounded predicates. So from an aspectual point of view both qualify as inter-
vening operators. However, both (95a) and (95b) have only one interpretation.
For (95a) only an iterative reinterpretation is available, for (95b) only a pro-
gressive. This is accounted for in the following way. As we have seen, both
operators aﬀect the duration associated with the predicate that undergoes co-
ercion. The typical duration associated with the predicateMax play the ‘Flying
Dutchman’ on his stereo is some hours (this is how long Wagner operas take).
The typical duration associated with the predicate that results if the itera-
tive operator is applied to the predicate Max play the ‘Flying Dutchman’ on
his stereo is longer. The progressive operator has the opposite eﬀect. The
Duration Principle states that the information on the duration of an eventu-
ality provided by various sources must be compatible. For (95), this means
that typical duration associated with the predicate must be compatible with
the information provided by the for -adverbials. For (95a), the information is
compatible on an iterative reinterpretation, for (95b), on a progressive inter-
pretation. In this way the Duration Principle constrains the range of feasible
reinterpretations.
As I mentioned, the Duration Principle also triggers its own reinterpreta-
tions. Egg (2005:190) illustrates this with (98):
(98) #Max played soccer on the beach for three months.
(98) has an iterative interpretation. This reinterpretation is not motivated by
an aspectual mismatch: for -adverbials select for unbounded predicates and
Max play soccer on the beach is of this kind. Egg claims that the reinterpre-
tation is instead triggered by an attempt to avoid a violation of the Duration
Principle. The extension of the predicate Max play soccer on the beach does
not contain an eventuality with a duration of three months. This clash between
the information on duration provided by the predicate and the for -adverbial
can be solved by the intervention of an iterative operator, since, as in the
previous example, this operator lengthens the typical duration associated with
the predicate. Thus the Duration Principle is an additional licensing condition
for reinterpretation.
In this section I have discussed the role of the Duration Principle in rein-
terpretation phenomena. In sections 4.5 and 4.7 we will see that this principle
plays a role in the Ancient Greek aspectual system as well. I will claim that it
is responsible for the choice between the ingressive and complexive interpreta-
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tion of aoristic aspect and for the emergence of the habitual interpretation of
imperfective aspect in this language.
The discussion of formal theories on aspect in this chapter has provided
us with the equipment for tackling the Ancient Greek aspectual system with
which I am going to start in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
An analysis of aoristic and
imperfective aspect
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 we have seen that both aoristic and imperfective aspect in Ancient
Greek are associated with several interpretations. In the previous chapter I
have discussed the relevant formal-semantic theories of perfective (=aoristic)
and imperfective aspect, some of which dealt explicitly with such variation in
interpretation. I have shown that in spite of their merits each has its spe-
ciﬁc problems. In this chapter I will present an account of the interpretations
of aoristic and imperfective aspect in Ancient Greek that combines the good
elements from the theories discussed above but avoids the problems they en-
countered. A central place is taken up by Egg’s Duration Principle, discussed
in section 3.3.3. The proposed account deals with the variation in interpreta-
tion without postulating ambiguity for aoristic and imperfective aspect and in
this way answers the challenge I set in section 2.5.
The discussion of the discourse eﬀect of aspect in section 3.2.1 has shown us
that the natural choice to deal with this feature of aspect is a dynamic frame-
work. An explicit treatment of the discourse eﬀect of aspect in Ancient Greek
is not provided until chapter 6 and in the current chapter we could in principle
have used a static framework. Nevertheless, I have chosen to formulate my
account in DRT already in this chapter. In this way we will have a uniform
representation of the proposal throughout the thesis. Furthermore, I adopt
Montague’s strategy to introduce lambda-abstraction and application into the
language which enables me to explicate how the meanings of the parts of an
expression combine to the meaning of the expression as a whole. The resulting
fusion of two important frameworks for natural language semantics, DRT and
Montague Semantics, makes it possible to build up meanings systematically
from the level of morphemes to the level of texts. The syntax and semantics
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of this language is given in Appendix A.
The chapter is organised as follows: I ﬁrst present the aspectual classiﬁca-
tion I assume (section 4.2). Then, in section 4.3, I show how the semantics
von Stechow et al. propose for perfective and imperfective aspect directly yields
the completive interpretation of the former and the processual interpretation
of the latter. In section 4.4 I demonstrate why aoristic aspect requires bounded
predicates, the question left unaddressed in the account of von Stechow et al.
In section 4.5 we see that Egg’s Duration Principle accounts for the choice
between the ingressive and complexive interpretation of aoristic aspect and in
section 4.7 that the same principle is also responsible for the emergence of the
habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect. Section 4.6 is an excursion into
the consequences of restricting aspectual classes to the level of predicates. In
section 4.8 I demonstrate that the proposed semantics for imperfective aspect
accounts for the diﬀerence between progressive and imperfective aspect with
respect to their ability to combine with stative predicates. In section 4.9 I
show how an intensionalised version of the semantics accounts for the conative
interpretation of imperfective aspect. Section 4.10 summarises my account.
4.2 Aspectual classes
In this section I present the aspectual classiﬁcation assumed in my analysis.
Following the theories discussed in the previous chapter, I adopt a Davidsonian
event semantics, that is, I assume that verbs are represented as predicates with
an additional argument slot for an eventuality variable. Furthermore, I adopt
the idea that grammatical aspects work on predicates of eventualities (as do de
Swart, Krifka, and von Stechow et al.). As I am interested in the interaction
between grammatical aspect and aspectual class, my aspectual classiﬁcation
is restricted to predicates of eventualities. I do not go beyond that level. My
classiﬁcation is based on two properties of predicates of eventualities: bound-
edness and stativity.
For the property of boundedness, I adopt Krifka’s deﬁnition of quanticity
(cf. (59)):
(99) A property P is bounded iﬀ for all e, e′ if P (e) and e′ < e then ¬P (e′)
This deﬁnition states that the extension of a bounded predicate never contains
an eventuality as well as one of its proper parts. This makes, for example,
John write a letter a bounded predicate, in contrast to, for example, John
be in the pub or John waltz. Parts of eventualities in the extensions of the
latter predicates may be in their extensions as well, and therefore they are
unbounded.
The last two predicates are distinguished by the property of stativity. If a
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stative predicate like John be in the pub is true of an eventuality e, it is true
of all eventualities that are part of e. Non-stative predicates like John waltz
do not have this property, since an eventuality has to consist of at least three
steps before it counts as a John waltz eventuality. They are what Egg (2005)
calls interval-based. I deﬁne stativity as follows:
(100) A property P is stative iﬀ (i) for all e, e′ if P (e) and e′ < e then
P (e′), and (ii) it is not the case that for all e such that P (e) there is
no e′ such that e′ < e
The ﬁrst clause, based on Egg’s (2005:59) deﬁnition of interval-basedness,
captures the above-mentioned idea that stative predicates are fully divisive,
whereas non-stative predicates are not. The second clause adds that stative
predicates are non-punctual, that is, some eventualities in the extension of
such a predicate have parts. The addition of this clause guarantees that all
bounded predicates are non-stative. Without it, punctual predicates (predi-
cates that apply only to eventualities without parts) would be both bounded
and stative.
Table 4.1 shows the tripartition induced by these two properties of pred-
icates. We have stative predicates, bounded predicates, and predicates that
are unbounded but non-stative, for which I use the term process predicates in
line with de Swart.
stative stative
unbounded
process
non-stative
bounded bounded
Table 4.1: Aspectual classes of predicates
In my analysis of aoristic and imperfective aspect only the property of
boundedness plays a role (sections 4.4 and 4.5). I need the property of stativity
for comparing the English progressive and the Greek imperfective (section 4.8).
In my classiﬁcation I only classify predicates of eventualities, not eventual-
ities themselves. In this respect, I follow Krifka and deviate from, for example,
de Swart and Egg, who assume diﬀerent sorts of eventualities on top of a
distinction at the predicate level. In the latter accounts bounded predicates,
for example, have the property described in (99) and also refer to a set of
bounded eventualities. My ﬁrst problem with such an approach is that it is
not clear to me which criterion has primacy in such accounts: is a predicate
bounded because it has the property in (99) or because it refers to a set of
bounded eventualities? My second objection is that I don’t see why we need
an ontological distinction on top of the distinction for predicates, at least not
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for the data I am concerned with. If an ontological distinction would prove to
make things easier, I would not hesitate to adopt it, but I don’t think it would.
On the contrary, and this is my main objection, it makes the formulation of
operators that cause a shift in aspectual class much more complicated, as we
will see in section 4.6. For these reasons, I will restrict the distinction to the
level of predicates.
As a consequence of restricting aspectual class distinctions to the level of
the predicate, a mismatch in aspectual class cannot be formalised as a type-
theoretic or sortal clash in the way de Swart (1998) and Egg (2005) implement
it. Instead we need an alternative way to do this, which I will present in section
4.6.
4.3 Completed vs. going on: the completive
and processual interpretations
The evaluation of one-component theories of aspect (theories in which the pri-
mary contribution of aspect is a change in aspectual class) in section 3.2.3 has
demonstrated that such theories, when adapted to the Ancient Greek data,
end up with a vacuous semantics for aoristic and imperfective aspect (on a
coercion approach) or are forced to postulate an ambiguity for the two (on
a non-coercion approach). Therefore, I propose a two-component theory of
aspect, that is, a theory in which the primary contribution of grammatical
aspect is something diﬀerent from a change in aspectual class. I follow Klein’s
(1994) proposal in positing that grammatical aspect concerns the relation be-
tween the time of the eventuality and the topic time. More precisely, I adopt
a semantics for imperfective and aoristic aspect that is very similar to von
Stechow et al.’s INCLUDED and INCLUDES (see (87)), respectively (see below for
the diﬀerences). Formulated in terms of DRSs I propose:
(101) a. IMP ; λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)] = IMP
b. AOR ; λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)] = AOR
Three remarks on the notation. First, as one can see, IMP and IMP are not used
interchangeably. IMP stands for the imperfective markers (morphemes) used
in natural languages, whereas IMP abbreviates the translation of IMP into our
formal language. Second, ‘τ(e) ·⊃ t’ reads as ‘t is a non-ﬁnal subset of τ(e)’
(see Appendix C.3). Third, whereas it is easiest to keep thinking of e and t as
variables over eventualities and times, respectively, they are actually constants
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for registers for eventualities and times, respectively. This is a consequence of
the way in which DRT and typed lambda-calculus are fused, following Muskens
(1996). For the same reason, P is a variable over dynamic rather than normal
static predicates of eventualities. The reader is however advised not to pay
too much attention to this as I will continue speaking of e as a variable over
eventualities etc. myself as well throughout this thesis, except for Appendix A
where I provide the formal system.
As for the content of (101), the semantics of imperfective and aoristic aspect
maps properties of eventualities onto properties of times. More in particular,
the semantics of the imperfective maps properties of eventualities P onto the
property of being a non-ﬁnal part of the runtime of an eventuality of which P
holds. Similarly, the semantics of the aorist maps properties of eventualities
P onto the set of times that include the runtime of an eventuality of which P
holds. After combining (101) with the semantic contribution of tense, the time
to which the eventuality time stands in the speciﬁed temporal relation ends
up to be the topic time, the time about which we speak (we will see how this
works in due course). Thus, grammatical aspect concerns the relation between
the time of the eventuality and the topic time. A graphic representation of the
semantic contribution of grammatical aspect is given in Figure 4.1.
aorist imperfective
topic time
eventuality time
‘completed’ ‘going on’
Figure 4.1: The semantics of aorist and imperfective
This semantics of aspect directly yields what Ancient Greek grammars
consider the basic opposition between imperfective and aoristic aspect: go-
ing on versus completed (see section 2.1). Imperfective aspect indicates that
the eventuality is going on at the moment about which we speak, that is, the
eventuality’s run time includes the topic time. Aoristic aspect, by contrast, in-
dicates that the eventuality takes place within the time about which we speak:
its runtime is included in the topic time.1 I labeled these the processual inter-
1Note that both the words ‘completed’ and ‘complete’ can be used to describe the mean-
ing of the aorist on my account. Both ‘the eventuality is completed within the topic time’
and ‘the complete eventuality lies within the topic time’ are in accordance with my pro-
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pretation of imperfective aspect and the completive interpretation of aoristic
aspect.2
The temporal relation I assign to imperfective aspect deviates from the
one proposed by von Stechow et al. (τ(e) ⊇ tTT). The reason for this deviation
is the following. The intuition that imperfective aspect indicates that the
eventuality is ‘going on’ is not captured by the semantics of von Stechow et
al. A necessary ingredient for capturing this intuition is a continuation of the
eventuality after the end of the topic time, a constellation that the semantics
of von Stechow et al. allows for but does not require. For bounded predicates,
von Stechow et al. can save their analysis by the insertion of a progressive
coercion operator, as we will see in section 4.8. This, however, does not work
for unbounded predicates. In (102), for example, von Stechow et al.’s semantics
does not account for the intuition that the running is ‘not yet completed’:
(102) Pierre
Pierre
c o u r a i t.
run.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Pierre was running”
By contrast, this intuition is captured if we assign imperfective aspect a se-
mantics which entails that the topic time is a non-ﬁnal part of the time of the
eventuality, cf. (101a).
As for tense, following Kamp et al., Klein, and von Stechow et al., I take it
to make reference to some particular time (the topic time) and to temporally
locate this time with respect to the moment of utterance. The analyses of
Kamp et al. and von Stechow et al. diﬀer from that of Klein (see (84)) with
respect to the temporal relation assigned to the present tense. I will follow the
former two and claim that with the present tense the topic time is rather than
includes the utterance time.3 I propose the following semantics for the three
tenses present, past, and future:
(103) a. PRESENT ; λQ[
tTT = n
⊕ Q(tTT)] = PRES
b. PAST ; λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)] = PAST
posal, which indicates that the question whether the aorist has to do with completeness or
completedness (see, e.g., Comrie 1976:18–19) turns out to be a non-issue once one considers
the notions as relative with respect to a reference point.
2I will discuss the complexive interpretation of the aorist, that is, the interpretation of
completion with unbounded predicates, in sections 4.4 and 4.5. As I will show there, the
semantics of the aorist in (101b) on its own does not suffice to deal with this interpretation.
3See section 5.3, footnote 2 for the motivation of this decision.
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c. FUTURE ; λQ[
tTT ≻ n
⊕ Q(tTT)] = FUT
The semantics of tense takes a property of times Q and returns a proposition.
For the past tense, for example, the property of times Q is mapped onto the
proposition that the topic time precedes the moment of utterance and that Q
holds of the topic time. As for the topic time, I follow von Stechow et al. in
this chapter and treat the topic time as a free variable tTT that is assumed to
get its value from an assignment function that is ﬁxed by the context. We have
seen that this is one of the static ways of handling intersentential anaphora.
On such an account the way in which the topic time is determined on the basis
of the context is not speciﬁed. Since I believe, however, that a full account
should provide a speciﬁcation of the process, I switch to a proper treatment of
anaphora in chapter 6 on discourse. As I said before, in this chapter I formulate
my account in DRT to make it possible to provide a proper treatment of the
topic time later on.
Let’s apply this semantics of tense and aspect to two of the examples of
the processual interpretation of imperfective aspect given in section 2.1 and
repeated below for convenience. (105) is the semantic representation of the
ﬁrst clause of (104).
(104) καÈ
kai
and
ΠερδÐκκα̋
Perdikkas
Perdiccas.nom
ÇΑλεcνδρου
Alexandrou
Alexander.gen
βασιλεupsilongrave̋
basileus
king.nom
αupsilonlenisτÀν
auto¯n
they.gen
ª ν
e¯n
be.pst.IPFV.3sg
íτε
hote
when
Σιτλκη̋
Sitalke¯s
Sitalces.nom
âπ ùει
epe¯iei
come.upon.pst.ipfv.3sg
“And Perdiccas, Alexander’s son, was their (=the Macedonians’) king
at the time of the invasion by Sitalces.” Th. 2.99.6.
(105) PAST(IMP(λe
p king(e)
))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
p king(e)
))
≡
e
p king(e)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
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λe
p king(e)
in (105) is the translation of Perdiccas be king of the Mace-
donians, a predicate over eventualities. To keep things simple, I will not go
beyond this level of detail. The semantics of the imperfective takes the prop-
erty denoted by this predicate as its input. It returns the set of times that
include the runtime of an eventuality with this property. This set of times is
the input for the semantics of the past tense. The past tense speciﬁes that
the topic time which is before the utterance time is one of the times in this
set. The second line of (105) reduces to the last line with the help of lambda
conversion and merging (see (219) in Appendix B for the intermediate steps
in the reduction). The last line reads as follows: there is an eventuality of
Perdiccas being king of the Macedonians that temporally includes the topic
time, which precedes the utterance time. The topic time is determined by the
temporal subordinate clause as the time of the invasion by Sitalces. Thus, the
semantics provided for (104) corresponds to its natural interpretation: at the
time about which we speak there is an eventuality going on of Perdiccas being
king.4 Figure 4.2 represents the outcome graphically.
tTT: the time of the invasion
τ(e): the time of Perdiccas being king
Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of (105)
In the same way the proposed semantics for tense and aspect gives us (107)
for the second clause in (106):
(106) Κupsilonperispomeneρο̋
Kuros
Cyrus.nom
δà
de
prt
οupsilonlenisacuteπω
oupo¯
not.yet
©κεν,
he¯ken,
be.present.pst.ipfv.3sg
λλ'
all’
but
êτι
eti
still
π ρ ο σ   λ α υ ν ε
prose¯laune
march.to.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Cyrus was not yet present, but he was still marching on.”
X. An. 1.5.12
4My definitions of boundedness and stativity force me to accept non-maximal eventuali-
ties (with respect to a predicate) as eventualities (of that predicate) as well (otherwise, all
predicates would be unbounded and non-stative) (cf. the discussion in section 3.2.2 of the
different conceptualisations of eventualities in Krifka and Kamp et al.). The consequence
for (104) is that e is not necessarily the locally maximal being king eventuality, since the
predicate is unbounded. It may be that e is part of a larger eventuality of which the predi-
cate holds. This makes no difference for the interpretation, however, since the effect is the
same: the eventuality is not completed within the topic time.
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(107) PAST(IMP(λe
c march(e)
))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
c march(e)
))
≡
e
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
c march(e)
tTT ≺ n
In (106), the topic time is ﬁxed by the context as a time when Clearchus is
riding through Menon’s army. (107) speciﬁes that (106) is true iﬀ there is
an eventuality of Cyrus marching that temporally includes the topic time (a
time when Clearchus is riding through the army), which precedes the utterance
time. This gives the correct truth conditions: at the end of the topic time, the
eventuality e is still continuing, which yields the eﬀect of ‘going on’.
tTT: a time of Clearchus’ riding
through Menon’s army
τ(e): the time of the march of Cyrus
Figure 4.3: Graphical representation of (136)
There are two remaining cases concerning imperfective aspect that deserve
some closer attention: the imperfective with stative predicates and the imper-
fective with bounded predicates. I will discuss them in section 4.8 and 4.9,
respectively.
But let us ﬁrst have a look at aoristic aspect. Following the same recipe
as above, the proposed semantics of tense and aspect gives (109) for (108) (=
(11)), an example of the completive interpretation of the aorist:
(108) τì
to
the.acc
µευ
meu
I.gen
νκο̋
nakos
skin-coat.acc
âχθà̋
echthes
yesterday
ê κ λ ε ψ ε ν.
eklepsen.
steal.pst.AOR.3sg
“He (= Lacon) stole my skin-coat yesterday.” Theoc. Id. 5.2
(109) PAST(AOR(λe
l steal(e)
))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
l steal(e)
))
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≡
e
l steal(e)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
Here, the topic time is denoted by the adverbial âχθè̋ echthes ‘yesterday’.5
(109) speciﬁes that (108) is true iﬀ the whole stealing eventuality takes place
on the day before Comatas’ utterance, which is the desired result. Figure 4.4
represents this graphically.
tTT: the day before n
τ(e): the stealing of the skin-coat
Figure 4.4: Graphical representation of (109)
This concludes my discussion of the processual and completive interpreta-
tions. We have seen that they follow directly from the proposed semantics of
imperfective and aoristic aspect, respectively. In the remainder of this chapter
I will show that with some additional principles and mechanisms we can also
derive the other interpretations.
4.4 Selectional restriction of the aorist
The semantics of the aorist proposed in the previous section does not in itself
account for the complexive interpretation of aoristic aspect (completion with
unbounded predicates). This may come as a surprise given that it can deal
with the completive interpretation (completion with bounded predicates), as
we have seen. The reason for this lies in the conceptualisation of eventualities
that I am forced to assume given my deﬁnition of stativity and boundedness.
Like Krifka (see section 3.2.2), I am obliged to accept non-maximal eventual-
ities with respect to a predicate as eventualities of this predicate (otherwise,
all predicates would be bounded). Aoristic aspect states that there is an even-
tuality e to which the predicate applies whose runtime is included in the topic
time. For bounded predicates this entails that the maximal, that is, complete
eventuality is included in the topic time, since eventualities in the extension of
a bounded predicate are by deﬁnition maximal with respect to the predicate.
This entailment does not hold for unbounded predicates. An eventuality in
the extension of an unbounded predicate need not be maximal with respect to
5This is a simplification. See Reyle et al. (2007:578–582) for a discussion of the temporal
relations involved in the semantics of time-frame adverbials such as yesterday.
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the predicate, and, hence, from the existence of an eventuality that makes an
unbounded predicate true and that is included in the topic time, it cannot be
concluded that the maximal eventuality is included in the topic time as well.
This is illustrated on the left-hand side of Figure 4.5. The dotted line indicates
the possibility of a larger eventuality to which the predicate applies.
aorist imperfective
topic time
eventuality time
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Figure 4.5: Aorist and imperfective with unbounded predicates
So, on the basis of its semantics (101b) we would expect that the aorist
can also be used if the maximal eventuality includes the topic time, as long
as some eventuality of the right kind is included in the topic time. This,
however, is not the case. Hence, for the interpretation of completion with
unbounded predicates, the semantics of the aorist (101b) does not suﬃce. The
interpretation we want to get is that the maximal eventuality is included in
the topic time, whereas the semantics gives us only that some eventuality is
included in the topic time.
This problem can be solved by restricting the aorist to bounded predicates.
This means that if the aorist is confronted with an unbounded predicate, a co-
ercion operator comes into play that maps the unbounded predicate onto a
bounded one. In the next section we will see that one of these coercion op-
erators, the maximality operator, yields the complexive interpretation. There
I will also show that a restriction of the aorist to bounded predicates at the
same time explains the restriction of the ingressive interpretation of the aorist
to unbounded predicates.
The right-hand side of Figure 4.5 shows that for imperfective aspect the
semantics given in (101a) is enough to yield the processual interpretation, even
with unbounded predicates. For it may be that the eventuality that includes
the topic time is not maximal with respect to the predicate, but this makes no
diﬀerence for the interpretation: the maximal eventuality will also include the
topic time, so we still get the interpretation that the eventuality is going on.
Now that I have shown that the semantics of the aorist (101b) is not enough
to account for the data and argued that adding an aspectual class restriction
would be useful, it is time to ask where this restriction comes from. What is
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the rationale behind it? This question Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003) don’t give
an answer to. Instead, they simply state that the aspectual class restriction
follows from the semantics of the aorist (see section 3.2.4).
I claim that the rationale behind the proposed restriction of the aorist to
bounded predicates is that without this restriction some situations describable
by the imperfective of a predicate P could be expressed using the aorist of P as
well. This would be the case when an eventuality e to whose runtime IMP(P)
applies has at least one part e′ that is also in the extension of P and this second
eventuality is so small that its runtime is located within the topic time. Figure
4.6 illustrates this situation. In this situation the imperfective of P can be used
tTT
τ(e)
τ(e′)
Figure 4.6: Overlap between aorist and imperfective with unbounded predi-
cates
as there is a P eventuality whose runtime includes the topic time, viz. e. But
without further constraint the aorist could be used, as well, for there is also a
P eventuality whose runtime is included in the topic time, viz. e′.
This unwanted potential overlap between imperfective and aorist is ruled
out if the aorist is restricted to bounded predicates. Eventually, this restriction
represents an instance of ‘pragmatic strengthening’, which removes semantic
overlap between competing instantiations of the same grammatical feature
(here, aspect) (compare this for example with the division of labour between
deﬁnite and indeﬁnite NPs as proposed by Hawkins 1991). In contrast, the
imperfective does not restrict the aspectual class of its argument.
Of course, this restriction of aoristic aspect to bounded predicates does not
mean that the aorist does not occur with unbounded predicates. Actually,
we have seen examples of the aorist with unbounded predicates in section
2.1 (examples (19) to (21)). Rather, it means that in those cases a literal
interpretation is not available and reinterpretation is needed in order to make
sense of the sentence. More speciﬁcally, the unbounded predicate must be
reinterpreted as a bounded predicate. In the next section I will show that
such reinterpretations can be analysed as the result of coercion operators that
intervene between the semantics of the aorist and its argument. The ingressive
and complexive interpretation of the aorist will be shown to come about in this
way.
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4.5 Aorist and coercion: the ingressive and
complexive interpretations
In section 4.3 I proposed a semantics for aoristic and imperfective aspect that
directly yields the completive interpretation of the former and the processual
interpretation of the latter. In this section I will tackle the ingressive and
complexive interpretation of aoristic aspect. Section 4.7 is devoted to the
habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect and in section 4.9 we turn to the
conative and likelihood interpretation of this aspect.
Actually, we already have all the ingredients for the analysis of these in-
terpretations. The analysis consists of (i) the semantics of aoristic and im-
perfective aspect (section 4.3), (ii) the selectional restriction of the aorist for
bounded predicates (section 4.4), and (iii) Egg’s Duration Principle (section
3.3.3). We just have to put them together.
In section 2.1 we have seen that with unbounded predicates, the aorist
may have an ingressive and a complexive interpretation. I propose that these
interpretations emerge as an attempt to avoid an threatening mismatch be-
tween the selectional restriction of the aorist for bounded predicates and the
aspectual class of its argument.
Let me illustrate how this works. The selectional restriction of the aorist
for bounded predicates causes reinterpretation when the aorist is confronted
with an unbounded predicate. The mismatch between the restriction of the
operator, AOR, and its argument, the predicate, is avoided by the intervention
of coercion operators that map unbounded predicates onto bounded predicates.
As a result the complexive and ingressive interpretations arise.
The former interpretation, the interpretation of completion with unbounded
predicates, is obtained by the use of a coercion operator that maps the set of
eventualities in the extension of a predicate P onto the set of locally maxi-
mal P eventualities. This is exactly what AOR′, the simpler version of Krifka’s
(1989b) AOR, does (cf. section 3.2.2). To avoid confusion (I don’t use AOR′ for
the semantics of the aorist itself) I rename the operator MAX.
(110) MAX = λPλe[ e
′
e < e′
→
¬ [ ⊕ P(e′)]
⊕ P(e)]
Its eﬀect is illustrated in Figure 4.7. Imagine that e1 is a sleeping eventu-
ality of John from the moment he falls asleep to the moment he wakes up, and
that e2, e3, and e4 are parts of this eventuality. These parts are themselves also
sleeping eventualities of John. They are not maximal sleeping eventualities of
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John, however. MAX, the interpretation of MAX, maps the set of all sleeping
eventualities of John {e1, e2, e3, e4} on the set of maximal sleeping eventualities
of John {e1}.
e1
e1
e2
e3
e4
?
MAX
Figure 4.7: The eﬀect of the maximality operator
MAX always returns bounded predicates. For bounded predicates it is the
identity mapping: due to the property of boundedness, all eventualities in the
extension of P are in the extension of MAX(P) as well, and no other.
Note that I use the simpler version of Krifka’s AOR operator. Why can I
do that? Recall from section 3.2.2 that Krifka was compelled to work with a
more complex version of the maximality operator because of the existence of
non-convex eventualities. The problem was the following. In the scenario that
John sleeps from 1 to 2 and then again from 3 to 4, one requires of a maximality
operator that the two eventualities, the one from 1 to 2, e1, and the one from
3 to 4, e2, are in the extension of the predicate that results from applying
the maximality operator to the predicate, for both are locally maximal. If we
assume that unbounded predicates are cumulative (63), as Krifka does, this is
not what MAX gives us, since e3, the sum of e1 and e2, is due to the cumulativity
in the extension of j sleep (for John sleep) too. But if j sleep holds of e3
and e1 is a proper part of e3, then MAX(j sleep) does not hold of e1. But
then MAX does not do what it should do. Note that the argument, and hence
the need for complication, rests on the assumption that unbounded predicates
are cumulative. Given that I don’t share this assumption, but instead deﬁne
boundedness in terms of (partial) divisivity (99), I can say that e3 in this
scenario is not in the extension of j sleep (something which is not against our
intuitions). For this reason I can stick with the simple maximality operator
MAX, which is a welcome result, as the notion of convexity for eventualities that
is involved in the complex deﬁnition is conceptually unclear (recall that Krifka
himself doesn’t provide a deﬁnition). I will return to MAX in the next section.
Let’s ﬁrst consider the eﬀect of the maximality operator in combination
with the semantics of the aorist. The intervention of the maximality coercion
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operator between the aorist operator and the predicate P makes that the aorist
of P is only true of the topic time if a (locally) maximal P eventuality is included
in the topic time, not just if any P eventuality is included in the topic time.
As we have seen in the previous section, this is exactly what we want for the
complexive interpretation of the aorist. Let’s see how this works for (111) (=
(21)), an example of the complexive interpretation. The logical form is given
in (112) (for the full semantic derivation, see (220) in Appendix B):
(111) âγ°
ego¯
I.nom
γρ,
gar,
prt
Â
o¯
vcp
νδρε̋
andres
men.voc
ÇΑθηναØοι,
Athe¯naioi,
Athenian.voc
λλην
alle¯n
other.acc
µàν
men
prt
ρχν
arche¯n
oﬃce.acc
οupsilonlenisδεµÐαν
oudemian
no.acc
π¸ποτε
po¯pote
ever
ªρcα
e¯rxa
rule.pst.aor.1sg
âν
en
in
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
πìλει,
polei,
state.dat
â β ο upsilonacute λ ε υ σ α
ebouleusa
be.a.senator.pst.AOR.1sg
δè;
de
prt
“I, men of Athens, never held any other oﬃce in the state, but I was
a senator.” Pl. Ap. 32a
(112) PAST(AOR(MAX(λe
i senator(e)
)))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe[ e
′
e < e′
→
¬ [ ⊕ P(e′)]
⊕ P(e)](λe
i senator(e)
)))
≡
e
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
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The predicate λe
i senator(e)
is the translation of the predicate I be a sen-
ator. (112) states that (111) is true iﬀ the whole eventuality of the speaker
being a senator is included in the topic time, which is here the whole life of
the speaker until the moment of utterance.
In sum, the complexive interpretation of the aorist comes about due to
the selectional restriction of the aorist operator for bounded predicates which
induces a coercion operator if the aorist is confronted with an unbounded
predicate. I have shown that the maximality operator can function as such a
coercion operator. This operator yields the complexive interpretation that a
maximal eventuality satisfying the predicate is included in the topic time, the
time about which we speak.
The complexive interpretation is not the only interpretation of the aorist
that arises with unbounded predicates. This combination can also lead to an
ingressive interpretation. I claim that this interpretation emerges in a way
similar to the complexive interpretation. It is also the result of a coercion
operator that solves the mismatch between the selectional restriction of the
aorist and the aspectual class of the predicate. This time the relevant coercion
operator is an ingressive operator that maps a set of eventualities in the exten-
sion of a predicate, for example John be king, to a set of begin eventualities of
John being king. For this purpose I provisionally propose the operator INGR
as deﬁned in (113):
(113) INGR = λPλe[
t e′
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬ [
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
⊕ P(e′′)]
⊕ P(e′)]
A begin eventuality of kind P is formalised as an eventuality e whose runtime
τ(e) is the initial bound (IB) of an interval t that is the runtime of an P even-
tuality e′.6 The negative condition in (113) furthermore guarantees that no
P eventuality starts before an eventuality in the extension of INGR(P). Other-
wise, e in Figure 4.8 would count as a starting eventuality of P if P is true of
e′ but also of e′′, contrary to what we want.
INGR is only a provisional ingressivity operator. For one thing, it assumes
the existence of eventualities without duration, which may not correspond to
our idea of eventualities.7 A further complication is that, intuitively, whether
6The initial bound function (IB) maps an interval (a convex set of times) t on the latest
moment (a singleton set of times) just before t. See also Dowty (1979:140).
7See Kamp (1980) for a discussion of the logic of change. If one does not accept eventu-
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τ(e) τ(e′)
τ(e′′)
Figure 4.8: The contribution of the complex condition in (113)
something counts as a begin eventuality of some other eventuality is not just
a matter of standing in the right temporal relation to it. We wouldn’t say
that a clock striking in Hong Kong counts as a begin eventuality of Beatrix
being queen in the Netherlands just because the former happens immediately
before the latter. Rather there has to be a causal connection between the two
eventualities. A study of causality, however, goes way beyond this disserta-
tion. Therefore, I will work with INGR, which will do for our purposes since it
captures the temporal facets of the ingressive interpretation.
Let’s look at the eﬀect of the ingressive operator when used as a coercion
operator intervening between the aorist operator and a predicate. In (114),
the ﬁrst sentence of (19), âδκρυσε edakruse ‘weep.aor’ has an ingressive
interpretation (as is clear from the continuation, see (19)). The logical form
of the second clause is given in (115) (again, the full derivation is found in
Appendix B (221)):
(114) âνθαupsilonperispomeneτα
enthauta
then
å
ho
the.nom
Cèρcη̋
Xerxe¯s
Xerxes.nom
áωυτäν
heo¯uton
himself.acc
alities without duration, one may prefer INGR′ proposed in Bary and Egg (2007)):
(i) INGR′ = λPλe1[
e2
τ(e1) ⊃≺ τ(e2)
¬ [
e3
τ(e3) ⊃≺ τ(e1)
⊕ P(e3)]
¬[
e4 e5
e4 < e1
τ(e4) ⊃≺ τ(e5)
¬ [
e6
τ(e6) ⊃≺ τ(e4)
⊕ P(e6)]
⊕ P(e5)]
⊕ P(e2)]
INGR′ resembles Dowty’s (1979:144) BECOME. INGR′(P) holds of an eventuality e iff e is the
locally smallest eventuality that does not abut on a preceding P eventuality but abuts on a
following P eventuality. This operator presupposes three-valued logic.
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âµακρισε,
emakarise,
declare.happy.pst.aor.3sg
µετ
meta
after
δà
de
and
τοupsilonperispomeneτο
touto
that.acc
â δ  κ ρ υ σ ε.
edakruse.
weep.pst.AOR.3sg
“Then Xerxes declared himself happy, and after that he started to
weep.” Hdt. 7.45
(115) PAST(AOR(INGR(λe
x cry(e)
)))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe[
t e′
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬ [
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
⊕ P(e′′)]
⊕ P(e′)](λe
x cry(e)
)))
≡
e t′ e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
The adverbial µετ τοupsilonperispomeneτο meta touto ‘after that’ speciﬁes the topic time as an
interval after the time of the declaration of happiness. (115) states that (114)
is true iﬀ there is a crying eventuality e′ whose beginning e is included in the
topic time, which precedes the moment of utterence.
The fact that both MAX and INGR solve mismatches between the aorist
operator and unbounded predicates raises the question how the interpreter
chooses between these two coercion operators. Here the Duration Principle
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(cf. section 3.3.3) comes into play. This is due to the fact that MAX and INGR
inﬂuence the duration associated with the predicate in diﬀerent ways. MAX
raises the lower limit of the duration associated with an unbounded predicate
and leaves the upper limit the same. For example, the duration associated with
the predicate John be king ranges from seconds (since it is a stative predicate,
and hence fully divisive) to a whole life. The duration of maximal being king
eventualities, however, ranges from, let’s say, weeks to a whole life. INGR
returns predicates with which no duration is associated. It lowers the upper
limit, and for non-stative predicates it lowers the lower limit as well (stative
predicates can already be true of moments themselves).
The fact that the eﬀects of the two operators on duration are diﬀerent is
crucial for the choice between them, since information on duration from various
linguistic sources must be compatible, as stated by the Duration Principle. The
aorist morphology introduces the duration information that the time of the
eventuality is included in the topic time. The information introduced by the
predicate, that is, the typical duration associated with the predicate, must be
compatible with this information. This means that there must be eventualities
in the extension of the predicate whose duration is at least as short as the topic
time. Whether this is the case may be diﬀerent for the predicates that result
from the application of MAX and INGR, respectively.
Let me illustrate this with a few examples. In (116) (= (20)) we have an
ingressive interpretation of the aorist.
(116) ÇΑποθν ùσκει
Apothne¯iskei
die.prs.ipfv.3sg
δ'
d’
prt
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν
oun
prt
Μριο̋
Marios
Marius.nom
. . . ;
. . . ;
καÈ
kai
and
µèγα
mega
great.nom
ê σ χ ε
esche
have.pst.AOR.3sg
παραυτÐκα
parautika
immediately
τν
te¯n
the.acc
ÃΡ¸µην
Ro¯me¯n
Rome.acc
χρµα
charma
joy.nom
καÈ
kai
and
θρσο̋
tharsos
courage.nom
“Then Marius dies, and immediately great joy and courage took pos-
session of Rome.” Plu. Mar. 46.6
Depending on whether ingressive or complexive reinterpretation is involved,
we get the logical form in (117a) or (117b) (where λe
j have r(e)
is the
predicate for great joy and courage have Rome):
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(117) a. PAST(AOR(INGR(λe
j have r(e)
)))
=
e t′ e′
j have r(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
j have r(e′′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
b. PAST(AOR(MAX(λe
j have r(e)
)))
≡
e
j have r(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬ j have r(e′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
The adverb παραυτÐκα parautika ‘immediately’ in (116) ﬁxes the topic time
as a time point. Coercion in terms of the ingressive operator (117a) returns
a predicate with which no duration is associated (the begin point of joy and
courage). An eventuality in the extension of this predicate may be situated
within a time point. Complexive coercion (117b) would not be possible be-
cause the runtime of a maximal eventuality of being glad and courageous,
including its beginning and end, would not ﬁt within a time point, as Figure
4.9 illustrates.
topic time
complexive interpretation
ingressive interpretation
Figure 4.9: Choosing between an ingressive and complexive interpretation
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Note that the original predicate would not violate the Duration Principle,
since stative predicates are compatible with time point adverbials such as im-
mediately. This predicate, however, is not of the required aspectual class, as
the aorist selects for bounded predicates. As a result, a literal interpretation
is not available and we have to choose between an ingressive and a complexive
interpretation.
In example (111) the topic time was longer. It was the whole life of the
speaker, Socrates. As a result, there a complexive interpretation was possi-
ble. Purely on the basis of the semantics, however, an ingressive interpretation
would be possible too, for the beginning of being a senator can also be included
in the time span of a whole life. Why is it that the natural interpretation is
the complexive one? This is probably due to the fact that the complexive
interpretation is stronger. It entails the ingressive interpretation: if the com-
plete eventuality of being a senator is included in the topic time, the beginning
must be included in the topic time as well. It’s a common phenomenon that
the interpreter chooses the strongest interpretation available. This principle is
often referred to as the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis (Dalrymple et al. 1998).
Let’s now have a second look at (114), the continuation of which is given
in (118):
(118) µαθ°ν
Matho¯n
perceive.aor.ptcp.nom
δè
de
prt
µιν
min
him.acc
ÇΑρτβανο̋
Artabanus
Artabanus.nom
. . .
. . .
δακρupsilonacuteσαντα
dakrusanta
weep.aor.ptcp.acc
εÒρετο
eireto
ask.pst.ipfv.3sg
τδε
tade:
this.acc
. . .
. . .
±̋
ho¯s
how
πολλäν
pollon
far
λλ λων
alle¯lo¯n
one.other.gen
κεχωρισµèνα
kecho¯rismena
separate.prf.pass.ptcp.acc
âργσαο
ergasao
do.pst.aor.2sg
νupsilonperispomeneν
nun
now
τε
te
prt
καÈ
kai
prt
æλÐγωú
oligo¯i
a.little.dat
πρìτερον;
proteron.
before
µακαρÐσα̋
Makarisas
declare.happy.aor.ptcp.nom
γρ
gar
because
σεωυτäν
seo¯uton
yourself.acc
δ α κ ρ upsilonacute ε ι ̋.
dakrueis.
weep.PRS.ipfv.2sg
“Perceiving that he had begun to weep Artabanus questioned him
saying: ‘What a distance is there between what you are doing now
and a little while ago! After declaring yourself happy you weep.’ ”
Hdt. 7.46.1
In (114) the choice between an ingressive and a complexive interpretation of
âδκρυσε edakruse ‘weep.aor’ cannot be made decisively on the basis of the
sentence itself. The adverbial µετ τοupsilonperispomeneτο meta touto ‘after that’ is compatible
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with both interpretations. On the basis of the principle that an interpreter
chooses the strongest interpretation available, we may at ﬁrst prefer a com-
plexive interpretation. It is only after interpreting the continuation (118) (with
the present tense form δακρupsilonacuteει̋ dakrueis) that we know that Xerxes is still
crying at the moment of Artabanus’ speech and hence that a complexive inter-
pretation is not available, for it would state that the whole (=maximal) crying
eventuality is included in a topic time before the time of Artabanus’ speech
and hence that the crying is ﬁnished by that time.8
The need to wait for more information before a choice from several coer-
cion operators can be made is quite common. Consider (119), an example of
coercion outside the realm of aspect:
(119) #John began a novel.
Sentences like (119) are discussed extensively by Pustejovsky (1991, 1993,
1995). He claims that the verb begin denotes a relation between individuals and
activities (properties of individuals). In (119), however, the second argument
of begin is an NP and does not denote an activity. This mismatch is solved
by mapping the NP semantics to a novel-related activity. On Pustejovsky’s
account the information what are the permissible novel-related activities is
provided by the semantic entry of the word novel. The entry contains among
other things information about the origin of novels (someone writes them) and
the purpose of novels (someone reads them). Given these two novel-related
activities the mismatch in (119) can be resolved in two ways: (119) can be
read as that John began to read a novel and that he began to write a novel.
Knowing nothing about John, both are optional. If, however, the story con-
tinues with (120), we know that the novel-related activity John is involved in
is one of writing.
(120) He writes a page a day.
Sometimes it isn’t even clear from the sentence itself that coercion is
needed. To see this, let’s ﬁrst consider the famous example (121) from Nunberg
(1979):
(121) The ham sandwich is sitting at table 20.
It is clear that the ham sandwich in (121) cannot refer to the sandwich itself,
since sandwiches don’t sit at tables. Rather the expression is reinterpreted as
referring to the person who ordered a ham sandwich. But let’s now have a
look at (122) (from Egg 2005:122):
8Here I assume that with a sequence of aorists, the topic time of the eventuality at hand
follows upon the topic time of the last mentioned eventuality. I will return to this in chapter
6, which is devoted to the way the topic time of a sentence is determined in a discourse.
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(122) The ham sandwich is nice.
Here a literal interpretation is available, since nice can be a property of sand-
wiches. If the sentence continues with (123), however, we in retrospect inter-
pret the ham sandwich as referring to the person who ordered the sandwich.
(123) He smiles.
The examples (119) to (123) show that coercion operators are not always
inserted instantaneously. Therefore, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that in
the realm of aspect too, the ﬁnal choice between various coercion operators is
sometimes postponed until after the interpretation of the following sentences.
Let’s recapitulate the discussion of aoristic aspect and coercion. Aoristic
aspect always has the meaning assigned to it in section 4.3. It furthermore
requires bounded predicates. If it is confronted with an unbounded predicate,
coercion comes into play. Two coercion operators, MAX and INGR, corresponding
to the complexive and ingressive interpretation, respectively, can be used to
solve the mismatch. The Duration Principle guides the choice between them.
If both interpretations are available, the stronger one, hence the complexive,
is chosen.
Note that we now get the correct result for the problem discussed at the
beginning of section 4.4 concerning the aorist with unbounded predicates. The
problem was that on the basis of the semantics of the aorist alone we would
expect that the aorist could also be used when an arbitrary part of an eventu-
ality is included in the topic time (as long as the predicate holds of this part).
With the proposed account we get the correct result that the aorist can only
be used if the start of the eventuality or the maximal eventuality is included
in the topic time.
In the next section I will discuss two issues concerning my choice to restrict
aspectual classes to the level of the predicate. First I use the maximality
operator to defend this choice. Then I discuss a consequence of this choice.
4.6 Aspectual classes as properties of predi-
cates
As stated in section 4.2, I assume that there are bounded and unbounded
predicates, but not bounded and unbounded eventualities. In this respect I
deviate from, for example, de Swart (1998) and Egg (2005), to mention just
two, in whose accounts a bounded predicate not only satisﬁes the deﬁnition in
(99) but also refers to a set of bounded eventualities. As announced in section
4.2, I will show that this combination needlessly complicates the formulation
of operators that cause a shift in aspectual class. I will do this on the basis of
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the maximality operator.
If one assumes with de Swart (1998) and Egg (2005) that a bounded pred-
icate refers to a set of bounded eventualities and an unbounded predicate to
a set of unbounded eventualities, one and the same eventuality cannot be in
the extension of both a bounded and an unbounded predicate. A consequence
for the maximality operator, which is supposed to return bounded predicates,
is that no eventuality can be both in the extension of an unbounded predicate
P and in the extension of the predicate that results from applying the max-
imality operator to P. In particular, this means that MAX cannot be used as
maximality operator, since the set of eventualities to which MAX(P) refers is a
subset of the set of eventualities to which bare P refers.
In order to formulate an operator that captures the idea of maximality
but meets this requirement one often resorts to temporal or spatiotemporal
equivalents of eventualities, that is, eventualities that are identical with respect
to time or time and space, respectively. The idea is that, whereas it is not
possible for one and the same eventuality to be in the extension of both a
bounded and an unbounded predicate, it is possible that of two eventualities
that are (spatio)temporally identical one is in the extension of a bounded
predicate, and the other in the extension of an unbounded predicate. A natural
candidate for a maximality operator is then (124), the dynamic equivalent of
Egg’s (2005:95) operator:
(124) MAX′ = λPλe[
e′
τ(e) = τ(e′)
e′′
e′ < e′′
→
¬ [ ⊕ P(e′′)]
⊕ P(e′)]
Here τ is the function that maps eventualities on their (spatio)temporal trace.
Note that e is in the extension of MAX′(P) and e′, its (spatio)temporal equiva-
lent, in that of P.
There are two problems with MAX′, however, one more serious than the
other. First, MAX′, in contrast to MAX, is not the identity mapping for bounded
predicates. It is possible that for a bounded predicate P eventualities in the
extension of MAX(P) are not in the extension of P. This is not too problematic for
my enterprise: since the maximality operator functions as a coercion operator
that comes into play only with unbounded predicates, its eﬀect with bounded
predicates is of no importance. What is more problematic is that MAX′, again
in contrast to MAX, need not return a bounded predicate.
MAX′ would behave the same as MAX in these two respects if we would assume
that eventualities that coincide spatiotemporally are identical. Note, however,
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that this is not a way out for those theories which assume that bounded pred-
icates refer to a set of bounded eventualities and unbounded ones to a set of
unbounded eventualities (for if two eventualities are identical, they cannot be
in diﬀerent sets). Crucially, it are exactly these theories that need to work
with spatiotemporal equivalents in the ﬁrst place.
Given that this problem is not restricted to the maximality operator, but
is observed with many operators that cause a shift in aspectual class,9 I don’t
make an ontological distinction between bounded and unbounded eventualities,
only between bounded and unbounded predicates.
As a consequence, on my account no type-theoretic or sortal mismatch is
involved in the coercion phenomena discussed in this chapter. In this respect I
deviate from de Swart (1998) and Egg (2005), who do model coercion in terms
of such a mismatch. In de Swart’s account, the passe´ simple, for example,
requires an input of type 〈l, t〉, with l the type for bounded eventualities and
t the type of truth values, that is, a function from bounded eventualities to
truth values, or, in other words, a property of bounded eventualities. If the
input candidate is not of this type, coercion comes into play. In my account, on
the other hand, only a mismatch between properties of predicates plays a role.
The aorist operator requires predicates with the property of boundedness, and
if the predicate does not have this property, we get coercion.
One way to explicitly force the mismatch is by incorporating the selection
restriction of the aorist in its semantics. The result is (125):
(125) AOR ; λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)⊕BD(P)] =
λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)⊕
[
e′ e′′
e′′ < e′
⊕ P(e′′)]→
¬ [ ⊕ P(e′′)]
]
Now, if P is an unbounded predicate, we get a contradiction: the sentence
DRS, and therefore the sentence it represents, is not true in any model (and a
fortiori, the DRS that results from merging the sentence DRS with the context
DRS will not be true in any model). Nevertheless, the hearer is willing to make
sense of the sentence and reinterprets the predicate as a bounded predicate (by
interpreting it as maximal or as referring to the beginning).
It may be more intuitive, however, to assume a short-cut here. Rather
than completing the whole interpretation process, including the merge of sen-
tence and context DRS, the hearer detects the inconsistency online. This idea
9For example Egg’s (2005:95) progressive operator (96) in section 3.3.3.
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is modelled in underspeciﬁcation formalisms like the Constraint Language for
Lambda Structures (Egg, Koller, and Niehren 2001, Egg 2005) or Underspeci-
ﬁed Discourse Representation Theory (Reyle 1993, Reyle, Rossdeutscher, and
Kamp 2007), which are designed to give a more principled account of ambigu-
ity and reinterpretation. I leave it to future research to implement my account
in such a formalism.
Let’s instead turn to imperfective aspect, which imposes no aspectual class
restrictions on its argument.
4.7 Imperfective and coercion: the habitual
interpretation
In section 4.5 we have seen that with aoristic aspect, the Duration Principle
guides the choice for a speciﬁc coercion operator from the set of permissible
operators. Coercion is triggered by a mismatch in aspectual class. Imperfective
aspect, on the other hand, does not impose aspectual class restrictions. It
combines happily with bounded as well as unbounded predicates. Nevertheless,
the Duration Principle plays a role with imperfective aspect too, although a
diﬀerent one: it triggers coercions by its own. In this section I will argue that
this is how the habitual interpretation comes about. Note the similarity with
the functions of the Duration Principle in English (section 3.3.3): there, too,
the Duration Principle can guide independently motivated coercion and trigger
its own coercions.
We have seen in section 4.3 that imperfective aspect indicates that the
time of the eventuality includes the topic time and that this semantics di-
rectly yields the interpretation that the eventuality is going on, the processual
interpretation. If the topic time is longer than the time associated with the
predicate, however, a literal, that is, processual, interpretation is not available.
The mismatch in duration can then be solved by the intervention of a coercion
operator that lengthens the time associated with the predicate. This is exactly
what a habitual operator does: the time of a habit of a certain kind is longer
than the time of single occurrences of eventualities of this kind. Figure 4.10
serves to illustrate this.
topic time
eventuality time before reinterpretation
eventuality time after reinterpretation?
HAB
Figure 4.10: Habitual reinterpretation
Like ingressivity, habituality is a complex issue and I provisionally propose
the operator HAB as deﬁned in (126):
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(126) HAB = λPλe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→ [
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
⊕ P(e′)]
¬ [ ⊕ P(e)]
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
HAB(P) is true of an eventuality e if every contextually relevant (this is indicated
by the C) subset t′′′ of the runtime t of e is the runtime of a P eventuality e.
John has the habit of snoring, for example, if he snores at all relevant times,
i.e. all times during which he sleeps. Moreover, it is required that e itself
be a non-P eventuality (this addition is needed for unbounded predicates),
and that there be at least two diﬀerent contextually relevant subsets of t (to
exclude that there may be a habit without there being a single occurrence of
the relevant eventuality).
HAB has the same problem as INGR that it’s only the time of the eventuality
that determines whether an eventuality counts as a habit, contrary to our
intuitions. Moreover, this C is of course a black box, the choice for at least
two contextually relevant times is arbitrary, and it may be better to relax
the universal quantiﬁcation to most. But crucially for our purposes, the time
associated with HAB(P) is longer than the time associated with P, which is
exactly what we want.
The habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect emerges from the inser-
tion of the habituality operator that avoids an impending clash in duration.
Let me illustrate this with (127) (=(16)) (see also (222) in Appendix B):
(127) ÇΕπÈ
Epi
during
γρ
gar
prt
Λèοντο̋
Leontos
Leon.gen
βασιλεupsilonacuteοντο̋
basileuontos
be.king.ipfv.ptcp.gen
καÈ
kai
and
ÃΗγησικλèο̋
He¯ge¯sikleos
Hegesicles.gen
âν
en
in
Σπρτηù
Sparte¯i
Sparta.dat
τοupsilongrave̋
tous
the.acc
λλου̋
allous
other.acc
πολèµου̋
polemous
wars.acc
εupsilonlenisτυχèοντε̋
eutucheontes
be.successful.ipfv.ptcp.nom
οÉ
hoi
the.nom
Λακεδαιµìνιοι
Lakedaimonioi
Lacedaemonians.nom
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πρä̋
pros
against
Τεγε τα̋
Tegee¯tas
Tegeans.acc
µοupsilonacuteνου̋
mounous
only.acc
π ρ ο σ è π τ α ι ο ν
proseptaion
bump.into.pst.IPFV.3pl
“For when Leon en Hegesicles were kings of Sparta, the Lacedaemo-
nians, while successful in all their other wars, suﬀered defeats only
against the Tegeans.” Hdt. 1.65.1
(128) PAST(IMP(HAB(λe
l bump(e)
)))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→ [
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
⊕ P(e′)]
¬ [ ⊕ P(e)]
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
(λe
l bump(e)
)))
≡
e t′ t′′ t′′′
τ(e) = t′
t′′′′
t′′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′′ ⊂ t′
t′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′)
C(t′′′)
t′′ 6= t′′′
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
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In (127) the topic time is the time that Leon and Hegesicles were kings in
Sparta. The imperfective states that the time of an eventuality that satisﬁes
the predicate includes the topic time, but the time of suﬀering a defeat (or
literally, bumping into someone) is typically shorter than the rule of kings.
This mismatch is solved by the habitual coercion operator, since the time
associated with the habit of suﬀering defeats can include the rule of kings.
An advantage of this account over that of de Swart (1998) in which a
habitual reinterpretation was triggered by a mismatch in aspectual class (see
section 3.2.3), is that it predicts correctly that the habitual interpretation of
the imperfective occurs with bounded as well as unbounded predicates. In
(129) (=(82)), we even have an example with a stative predicate:
(129) âν
en
in
δεcιø
dexiai
right.dat
δà
de
and
καÈ
kai
in
âν
en
left.dat
ριστερø
aristerai
him.gen
αupsilonlenisτοupsilonperispomene
autou
prt
τε καÈ
te kai
and
τÀν
to¯n
the.gen
Éππèων
hippeo¯n
horsemen.gen
πελτασταØ̋
peltastais
targeteers.dat
χ¸ρα
cho¯ra
place.nom
ª ν;
e¯n.
be.pst.IPFV.3sg
“To the right and left of him (= Cyrus) and the cavalry was the
(usual) place for the targeteers.” X. Cyr. 8.5.10
In (129) the topic time is the time during which Cyrus waged wars, which
is in the order of years, and hence longer than the time of targeteers being
in a speciﬁc position. With the habitual operator an impending violation
of the Duration Principle can be avoided, because this operator considerably
lengthens the typical duration of the predicate.
The same explanation is available for the French sentence in (130) (=(78)):
(130) Quand
When
j’
I
e´tais
be.pst.ipfv.1sg
petit,
young
je
I
ne
not
d o r m a i s
sleep.pst.IPFV.1sg
pas
not
bien.
well
“When I was young I didn’t sleep well.”
The duration of sleeping uneasily is shorter than the duration of adolescence,
but the duration of the habit of sleeping uneasily need not be. In both (129)
and (130) the predicate is unbounded, so the habitual interpretation cannot
be attributed to coercion triggered by a selectional restriction of imperfective
aspect for unbounded predicates. It can, however, be attributed to coercion
triggered by the Duration Principle.
Especially telling is (131), where it is clear that the habitual interpretation
really emerges from a mismatch in duration.
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(131) \Ην
E¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
δà
de
prt
τοupsilonperispomeneτον
touton
that.acc
τäν
ton
the.acc
χρìνον
chronon
time.acc
êθνο̋
ethnos
nation.nom
οupsilonlenisδàν
ouden
no.nom
âν
en
in
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
ÇΑσÐηù
Asie¯i
Asia.dat
οupsilonlenisacuteτε
oute
nor
νδρηιìτερον
andre¯ioteron
more.courageous.nom
οupsilonlenisacuteτε
oute
nor
λκιµ¸τερον
alkimo¯teron
braver.nom
τοupsilonperispomene
tou
the.gen
ΛυδÐου.
Ludiou.
Lydian.gen
ÃΗ
He¯
the.nom
δà
de
prt
µχη
mache¯
battle.nom
σφèων
spheo¯n
they.gen
ªν
e¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
π'
ap’
from
Ñππων,
hippo¯n
horses.gen
δìρατ
dorata
spears.acc
τε
te
prt
â φ ì ρ ε ο ν
ephoreon
carry.pst.IPFV.3pl
µεγλα
megala
long.acc
καÈ
kai
and
αupsilonlenisτοÈ
autoi
they.nom
ªσαν
e¯san
be.pst.ipfv.3pl
Éππεupsilonacuteεσθαι
hippeuesthai
manage.horse.inf.imp
γαθοÐ
agathoi
good.nom
“Now at this time there was no nation in Asia more courageous or
braver than the Lydian. They fought on horseback, carried long
spears, and they were skillful at managing horses.” Hdt. 1.79.3.
We can see that the duration associated with the predicate determines whether
we get a habitual reinterpretation or not. The time associated with being
brave is much longer than the time associated with carrying spears. There-
fore, a literal interpretation is available for the former but not for the latter,
which therefore receives a habitual reinterpretation.10 The example also shows
that it is understandable that de Swart ascribes the habitual interpretation of
the imperfective to a mismatch in aspectual class, since examples with stative
predicates are hard to ﬁnd. I claim that this is because most stative predi-
cates are associated with a duration with a high upper limit, so the need for
reinterpretation does not occur so often.
In a static framework, a mismatch in duration can be made explicit by
restricting the models of evaluation to those models that respect our knowl-
edge concerning the duration of eventualities. This can be done by means
of meaning postulates. One such postulate, for example, could represent our
knowledge that the duration of sleeping (for a human being) ranges from min-
utes to one day. The result is that (130), for example, is contradictory on a
literal interpretation, since it isn’t true in any model that satisﬁes the meaning
postulate. A hearer will nevertheless try to make sense of the utterance by
10Here I assume that the topic time of the first clause is passed on to the following clauses.
We will see in chapter 6 that this is common for a series of imperfectives.
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giving the predicate a habitual reinterpretation.
In a dynamic framework, like DRT, however, there is no need for meaning
postulates that represent our knowledge concerning the duration of eventu-
alities in order to get a contradiction. Since a context update is always an
intersection with the background knowledge, which also contains knowledge
about the typical duration of eventualities, we automatically end up without
models if the interpretation of the utterance is in conﬂict with the duration of
eventualities.
After this discussion of the habitual interpretation, we are left with the
conative and likelihood interpretation of imperfective aspect. Before discussing
these, however, I ﬁrst consider the imperfective with stative predicates.
4.8 Imperfectivity versus progressivity
In this section I will discuss a remarkable diﬀerence between the processual
interpretation of imperfective aspect and the progressive in English: in contrast
to the latter, the former combines happily with stative predicates (see p. 12).
The unwillingness of the English progressive to combine with stative predicates
is commonly explained by arguing that the progressive of a stative predicate
does not mean more than the predicate itself (one of the ﬁrst explanations
along these lines is found in Taylor 1977:206). This is indeed the case if one
assigns Krifka’s PROG (= (66)), given in its dynamic form in (132), to the
progressive:
(132) PROG = λPλe[
e′
e ⊑ e′
⊕ P(e′)]
PROG maps predicates of eventualities onto predicates of eventualities.11 It
follows from this semantics of the progressive in combination with the deﬁnition
of stativity in (100) that a sentence with a stative predicate in the simple form
and the same sentence with the predicate in the progressive form have the
same truth conditions: for all stative predicates P, for all eventualities e, (i)
if PROG(P) applies to e, P applies to it as well, and conversely, (ii) if P applies
to e, PROG(P) applies to it as well.12 Thus, the two sentences have the same
11Existential quantification over the eventuality variable e is introduced later in the com-
position, as in de Swart’s (1998) account. In this respect this semantics of the progressive
deviates from (101a), the semantics I propose for the imperfective.
12The truth conditions are also the same if the semantics of the progressive has a proper
part rather than a part relation, as we find for example in Egg (2005), see (96). Although
(ii) does not hold in that case (not always if an eventuality e is in the extension of a stative
predicate P, it is also in the extension of PROG(P), for e may be maximal with respect to P (for
maximality, see section 4.5)), it is still the case that if an eventuality e is in the extension of a
stative predicate P there is an eventuality e′ that is in the extension of PROG(P) (for if e is not
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truth conditions. The common reasoning is that in such cases, for reasons of
economy, a language user will prefer the simpler, that is, the non-progressive,
form.
Since the imperfective, unlike the progressive, does combine with stative
predicates, it is a plus for an analysis if it assigns a semantics to the imper-
fective that does add a meaning element to these predicates. This is the case
for the semantics that I proposed for the imperfective in (101a). Apart from
a change in type (if P is a predicate over eventualities, IMP(P) is a predicate
over times), which already ensures that IMP(P) and P are not true of the same
individuals in the domain, the temporal relation to the topic time is a mean-
ing element that is absent in the bare predicate.13 This diﬀerence between the
semantics of the imperfective and the progressive explains why the former but
not the latter combines with stative predicates. As should be clear, I don’t
follow Krifka (1989b) who considers the progressive an instance of imperfective
aspect (cf. section 3.2.2).
My claim is that grammatical aspects determine the relation between the
time of the eventuality and the topic time. As a consequence, strictly speak-
ing in my view the progressive is not a grammatical aspect. Instead it cor-
responds more to the coercion operators that I introduced to account for the
habitual interpretation of the imperfective and the ingressive and complexive
interpretations of the aorist. Like these operators, the progressive operator
is a function from predicates of eventualities onto predicates of eventualities,
the diﬀerence being that the progressive operator is morphologically realised
whereas coercion operators, by deﬁnition, are not.14
This discussion of the diﬀerence between the progressive and the imperfec-
tive sheds new light on the fact that there are no aspectually neutral forms in
Ancient Greek as there are in English. In Greek one has to choose between
imperfective and aoristic forms. This is explained in the present account by
maximal with respect to P e is e′; if it is maximal and if we assume that maximal eventualities
in the extension of a stative predicate have proper parts, which seems a reasonable thing to
do, there is a different eventuality e′, of which PROG(P) holds).
13In connection to note 12: the main difference between the conditions tTT ⊂· τ(e) (from
imperfective aspect) and e < e′ (from the progressive) is that tTT in the former is an anaphor
whereas e in the latter is existentially quantified over. For this reason the step from P to
PROG(P) holds even with the proper part instead of the part relation (note 12), but this step
is not possible for imperfective aspect since the topic time is fixed rather than flexible.
14Now that the difference between the progressive and the imperfective is explained by
putting the notion of topic time in the semantics of the imperfective, but not in that of the
progressive, one might wonder about the role of topic times in the English tense and aspect
system. It seems implausible that topic times play a role in languages with a perfective-
imperfective distinction, but not in languages like English. I think that the topic time plays
a role in the interpretation of English sentences too, but that the relation between topic
time and time of the eventuality is not morphologically expressed (by grammatical aspect).
This is a topic for further research.
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the fact that imperfective and aoristic aspect make a semantic contribution
with any predicate. With aspectually neutral forms the eventuality would not
be related to the topic time. The progressive, on the other hand, does not
determine the relation to the topic time. Given its semantics in (132) it does
not make a semantic contribution with stative predicates and as a result is
superﬂuous.
One may raise the following objection to this explanation of why the im-
perfective, in contrast to the progressive, does combine with stative predicates:
the reason that the imperfective does combine with stative predicates is that in
Greek, in contrast to English, there are no aspectually neutral forms that could
be chosen instead. Note, however, that my explanation goes further as it ex-
plains why there are no aspectually neutral forms in Ancient Greek, the reason
being that the imperfective and aorist always make a semantic contribution.
4.9 The conative and likelihood interpretations
After the discussion of the interaction between imperfective aspect and sta-
tive predicates in the previous section, let’s now turn to the interaction with
bounded predicates. Imperfective aspect indicates that an eventuality de-
scribed by the predicate is going on at the time about which we speak, the
topic time. Intuitively, this semantics can handle the conative interpretation
of imperfective aspect, the use of imperfective aspect for eventualities that do
not proceed further than an attempt (see section 2.1), which is restricted to
bounded predicates. The intuitive explanation of this use is as follows: Since
one restricts one’s claim to a speciﬁc time and says about that time that an
eventuality is going on, no claim is made that the eventuality will ever be
completed. For stative predicates this is not relevant, given that a part of an
eventuality that makes a stative predicate true also makes the predicate true
(cf. (100)). So even if the eventuality is not completed, there is still an even-
tuality to which the predicate applies. To a high degree, the same holds for
unbounded non-stative predicates, due to their partial divisivity (cf. (99) and
(100)).15 But for bounded predicates (cf. (99)), it is not the case that if there
is an eventuality of the relevant kind in progress there is also an eventuality to
which the predicate applies. To illustrate this, compare the French examples
in (133) and (134):
(133) a. Max
Max
c o u r a i t.
run.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Max was running”
15That it is a high degree can be concluded from the fact that (133a) entails (133b): an
arbitrary part of running still counts as running.
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b. Max
Max
a c o u r u.
run.pst.pc.3sg
“Max has run”
(134) a. Max
Max
t r a v e r s a i t
cross.pst.IPFV.3sg
la
the
rue.
street
“Max was crossing the street”
b. Max
Max
a t r a v e r s e´
cross.pst.pc.3sg
la
the
rue.
street
“Max has crossed the street”
(133a), with an unbounded predicate, entails (133b). By contrast, (134a),
with a bounded predicate, does not entail (134b). A part of running counts
as running, but a part of crossing the street does not count as crossing the
street. In line with Rijksbaron (2002), I claim that the conative interpretation
of imperfective aspect should be understood in this way. Let me illustrate this
with (135) (= (17)):
(135) âπεθupsilonacuteµησε
epethume¯se
long.for.pst.aor.3sg
τ¨̋
te¯s
the.gen
χλανÐδο̋
chlanidos
garment.gen
καÈ
kai
and
αupsilonlenisτν
aute¯n
that.acc
προσελθ°ν
proseltho¯n
go.to.aor.ptcp.nom
² ν è ε τ ο.
o¯neeto.
buy.pst.IPFV.3sg
å
ho
the.nom
δà
de
but
ΣυλοσÀν
Suloso¯n
Syloson.nom
. . .
. . .
. . .
λèγει;
legei:
say.prs.ipfv.3sg
âγ°
ego¯
I.nom
ταupsilonacuteτην
taute¯n
that.acc
πωλèω
po¯leo¯
sell.prs.ipfv.1sg
µàν
men
prt
οupsilonlenisδενä̋
oudenos
no.gen
χρ µατο̋,
chre¯matos,
money.gen
δÐδωµι
dido¯mi
give.prs.ipfv.1sg
δà
de
but
λλω̋
allo¯s
for.nothing
“He (= Darius) set his heart upon the garment, came forward and
wanted to buy it. But Syloson said: ‘I don’t sell that one for any
money, but I give it for free.’ ” Hdt. 3.139.2-3
According to my analysis the imperfective aspect of ²νèετο o¯neeto ‘buy’ in-
dicates that the buying is going on at the topic time, a time immediately
following the coming forward. This intuitively captures the fact that the ﬁrst
sentence states nothing with respect to the completion of this eventuality.
Unfortunately, this attractive feature of the informal analysis is lost if we
make explicit in the way I did what this going on at the topic time means.
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Consider (136), which gives the semantics for (135):
(136) PAST(IMP(λe
d buy(e)
))
= λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
](λPλt[P(e)⊕
e
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
]
(λe
d buy(e)
))
≡
e
d buy(e)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
In contrast to the natural language sentence (135), the logical form (136) does
entail that there is a (complete) eventuality e of which the predicate holds,
which is clearly not what we want. We hit here upon the notorious problem
of the imperfective paradox, which I have already brieﬂy discussed in section
3.2.2 and which was shown to be a challenge for the English progressive as
well.
I don’t have a solution to the imperfective paradox. I believe that such a
solution goes beyond the scope of this work and deserves a study of its own, as
witnessed by the many attempts found in the literature. However, in order not
to neglect the imperfective paradox completely, I will show how one speciﬁc
proposal to solve the imperfective paradox (for the English progressive) can be
integrated into my account of imperfective aspect. This is the account of Dowty
(1979:145–150). The solution involves an ‘intensionalisation’ of the semantics
of imperfective aspect. To put it simply, the imperfective now indicates that
there is an eventuality to which the predicate applies in the normal, not the
actual, course of eventualities. The formalisation of this new imperfective
operator IMP′ is given in (137):
(137) IMP′ = λPλt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(w′)(e)]
A crucial part of IMP′ is the notion of inertia worlds. Inertt(w0, w
′) reads
as: w′ is an inertia world for the actual world w0 at time t, which means
that w′ is exactly like world w0 up to and including t and after t the course
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of eventualities happens in a way most compatible with the past course of
eventualities. (137) states that in all these inertia worlds there is an eventuality
of which P holds and that temporally includes t. Crucially it does not state
that there is an eventuality of which P holds in the actual world.
As before, the time to which the eventuality stands in the speciﬁed temporal
relation ends up to be the topic time, due to the semantic contribution of
tense. We see this if we apply IMP′ to (135) (for the full derivation see (223)
in Appendix B):
(138) PAST(IMP′(λwλe
d buy(e, w)
))
= λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
]
(λPλt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(w′)(e)]
(λwλe
d buy(e, w)
))
≡
w′
InerttTT(w0, w
′)
→
e
d buy(e, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
(138) speciﬁes that (135) is true iﬀ in every inertia world w′ of w0 at the topic
time tTT there is a d buy eventuality e whose runtime τ(e) is a superinterval
of the topic time tTT such that tTT is not a ﬁnal part of τ(e) (note that the
temporal relation is the same as before, with IMP). This is illustrated in Figure
4.11. In other words, (135) is true iﬀ in the normal course of eventualities after
the topic time there is an eventuality of Darius buying the garment. This solves
the problem of the imperfective paradox since it does not commit itself to the
existence of a buying eventuality in the actual world.16
Recall that every inertia world w′ of the actual world w0 at the topic time
tTT is identical to w0 up to and including tTT. Therefore, by making a claim
16The question remains why the natural English translation is wanted to buy rather than
was buying.
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tTT
...................................
.....
.....
.....
.... e1
......... e2............................... e3
...................... e4
Figure 4.11: Imperfective aspect intensionalised
about what happens in the inertia worlds during tTT, a claim is made about
the actual world during tTT as well. In this way, the intuition is captured that
this tTT, which is the topic time, is the time ‘about which we speak’, since it
is only as far as tTT is concerned that (by saying something about the inertia
worlds) something is said about the actual world.17 This nice consequence of
IMP′ is absent in IMP.
Note that this intensionalisation of the imperfective operator does not aﬀect
its interpretation with unbounded predicates. For an unbounded predicate P
we get that if IMP(P) is true of the topic time, and hence in all inertia worlds
there is a P eventuality e of whose runtime τ(e) the topic time is a non-
ﬁnal subset, it is (due to the divisivity of P) probable that in those worlds
there is also a P eventuality e′ temporally included in the topic time, and this
eventuality takes place in the actual world as well (due to the fact that all
these inertia worlds are identical to the actual world up to and including the
topic time). This is illustrated in Figure 4.12. This result is exactly what we
want, for the imperfective paradox is restricted to bounded predicates.
tTT
...................................
.....
.....
.....
.... e1
......... e2............................... e3
...................... e4
. . . . . .
τ(e′)
Figure 4.12: Imperfective aspect intensionalised for unbounded predicates
A possible objection to this intensionalisation of the semantics of imperfec-
tive aspect may be that as a result imperfective aspect does something com-
pletely diﬀerent from aoristic aspect, (101b). This objection does not hold,
17Admittedly, by saying something about the inertia worlds, we also say something about
the actual world before the topic time. The crucial thing, however, is that we don’t say
something about the actual world after the topic time.
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however, since if we wish, we can easily intensionalise the semantics of the
aorist as well:
(139) AOR′ = λPλt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(w′)(e)]
The result, however, is identical to what we get with the simple semantics,
proposed earlier. Since all inertia worlds are identical to the actual world until
the end of the topic time, it follows from the fact that there is a P eventuality
included in the topic time in all inertia worlds that there is such an eventuality
in the actual world.
The foregoing discussion shows how Dowty’s solution of the imperfective
paradox can be integrated in the semantics of imperfective and aoristic aspect.
In order to keep formulas simple, I will return to the simple, non-intensional
semantics for the remainder of this work. It should be noted that this has
no eﬀect on the proposed analyses as they can all be reformulated in the
intensional semantics without aﬀecting the results.18
Before we leave the subject of the imperfective paradox, I will discuss a
diﬀerent way to avoid this paradox, proposed by Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003).
It is interesting to see how they deal with the paradox, since I have adopted
their semantics of imperfective and aoristic aspect. I will try to show that an
analysis along the lines described above is superior to their account.
The imperfective paradox is probably the reason why Gero¨ and von Stechow
(2003) propose their selectional restriction of imperfective aspect to unbounded
predicates (see section 3.2.4). The (implicit) reasoning behind this restriction
seems to be the following: The problem of the imperfective paradox arises only
with bounded predicates. By restricting imperfective aspect to unbounded
predicates, no problem will arise.
But then the question is what to do with the cases where the imperfective
seemingly combines with a bounded predicate. The straightforward answer is
to introduce for these cases a coercion operator that maps the bounded pred-
icate onto an unbounded predicate. For this purpose, Gero¨ and von Stechow
(2003) propose the operator PROG′ which, like my IMP′, is based on Dowty’s
(1979) semantics for the English progressive:19
18This also holds for examples that involve habitual coercion, since a proper habituality
operator returns unbounded predicates.
19I have reformulated their account in DRT and adapted the use of variables to my own
notational conventions.
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(140) PROG′ = λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
t e′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
⊕ P(w′)(e′)]
The main diﬀerence with my account is that I intensionalise the semantics
of the imperfective itself, whereas they capture the intensional element with an
additional operator. As a result imperfectivity comes on top of progressivity
in their account. For (134a) we get the logical form in (141) (for INCLUDED,
see (87); for the full derivation, see (224) in Appendix B):
(141) PAST(INCLUDED(PROG′(λwλe
m cross(e, w)
)))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
t e′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
⊕ P(w′)(e′)]
(λwλe
m cross(e, w)
)))
≡
e
w′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
τ(e) ⊇ tTT
tTT ≺ n
Without going in too much detail, notice that the imperfective and pro-
gressive operators contribute three temporal relations in total. Stacking these
temporal relations gives the wrong result that the complete eventuality of
crossing the street e′ can be included in the topic time tTT (see Figure 4.13).
This completely undoes the intended ‘going on’ interpretation of imperfective
aspect.
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τ(e)
t
tTT
τ(e′)
.......................................................
.....
.....
.....
....
........................................
......................
Figure 4.13: Stacking imperfectivity and progressivity according to Gero¨ and
von Stechow (2003)
We can solve this problem by changing the temporal relations of the pro-
gressive as in (142):
(142) PROG′′ = λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
e′
τ(e′) ·⊃ τ(e)
⊕ P(w′)(e′)]
As Figure 4.14 shows, we now get the correct result that the complete cross-
ing the street eventuality e′ includes the topic time. This captures the ‘going
on’ interpretation. Furthermore, the analysis is not subject to the imperfec-
tive paradox, since it does not commit itself to the existence of the complete
eventuality in the actual world.
τ(e)
τ(e′)
tTT
.......................................................
.....
.....
.....
....
........................................
......................
Figure 4.14: Adapted version of 4.13
The diﬀerence between my account and this account is the following. Where-
as I do not assume an aspectual class restriction for imperfective aspect and
modify the semantics of imperfective aspect itself to avoid the imperfective
paradox, Gero¨ en von Stechow do assume such a restriction and introduce a
coercion operator between the imperfective operator and a bounded predicate
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to avoid the paradox. Why is it that I prefer my account over theirs?
First, it is not clear in Gero¨ and von Stechow’s account why imperfective
aspect would be restricted to unbounded predicates, a problem already men-
tioned in section 3.2.4. They state that this restriction follows from the fact
that with imperfective aspect the topic time is included in the eventuality time,
but this is not true. It is clear that the restriction to unbounded predicates
is useful for avoiding the imperfective paradox, but without an independent
motivation this restriction is quite ad hoc.
Second, in my account the diﬀerence between bounded and unbounded
predicates with respect to the imperfective paradox follows from the seman-
tics of the imperfective itself. The imperfective operator IMP′ suﬃces on its
own to account for the fact that (133a) entails (133b), while (134a) does not
entail (134b). Gero¨ and von Stechow’s account, on the other hand, implies
that something diﬀerent is going on in (133a) than in (134a), as a coercion
operator is involved in the latter but not the former. Note that apart from
the imperfective paradox there is no motivation for assuming this coercion op-
erator. We end up with two temporal relations that both intend to capture
the same idea, viz. that an eventuality of the type described by the predicate
is going on, whereas IMP′ shows that we can do with one.20 We could try to
formulate a progressive operator that does not introduce temporal relations of
its own, but it is not clear to me what this operator should look like.
20Although this stacking of imperfectivity and progressitivity is found most explicitly in
Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003), we find a similar idea in Kamp and Reyle (1993), de Swart
(1998), and Kamp, van Genabith, and Reyle (2005). Let me illustrate it with the last
account. The logical form they assign to (i) is roughly (ii) (Kamp et al. 2005:78):
(i) A man was pulling his gun.
(ii)
n s t1 t2
PROG(λe m pull(e))(s)
τ(s) = t1
t1 ⊇ t2
t2 ≺ n
They don’t specify what this PROG is, aware of the problem of the imperfective paradox, but
it probably contains some temporal relation. (ii) specifies that the runtime of progressive
state t1 includes the location time (≈ topic time) t2. But what reasons do we have to think
that this is the correct temporal relation? The natural language sentence (i) seems to give
us only the information that the complete pulling event, rather than the progressive state,
includes this time. It gives no information about the relation between the progressive state
and the location time. Since we already have a progressive operator, the inclusion relation
between eventuality time and location time is superfluous. The source of the problem is
the same as in Gero¨ and von Stechow (2003): both accounts want to stick to the idea that
aspect has to do with the temporal relation between eventuality time and topic time (either
direct, as in von Stechow et al., or indirect via aspectual classes, as in Kamp et al.), but
want to avoid the imperfective paradox.
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Because of these problems, I don’t follow Gero¨ and von Stechow’s account
of the imperfective paradox. I think the solution instead has to be found in
the semantics of the imperfective operator itself and I have proposed a way to
achieve this.
Apart from the conative interpretation, the intensional version of the imper-
fective operator is also needed to account for the likelihood interpretation, the
interpretation that something threatened to happen, as exempliﬁed in (143)
(= (18)):
(143) µεταρσÐα
metarsia
raised.from.the.ground.nom
ληφθεØσ'
le¯phtheis’
take.aor.pass.ptcp.nom
â κ α ι ν ì µ η ν
ekainome¯n
kill.pst.IPFV.pass.1sg
cÐφει
xiphei
sword.dat
λλ'
all’
but
âcèκλεψεν
exeklepsen
snatch.pst.aor.3sg
. . .
. . .
Α^ρτεµι̋
Artemis
Artemis.nom
“having been lifted high in the air I (= Iphigeneia) was about to be
killed by the sword; but Artemis snatched me away.”
E. I.T. 27-28
The situation here is a bit more complicated than with the conative inter-
pretation, though, since coercion is involved. I be killed is naturally classiﬁed
as a punctual predicate. If punctual is taken in the strong sense here, meaning
that a predicate is punctual if it refers to a set of eventualities without duration,
there is a clash between the semantics of the imperfective and its argument:
the imperfective indicates that the topic time is properly included in the run-
time of the eventuality, which is impossible if the runtime is a moment.21 As
with the habitual reinterpretation, the mismatch is a durational one. And as
before, the hearer nevertheless tries to give a sensible interpretation to the
utterance. The reinterpretation path – to use Moens and Steedman’s termi-
nology – involved in (143) is the same as in English sentences like (94c), here
repeated as (144):
(144) Harry was reaching the top.
21Egg (2005:chapter 6) provides a way to deal with these kind of data without resorting
to eventualities without duration.
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In (144), some eventuality that may result in reaching the top, but not the
reaching itself is in progress. In the same way, in (143) some eventuality that
may result in being killed is in progress, not the being killed itself.22 The
coercion operator involved here maps the set of eventualities in the extension
of a predicate P onto the set of preparatory eventualities for the eventualities
in the extension of P. The crucial thing is that such an operator extends the
time associated with the predicate and thus solves the mismatch in duration.
The insertion of this coercion operator between the imperfective operator and
the predicate results in the truth conditions that the topic time is included in
a preparatory eventuality that leads to an eventuality of the kind described by
the predicate in the normal course of eventualities: the eventuality (of dying,
of reaching the top) ‘was about to happen’. Since the subject in (143) in
contrast to (144) supposedly doesn’t want the eventuality to happen, we get
the interpretation that it threatened to happen.23 To conclude this discussion
of the likelihood interpretation I emphasise that we need the intensional IMP′
rather than IMP to avoid being committed to the existence of an actual dying
or reaching eventuality.
In this section I have argued that the conative and likelihood interpretations
in Ancient Greek should be understood in the same terms as the eﬀects found
with the combination of the progressive with bounded and punctual predicates
in English.
4.10 Conclusion
Let me recapitulate my account of the various interpretations of aoristic and
imperfective aspect, which is also graphically represented in Figure 4.15. The
aorist and imperfective are grammatical aspects and determine the relation
between the topic time and the eventuality time. More speciﬁcally, the aorist
indicates that the eventuality time is included in the topic time, the imperfec-
tive that the eventuality time includes the topic time. This semantics of aorist
22If one prefers to classify I be killed as a non-punctual predicate, that’s fine with me too.
Then the being killed itself (which now consists of several phases) is in progress, which yields
the same interpretation as the account given here where the preparatory eventuality of a
punctual eventuality is in progress. Similarly, I wouldn’t have a problem with classifying
Darius buy the garment as punctual, referring to the sole moment of giving the money, and
saying that preparatory coercion is involved here, since the resulting interpretation is the
same.
23The duration associated with the predicate is not the only factor that determines
whether a sentence is traditionally classified as an example of the conative or of the like-
lihood interpretation. Other properties of the predicate play a role as well, for example
whether the subject is an intentional agent. If it is, as in (135), the example is classified as
conative. If it’s not, as in (143), we may get the interpretation that something threatened
to occur. From an aspectual point of view, however, this difference is not relevant.
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and imperfective on its own yields the completive interpretation of the aorist
and the processual interpretation of the imperfective.
aorist:
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
completive
restriction for
bounded predicates
duration principle i.a.
co
er
ci
o
n
	 R
complexive ingressive
imperfective:
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
processual
?
duration principle i.a.
habitual
co
er
ci
o
n
6
intensionalised
version
conative
(+ likelihood)
Figure 4.15: Overview of the interpretations of aorist and imperfective 1
Furthermore, I have argued that the aorist is restricted to bounded predi-
cates as to rule out a potential overlap between the use of aorist and imperfec-
tive. This selectional restriction of the aorist operator triggers reinterpretation
when it is confronted with an unbounded predicate. In such cases an inter-
vening coercion operator solves the mismatch between the operator and the
argument. I have introduced two operators for this purpose: the ingressive
operator, which yields the ingressive interpretation, and the maximality oper-
ator, which yields the complexive interpretation. The Duration Principle plays
a crucial role in the choice between the two operators, as each has a diﬀerent
eﬀect on the duration associated with the predicate. If the topic time is short,
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an ingressive interpretation is chosen, since the ingressive operator shortens
the time associated with the predicate. If the topic time is long, both inter-
pretations are available, but a complexive interpretation may be favoured on
the basis of a general preference for stronger interpretations.
I have argued that in contrast to the aorist, the imperfective does not
impose an aspectual class restriction on its argument. It combines equally
well with bounded and unbounded predicates. Nevertheless, the Duration
Principle does play a role here as well: not only does it guide the choice among
the various feasible reinterpretations (as it does with the aorist); it can also
trigger its own reinterpretations. This is how the habitual interpretation of the
imperfective comes about. If the topic time is longer than the typical duration
associated with the predicate, the mismatch is solved by the intervention of
a habitual coercion operator, which lengthens the time associated with the
predicate.
To capture the conative interpretation, we must adapt our semantics of
the imperfective in such a way that there is no commitment to the existence
of a complete eventuality of the kind described by the bare predicate in the
actual world. I have indicated a way to do this in section 4.9. The likelihood
interpretation then is the result of a coercion process with punctual predicates.
The imperfective indicates that the topic time is included in an eventuality’s
runtime, which is impossible for punctual eventualities. As with an habitual
reinterpretation, this mismatch in duration is solved by a coercion operator,
this time a coercion operator that returns preparatory eventualities.
The proposed account combines the semantics of perfective and imperfec-
tive aspect of von Stechow et al., de Swart’s idea of coercion in this domain,
and Egg’s Duration Principle. Moreover, it integrates Krifka’s AOR operator in
the form of a maximality operator that yields the complexive interpretation,
and it is formulated in Kamp’s DRT framework. Crucially, the account com-
bines the insights but leaves out the problematic parts of each of these previous
accounts. I use de Swart’s idea of coercion, but, by adopting the semantics of
imperfective and aoristic aspect of von Stechow et al., I do not end up with
a vacuous semantics of the aspects. Furthermore, my account explains why
the ingressive interpretation of the aorist is restricted to unbounded predicates
(for only here is there a mismatch in aspectual class). At the same time it ex-
plains why the habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect is not restricted
to bounded predicates (for the habitual interpretation is triggered by a mis-
match in duration rather than aspectual class), a point that was problematic
for de Swart’s account. Moreover, it oﬀers an explanation for the restriction of
the aorist for bounded predicates, which was missing in the account of von Ste-
chow et al. A ﬁnal and previously unmentioned advantage is that the account
explains why we ﬁnd a reinterpretation that lengthens the time associated
with the predicate with the imperfective (the habitual interpretation), and a
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reinterpretation that shortens the time associated with the predicate with the
aorist (the ingressive interpretation). This follows directly from the semantics
of the aorist and imperfective: the imperfective states that the topic time is in-
cluded in the eventuality time, so the eventuality time should be long enough;
the aorist states that the eventuality time is included in the topic time, so the
eventuality time should be short enough. It should be clear by now that my
account has multiple advantages over the mentioned accounts. The one thing
I have not yet exploited are the opportunities of dynamic semantics. This is
left for chapter 6.
In this chapter, I have shown how the proposed ambiguity-free semantics
for imperfective and aoristic aspect accounts for the processual and habitual
interpretation of the former and the completive, ingressive, and complexive
interpretation of the latter. In the next chapter I will demonstrate that it also
explains the so-called tragic interpretation of the aorist.
Chapter 5
Aspect and performativity: the
tragic aorist
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will show that the semantics of aoristic aspect proposed
in chapter 4 also explains the so-called tragic use of the aorist (see section
2.4.3). Let me ﬁrst recapitulate what this interpretation is. It is the use of a
form for past tense and aoristic aspect to refer to present eventualities found
with a restricted class of verbs (verbs of judgement, emotion, saying, ordering,
advising) and in the ﬁrst person only. Examples are (145) and (146):
(145) Or. ρ' ν τupsilonacuteραννον διολèσαι δυναÐµεθ' νˇ
Iph. δεινäν τìδ' εÚπα̋, cενοφονεØν âπ λυδα̋.
Or. λλ' εÒ σε σ¸σει κµè, κινδυνευτèον.
Iph. οupsilonlenisκ
ouk
not
ν
an
prt
δυναÐµην;
dunaime¯n
can.ipfv.opt.1sg
τä
to
the.acc
δà
de
prt
πρìθυµον
prothumon
eagerness.acc
¢ù ν ε σ α.
e¯inesa
approve.PST.AOR.1sg
Or. “Could we murder the king?”
Iph. “A fearful suggestion, for foreigners to kill their host!”
Or. “But we must dare it, if it brings our safety.”
Iph. “I could not; yet I approve your eagerness.” E. I.T. 1020-23
(146) Or. îµοσον (εÊ δà µ , κτενÀ σε) µ λèγειν âµν χριν.
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Phr.τν
te¯n
the.acc
âµν
eme¯n
my.acc
ψυχν
psuche¯n
soul.acc
κ α τ ¸ µ ο σ ',
kato¯mos’
swear.PST.AOR.1sg
ν
he¯n
that.rel.acc
ν
an
prt
εupsilonlenisορκοØµ'
euorkoim’
swear.truly.ipfv.opt.1sg
âγ¸.
ego¯
I.nom
Or. “Swear you are not saying this to humour me, or I will kill you.”
Phr.“I swear by my life, an oath I would keep!” E. Or. 1516-7
In both (145) and (146) a past tense form (¢ùνεσα e¯inesa and κατ¸µοσα
kato¯mosa, respectively) is translated in English with a present tense (approve,
swear).
The characterisation of the tragic aorist given above immediately points
out the requirements of an adequate analysis. An analysis of this phenomenon
should explain (i) that a past tense form is interpreted as describing a present
eventuality, (ii) that aoristic aspect is used, (iii) that it is restricted to the
above-mentioned class of verbs and (iv) that it is restricted to the ﬁrst person.
5.2 Previous approaches
Traditional approaches to this use of the aorist can roughly be divided in two
groups: one that takes the (past) tense feature of the verb form as the starting
point, and the other that gives primacy to the (aoristic) aspect feature.
Ku¨hner and Gerth (1898) are the most elaborate representatives of the
ﬁrst group. They claim that all occurrences of the tragic aorist have in com-
mon ‘that a statement relating to the present is expressed as if it had already
happened or begun’ (Ku¨hner and Gerth 1898:163: “dass ein auf die Gegen-
wart bezu¨glicher Ausspruch als ein bereits geschehener oder eingetretener aus-
gedru¨ckt wird”). This could be true for verbs of judgement and emotion.
(145), for instance, could simply be an example of the ingressive interpreta-
tion of the aorist: the beginning of the approval is then situated in the past
of Iphigeneia’s utterance time. It is, however, implausible that in (146), for
example, the swearing started in the past.
For this reason, Moorhouse (1982) proposes to neglect the past tense feature
of the verb form and to understand the use from its aoristic aspect feature,
which makes him a representative of the second group. He claims that the
tragic aorist (Moorhouse 1982:195)
may best be explained as arising from the punctual aspect, and
as bringing to the fore the instantaneous nature of the occurrence:
hence it is suitable for a sudden feeling, or act of comprehension,
especially as expressed in quick repartee. The substitution of a
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present tense (with its durative emphasis) in such cases would be
inappropriate aspectually. So far as the time of the occurrrence is
concerned, it should be taken as contemporary; an attempt to refer
all examples to the past, even the most immediate, cannot succeed.
Moorhouse seems to relate the phenomenon of the tragic aorist to the lack
of a form for aoristic aspect and present tense in Ancient Greek (see section
1.2.2). He seems to suggest that in some cases this very form would be the
most appropriate form, but that in its absence Greek may choose the form
that is appropriate aspectually, although not with respect to time. I will work
out this suggestion in the account I propose.
The two traditional approaches, the temporal and the aspectual, share two
problems: they fail to account for the facts that the tragic aorist occurs only
with a restricted class of verbs and only with the ﬁrst person (requirements
(iii) and (iv) above).
Lloyd (1999) proposes an alternative account that does not suﬀer from these
two problems. He claims that sentences with a tragic aorist can invariably be
analysed as performatives. The notion of performativity originates from Austin
(1962) to distinguish sentences like (147) from sentences like (148):
(147) a. I apologize for my behaviour.
b. I swear I am not guilty.
c. I name this ship the Queen Elisabeth.
(148) a. I am blond.
b. He apologized for his behaviour.
c. I swore I was not guilty.
According to Austin, the peculiar thing about the sentences in (147) is that
they are not used to say things (as are the sentences in (148)), but rather to
actively do things: they do not describe the world, but change it. He calls
such sentences performative sentences and the ones in (148) constative. The
paradigm cases of performative sentences have the following properties: they
contain a performative verb (for example, apologize, swear, name, sentence,
bet, but not, for example, be), can collocate with hereby (I hereby apologize),
and are in the ﬁrst person indicative simple present tense. With respect to
the last property, note that changing the person or tense, as in (148b) and
(148c), immediately makes the sentences descriptive (constative) rather than
performative.
Lloyd’s proposal does not suﬀer from the problems of the more traditional
approaches. On the contrary, an analysis of sentences with the tragic aorist
as performatives elegantly accounts for the fact that we ﬁnd this use of the
aorist only in the ﬁrst person and only with this restricted class of verbs.1 The
1An interpretation of the tragic aorist in terms of performativity carries with it that
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proposal has its own problem, however. It does not explain why the form for
past tense and aoristic aspect is used in performatives. To clarify the problem,
let me have a closer look at Lloyd’s view.
If we analyse sentences with the tragic aorist as performatives, Greek has
two ways to express performatives: with the (past tense) aorist and with the
(imperfective) present tense. An example of the latter is given in (149):
(149) î µ ν υ µ ι
omnumi
swear.PRS.IPFV.1sg
ΓαØαν
Gaian
Earth.acc
〈ÃΗλÐου
〈He¯liou
Helios.gen
θ'
th’
and
γνäν
hagnon
holy.acc
σèβα̋〉
sebas〉
worship.acc
θεοupsilonacute̋
theous
god.acc
τε
te
and
πντα̋
pantas
all.acc
âµµενεØν
emmenein
abide.in.fut.inf

ha
what.rel.acc
σου
sou
you.gen
κλupsilonacuteω.
kluo¯
hear.prs.ipfv.1sg
“I swear by Earth, by the holy worship of Helios, and by all the gods
that I will do as I hear from you.” E. Med. 752-753.
So, for the act of swearing, we ﬁnd both the form for aoristic aspect and past
tense as in (146) and the form for imperfective aspect and present tense as
in (149). Lloyd (1999:26) argues that the function of the tragic aorist is ‘to
distance the speaker from the full force of the present tense performative’. It
is not clear, however, where this distancing eﬀect of the tragic aorist comes
from. Is it a contribution of the past tense or of the aoristic aspect feature? In
the former scenario, it is left unexplained why we do not have a tragic (past)
imperfective alongside a tragic aorist. But in the latter, it is not clear what
element of the general meaning of aoristic aspect leads to a distancing eﬀect in
the case of performatives. Prima facie there is no link between aoristic aspect
and distancing. What is more, as Lloyd (1999:26) notes himself, it is not clear
why the aorist should not be employed as a distancing device with other types
of verbs.
In short, Lloyd’s proposal falls short to explain why aoristic aspect is used in
performatives, and hence, does not meet the second requirement for analyses of
the use of the past aoristic form of the second person with verbs of saying, that is placed
under the same header by some grammars (e.g., Smyth 1984:432), is treated as a different
phenomenon. Moorhouse (1982:196) and Lloyd (1999:44) agree that with these forms, in
contrast to the first person forms, there is (immediate) past time reference.
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the tragic aorist posed above. He does not relate performativity to the meaning
of aoristic aspect. In fact, he presents his analysis as opposed to analyses that
try to explain the tragic aorist in terms of aspect. In the analysis of the tragic
aorist that I propose below I will follow Lloyd’s idea that the tragic aorist
concerns the use of the aorist that we ﬁnd in performatives, but I will ﬁll the
gap in his account by showing that the aorist is the aspect to be expected with
performatives. In this way, my analysis meets the second requirement.
Rijksbaron (2002) by and large follows Lloyd’s account in the latest edition
of his book, but, in contrast to Lloyd, he does relate this use to the basic value
of completion that he assigns to the aorist. I will show that in order to give
a full-ﬂedged account of the phenomenon, we need the semantics of tense and
aspect proposed in section 4.3.
In what follows, I will present a revised view on the tragic aorist. The
essential ingredient in this analysis is the lack of a form for aoristic aspect
and present tense in Ancient Greek. I ﬁrst argue that this lack is due to a
tension between the semantic values of the two. Then, I show that this missing
form would be the optimal form for performatives. To illustrate the special
aspectual behaviour of performatives I examine which verb forms are used in
performatives across languages. Finally, I will present the actual proposal.
5.3 A semantic tension between aoristic as-
pect and present tense
Why does Ancient Greek not have a form for aoristic aspect and present tense?
The answer to this question will be an important ingredient of my explanation
and interpretation of the tragic aorist. The short answer is that the possibilities
of using a form for the combination of aoristic aspect and present tense are
very restricted for semantic reasons. Recall from chapter 4 (4.3) that aoristic
aspect indicates that the eventuality time is (improperly) included in the topic
time, and present tense that the topic time is the utterance time. From this
it follows that with the combination aoristic aspect and present tense, the
eventuality time is (improperly) included in the utterance time. In other words,
a clause with an aoristic present tense verb would only be true if the whole
eventuality described would occur within the utterance time (including the
option that the time of the eventuality coincides with the utterance time).
This, however, is rarely the case. The exceptionality becomes even clearer if
the utterance time is conceived of as punctual, as is often assumed (see, for
example, Paslawska and von Stechow 2003:322 and Kamp and Reyle 1993:539,
514). Then proper inclusion in the utterance time is impossible, the only
option left being coincidence of eventuality time and utterance time, and for
this the eventuality time must be (conceived of as) punctual itself, too. Such
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eventualities are rare, however. So the reason that Ancient Greek does not
have a form for aoristic aspect and present tense is that there is little use for
it.2
Support for this view may be found in the development of the Ancient
Greek tense and aspect system. It has been argued, for example by Hewson
and Bubenik (1997), that Ancient Greek originally had a binary tense system
with distinct forms for past and non-past tense, the latter covering the mean-
ing of the present and future tense in a ternary tense system. On this view, the
form for aoristic aspect and non-past tense is what later became the form for
a genuine future tense. This hypothesis explains the morphological similarity
between the (sigmatic) aorist and (sigmatic) future. But how did this form
for aoristic aspect and non-past tense develop into a future tense? This devel-
opment is explained neatly if we assume the tension between aoristic aspect
and present tense argued for above: in principle, the form for aoristic aspect
and non-past tense could be used to refer to the present time as well as to the
future. But, as I have shown, the possibilities for using aoristic aspect to refer
to the present time are very restricted for semantic reasons. For this reason,
the form for non-past tense and aoristic aspect was in fact almost exclusively
used for future time reference and began to be felt as a future tense. From
there it developed into a genuine future tense.3
In sum, there is no form for the combination present tense and aoristic
aspect because there is a tension between their semantic contributions: there
are very few situations that hold exactly at the moment of speaking. But
although there is little use for this combination, from a semantic perspective
the combination is not completely impossible. In the next section I will show
that performatives represent one of the few cases where we would expect the
form for aoristic aspect and present tense, the form that is missing in Ancient
2 This explanation of the lack of a form for aoristic aspect and present tense hinges on
the assumption that the present tense states that the topic time is, rather than includes the
utterance time. As I have mentioned in section 4.3 the former option is pursued by Kamp
et al. and von Stechow et al., the latter by Klein. The reason that I followed the former is
exactly that this makes it easy to see why there is no form for the combination of aoristic
aspect and present tense. If, on the other hand, the contribution of the present tense is
that the topic time includes the moment of utterance, this absence cannot be accounted for,
at least not in a straightforward way. In fact, we would predict that the form for aoristic
aspect and present tense can even be used if the eventuality time does not overlap with the
utterance time at all, for we have the conditions τ(e) ⊆ tTT and n ⊆ tTT which allows that
τ(e) does not overlap with n.
3As Eystein Dahl (p.c.) has pointed out to me, Hewson and Bubenik’s (1997) hypothesis
of the relationship between the (sigmatic) aorist and (sigmatic) future in Ancient Greek is
somewhat controversial within the Indo-European research community, despite its advan-
tages. Tichy (2006:307–308, 311–318), for example, assume that the Ancient Greek sigmatic
future derives from an independent sigmatic voluntative. This, however, does not affect the
above given explanation for the lack of the form for aoristic aspect and present tense in
terms of a semantic tension.
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Greek.
5.4 The semantics of performatives
In the previous section I have shown that the form for aoristic aspect and
present tense is the expected form when the time of the eventuality and the
utterance time coincide. This coincidence is rare, but we do ﬁnd it with per-
formatives. Let’s have a look again at the examples of performatives that I
presented above:
(150) a. I apologize for my behaviour.
b. I swear I am not guilty.
c. I name this ship the Queen Elisabeth.
It is clear that in (150) the eventuality time and utterance time coincide,
since the eventualities of apologizing, swearing, and naming referred to are
exactly the utterances of the sentences themselves. The peculiar status of
such sentences had already been observed by Koschmieder (1929, 1930, 1945)
long before Austin, as witnessed by the following citation (from Koschmieder
1945:22):
Ich war bei der Untersuchung der Funktion der sog. “Tempora” in
Hebra¨ischen durch den Fall be¯racht¯ı’o¯po¯ = “ich segne ihn hiermit”
darauf aufmerksam geworden, daß es sich hierbei um einen Sonder-
fall handelt, in dem na¨mlich das Aussprechen des Satzes nicht nur
von der Handlung spricht, sondern auch eben die betr. Handlung
ist.
(When investigating the function of the so-called “tempora” in He-
brew, I noticed that in the case of be¯racht¯ı’o¯po¯ = “I hereby bless
him” something special is going on, in that the utterance of the
sentence not only mentions the action, but also is the action.)
Koschmieder coins the phenomenon Koinzidenzfall. In line with this, Lemmon
(1962) states that performative sentences are self-veriﬁable: by uttering a per-
formative sentence, the speaker automatically makes it true (in this respect,
Lemmon deviates from Austin who claims that performatives do not have a
truth value (that is, they are neither true, nor false), as they do something
rather than describe something).
I have shown that the optimal form for performatives is the combination
of present tense and aoristic aspect, since eventuality time and utterance time
coincide. But this combination does not exist in Ancient Greek. How does
Greek get around this problem? Before I answer this question, I will ﬁrst
discuss the form of performatives in some other languages: English, Hebrew,
Slovenian, Polish, and Russian.
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5.5 Performatives across languages
Let’s see which tense-aspect combination is chosen for performatives cross-
linguistically, starting with English. Although this language does not have a
distinction between perfective (=aoristic) and imperfective aspect, we can still
see that performatives are special aspectually. We have already seen in section
3.3.1 that non-stative predicates in the simple (=non-progressive) present tense
do not receive a literal interpretation, but are interpreted habitually. (151),
for example, is interpreted as describing a habit rather than a single running
eventuality.
(151) Lizet runs the Brabant half-marathon.
There exist a few exceptions to this generalization, however. One of them is the
class of performatives. The sentences in (150) have non-stative predicates in
the simple present tense, but are nevertheless naturally interpreted as referring
to a single eventuality. I don’t aim to explain this here, but I only want to
point at the exceptional status performatives have in English. Let’s now look
at performatives in languages that do have a distinction between perfective
and imperfective aspect.
Biblical Hebrew is an interesting language with regard to the relation be-
tween aspect and performatives, since aspect is grammaticalised (it has a dis-
tinction between perfective and imperfective aspect, traditionally called perfect
and imperfect, respectively), but tense is not (see, for example, Koschmieder
1929:58-71).4 The absence of tense in Hebrew makes it possible to investigate
which aspect a language uses for performatives if there is no tense interference.
And indeed, as we might expect, Hebrew uses perfective aspect (Koschmieder
1930:354, Koschmieder 1945:22):5
(152) be¯raktˆı
bless.pfv.1sg
’o¯toˆ
he.acc
“I (hereby) bless him” Biblical Hebrew
Slovene is a language with grammatical tense and aspect. It has a binary
tense system: a form for past and a form for non-past tense. The combination
of non-past tense and perfective aspect usually gets a future interpretation, but
it is also the form most often used in performatives. See (153) (from Greenberg
2006):
4But see Joosten (2002), for example, for a different view on the verb forms in Biblical
Hebrew.
5The transliteration is Rogland’s (2001:244).
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(153) prisezˇem
swear.npst.pfv.1sg
“I swear” Slovene
The situation in Polish and Russian is somewhat more complicated. Like
Slovene, both languages have a binary tense system (past vs. non-past) and a
perfective-imperfective distinction. The use of perfective aspect in performa-
tives, however, is restricted (in Russian even more so than in Polish). Perfective
aspect is found in some performatives (as in (154) and (155)), but as a rule,
imperfective aspect is used (as in (156) and (157)).
(154) poprosze˛
ask.npst.pfv.1sg
o˛
for
to
this
szklanke˛.
glass
“I ask for this glass.” Polish
(155) poproshu
ask.npst.pfv.1sg
vstatj
stand-up.inf
“I ask to stand up” Russian
(156) dzie˛kuje
thank.npst.ipfv.1sg
“I thank” Polish
(157) Ja
I.nom
blagodaru
thank.npst.ipfv.1sg
“I thank” Russian
How should we explain the fact that imperfective aspect is used in the ma-
jority of cases, although perfective aspect would be more appropriate? The
explanation probably runs along the following lines. In the majority of cases
where reference is made to the present time, imperfective aspect (and non-past
tense) is used. For this reason, imperfective aspect (and non-past tense) is felt
as the form for present time reference and is also used where it is aspectually
inappropriate. Moreover, in the majority of cases where the form for perfective
aspect and non-past tense is used, reference is made to the future time. For
this reason, the form for perfective aspect and non-past tense is felt as a future
tense and is not easily used for present-time reference.
The diﬀerence between Slovene on the one hand and Russian and Polish
on the other hand may then be explained as follows (following a suggestion in
Koschmieder 1930:354-355). Apart from a grammaticalised binary tense sys-
tem, all three languages have a periphrastic future. Whereas Slovene, however,
has a periphrastic future for both perfective and imperfective aspect, Russian
and Polish have such a verb form only for imperfective aspect (since the form
for non-past tense and perfective aspect is already used with reference to fu-
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ture time for perfective aspect).6 Since Slovene has this periphrastic future
as a second form that can be used for perfective future time reference, the
second above-mentioned factor (the form perfective-present is used for future
time reference in the majority of cases) is stronger in Polish and Russian than
in Slovene: the existence of this form in Slovene makes that the ratio present
reference : future reference for the form perfective aspect and non-past tense
is not as skewed in Slovene as it is in Polish or Russian.
After having seen that performatives cross-linguistically exhibit remarkable
behaviour as far as tense and aspect are concerned, let us now return to Ancient
Greek.
5.6 The tragic aorist revisited
We have seen in section 5.2 that Lloyd (1999) interprets the so-called tragic
aorist, a remarkable use of the form for past tense and aoristic aspect, in
terms of performativity, and that this interpretation has two advantages over
the traditional analyses in terms of tense or aspect: it explains the restriction
to the ﬁrst person and to a certain class of verbs. We have, however, also seen
that an important question remains unanswered on his analysis: why is the
aorist used in performatives? It is this question that I answer here. All the
preparations have been done in the previous sections. Let’s simply put the
ingredients together.
In section 5.4 I showed that aoristic aspect is the aspect to be expected in
performatives. To put it more precise, in performatives we would expect the
form for aoristic aspect and present tense, since utterance time and eventu-
ality time coincide. In section 5.3 I had already argued that Greek does not
have this form since there is little use for it. Now the question is how does
Greek express performatives, given that the optimal form does not exist? We
know the answer already from section 5.2: Greek can choose both the form
for imperfective aspect and present tense and the form for aoristic aspect and
past tense. For the act of swearing, for example, we ﬁnd both îµνυµι omnumi
‘swear.prs.imp’ (149) and ºµοσα o¯mosa ‘swear.pst.aor’ (146). The expla-
nation then is as follows: In absence of the optimal form, Greek can choose
between two suboptimal forms: If îµνυµι is chosen, the (present) tense feature
is given primacy and the (imperfective) aspect feature is taken for granted,
whereas if ºµοσα is chosen, it is the other way around: the (aoristic) aspect
feature gets primacy and the (past) tense is taken for granted. Notice that the
latter choice is what is traditionally called the tragic aorist. Thus, the tragic
aorist is the use of a form for aoristic aspect and past tense in performatives,
where the optimal form would have been the non-existing combination aorist-
6Compare the reference grammars on http://www.seelrc.org/projects/grammars.ptml.
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present. The past tense feature is not interpreted: it is taken for granted in
the absence of the optimal form. As should be clear by now, we do not have
to assume an ambiguity in the semantics of the aorist to deal with this use of
the aorist. It is the very semantics of the aorist proposed in chapter 4 that
accounts for it. Viewed this way, the tragic aorist is not a mysterious use at
all.
The present account establishes the link between aoristic aspect and per-
formativity that is missing in Lloyd’s account. As such, my account shows an
improvement with respect to his. But it has a second advantage. Until now, I
have been talking about performatives as if they are all explicit, that is, con-
tain a performative verb that indicates their force (that is, indicates whether
the act performed by uttering the sentence is an oath, promise, warning, etc.).
But it is just as possible to perform an act by uttering a sentence without
such a performative verb, as Austin notices himself (Austin 1976:243ﬀ). To
use Austin’s example, the act of warning can be performed by the use of the
explicit performative I warn you that this bull is dangerous, but also by saying
simply This bull is dangerous. Let’s call the latter sort implicit performa-
tives. Similarly, in Greek the act of swearing can be performed with a verb of
swearing (as we have seen in (146) and (149)) or without such a verb, as in
(158):7
(158) µ
ma
prt
τν
te¯n
the.acc
. . .
. . .
ΝÐκην
Nike¯n
Nike.acc
ÇΑθηνν
Athe¯nan
Athene.acc
. . .
. . .
οupsilonlenisκ
ouk
not
êστιν
estin
be.prs.ipfv.3sg
íστι̋
hostis
any.one.nom
σοι
soi
you.dat
πατρ
pate¯r
father.nom
θνητÀν,
thne¯to¯n,
mortal.gen
τèκνον,
teknon
child.voc
λλ'
all’
but
íσπερ
hosper
the.one.who.nom
âcèθρεψε,
exethrepse,
bring.up.pst.aor.3sg
ΛοcÐα̋
Loxias
Loxias.nom
ναc.
anax.
lord.nom
7Another example is E. I.T. 746.
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“By Athena Nike . . . , your father is not a mortal, but the one who
who brought you up, lord Loxias.” E. Ion 1528-31
That Creusa performs an oath in (157) is clear from the swearing particle µ
ma.
If Lloyd is right and the function of the tragic aorist is ‘to distance the
speaker from the full force of the present tense performative’, we expect this
distancing eﬀect not to be restricted to explicit performatives. The force of
implicit performatives may be in need of being weakened, too. But, contrary
to what we expect on Lloyd’s account, the aorist is not used as a distancing
device with such performatives. On my account, however, this is exactly what
we expect: a characteristic of explicit performatives is the coincidence of the
time of the eventuality described by the ﬁnite verb and the utterance time,
which demands aoristic aspect. Implicit performatives don’t have this feature,
so there is no reason to expect aoristic aspect there.
An objection to the account proposed here may be that it claims that the
tragic aorist should not be interpreted as referring to the past, even though
morphologically it is a past tense form. By way of an answer, I only point at the
fact that the tragic aorist is not an anomaly in this respect, that is, it is not the
only use of the aorist indicative that is morphologically, but not semantically
a past tense. The same thing is observed with the so-called gnomic or generic
aorist, the use of the aorist indicative in general truths, proverbs and similes
(see section 2.4.4). An indication that this latter use of the aorist is not a
past tense semantically, comes from the mode of the subclauses: verbs in the
subclauses modifying the main clause are in the subjunctive – as when the
main clause is in the present tense – rather than the optative – as in the case
of the common (past) aorist indicative (Rijksbaron 2002:31).
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter I have shown that the tragic aorist is the use of the aorist that
we ﬁnd in performatives. Furthermore, I have demonstrated on the basis of the
semantics of tense and aspect developed in chapter 4 that the optimal form for
performatives would be the combination of present tense and aoristic aspect,
since eventualtity time and utterance time coincide. This form, however, does
not exist in Ancient Greek. In the absence of the optimal form, two suboptimal
forms are equally good: the form for present tense and imperfective aspect and
the form for past tense and aoristic aspect. The latter is what is traditionally
called the tragic aorist. This analysis of the tragic aorist satisﬁes all four
criteria formulated in section 5.1. Once the tragic use had been unveiled as the
use of the aorist in performatives, the semantics of tense and aspect developed
in chapter 4 did the rest.
Chapter 6
The temporal structure of
discourse
6.1 Introduction
In the two previous chapters I have presented an analysis of the various in-
terpretations of aoristic and imperfective aspect. For this I have been mainly
(though not exclusively) concerned with isolated sentences. In the present
chapter I go beyond the level of the sentence and move on to the level of
discourse.
It has often been observed that the choice of aspect aﬀects the interpreta-
tion of the temporal relations between eventualities described in a discourse
(for Ancient Greek, see, for example, Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:297-301,
Hettrich 1976, Ruijgh 1985, Ruijgh 1991, Rijksbaron 2002:11-14). In section
3.2.1, we have already touched upon this phenomenon, discussing the anal-
ysis of aspect of Kamp et al. which was developed to account for this very
phenomenon.
In the account to be presented in this chapter, the variation in aspect
interpretation and the eﬀect of aspect on the temporal structure of discourse
are not seen as independent phenomena. On the contrary, I am going to use the
semantics of aoristic and imperfective aspect developed in chapter 4 to account
for the common temporal patterns found in Ancient Greek discourse. Apart
from this semantics, we need one additional ingredient to explain the observed
patterns: a speciﬁcation of how the topic time of an utterance is determined. It
is here that the dynamic feature of DRT, which I haven’t exploited until now,
will become essential. In chapter 4 I have already mentioned for speciﬁc cases
what the topic time was, without providing a general heuristic. Technically,
the topic time was simply treated as a free variable that receives its value
from the context in a way that was not speciﬁed. In the present chapter, I
will provide a more principled treatment of the topic time. I will treat it as an
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anaphor that looks for an antecedent in the context to bind to and I will specify
the default binding rules. It will turn out that these rules, in combination with
the semantics of aoristic and imperfective aspect, straightforwardly explain the
temporal patterns found in Ancient Greek discourse.
Before formulating the analysis in section 6.3, in the next section I will ﬁrst
give an overview of the common temporal patterns found in Ancient Greek.
6.2 Temporal patterns
The choice for a certain aspectual form aﬀects the interpretation of the tempo-
ral relation between the eventualities described. A sequence of aorist indicative
forms, for example, often leads to the interpretation that the eventualities hap-
pen in the order in which they are mentioned (cf. Rijksbaron 2002:13). An
eventuality mentioned later is interpreted as succeeding the eventualities men-
tioned before, as in (159):
(159) . . .
. . .
 π è θ α ν ε
apethane
die.pst.AOR.3sg
κλλιστα,
kallista,
very.ﬁnely
καÐ
kai
and
µιν
min
he.acc
ÇΑθηναØοι
Athe¯naioi
Athenians.nom
δηµοσÐηù
de¯mosie¯i
at.public.expense
τε
te
prt
ê θ α ψ α ν
ethapsan
bury.pst.AOR.3pl
. . .
. . .
“. . . he died very ﬁnely, and the Athenians buried him at public
expense . . . ” Hdt. 1.30.5
Here, the burying is interpreted as happening after the death. In this example
the interpretation of succession can of course not with certainty be attributed
to the aspect choice, since world knowledge already tells us that this is the
normal order of events. In (160), however, world knowledge doesn’t help us
establishing the temporal relation in a unique way (building temples may be
a way of thanking for recovery just as recovery may be the result of building
temples):
(160) καÈ
kai
prt
δupsilonacuteο
duo
two.acc
τε
te
prt
ντÈ
anti
instead.of
áνä̋
henos
one.gen
νηοupsilongrave̋
ne¯ous
temples.acc
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
ÇΑθηναÐηù
Athe¯naie¯i
Athena.dat
ο Ê κ ο δ ì µ η σ ε
oikodome¯se
build.pst.AOR.3sg
å
ho
the.nom
ÇΑλυττη̋
Aluatte¯s
Alyattes.nom
âν
en
in
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
ÇΑσσησÀú,
Asse¯so¯i,
Assessos.dat
αupsilonlenisτì̋
autos
self.nom
τε
te
prt
âκ
ek
from
τ¨̋
te¯s
the.gen
νοupsilonacuteσου
nousou
illness.gen
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 ν è σ τ η.
aneste¯.
rise.from.pst.AOR.3sg
“Alyattes built not one but two temples of Athena at Assesos, and
recovered from his illness.” Hdt. 1.22.4
Nevertheless, the natural interpretation of (160) is that the recovery follows
the building process.1
With a sequence of imperfective forms, on the other hand, the interpreta-
tion is often that the described eventualities overlap, as in (161) and (162) (cf.
Rijksbaron 2002:12):
(161) δµÀε̋
dmo¯es
slaves.nom
πρä̋
pros
to
êργον
ergon
work.acc
πντε̋
pantes
all.nom
Ñ ε σ α ν
hiesan
send.pst.IPFV.3pl
χèρα̋;
cheras.
hands.acc
οË
hoi
some.nom
µàν
men
prt
σφαγεØον
sphageion
sacriﬁcial.bowl.acc
ê φ ε ρ ο ν,
epheron,
bring.pst.IPFV.3pl
οÉ
hoi
some.nom
δ'
d’
prt
ªù ρ ο ν
e¯iron
take.up.pst.IPFV.3pl
καν,
kana,
baskets.acc
λλοι
alloi
others.nom
δà
de
prt
πupsilonperispomeneρ
pur
ﬁre.acc
 ν ¨ π τ ο ν
ane¯pton
kindle.pst.IPFV.3pl
µφÐ
amphi
round
τ'
t’
prt
âσχρα̋
escharas
hearths.acc
λèβητα̋
lebe¯tas
cauldrons.acc
º ρ θ ο υ ν;
o¯rthoun.
set.upright.pst.IPFV.3pl
πσα
pasa
whole.nom
δ'
d’
prt
â κ τ upsilonacute π ε ι
ektupei
drone.pst.IPFV.3sg
στèγη
stege¯
roof.nom
“The slaves all set their hands unto the work. Some brought the bowl
of slaughter, some took up the baskets; the ﬁre some kindled, and
the cauldrons set over the hearths: with tumult rang the roofs.” E.
El. 799-802
1Lacking native speakers of Ancient Greek, we would not be completely sure about this,
were it not that it is indicated in the previous sentences in the story that Athena’s temple
has to be rebuilt in order for Alyattes to recover.
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(162) ΠερÐανδρο̋
Periandros
Periander.nom
δà
de
prt
ª ν
e¯n
be.pst.IPFV.3sg
Κυψèλου
Kupselou
Cypselus.gen
παØ̋;
pais
son.nom
. . .
. . .
â τ υ ρ  ν ν ε υ ε
eturanneue
reign.pst.IPFV.3sg
δà
de
prt
å
ho
the.nom
ΠερÐανδρο̋
Periandros
Periander.nom
ΚορÐνθου
Korinthou
Corinth.gen
“Periander was the son of Cypselus. He reigned over Corinth.”
Hdt. 1.23
An overlap interpretation is also often found if only one of the two sentences
has imperfective aspect, the other aoristic, as in (163) (which is part of a long
indirect discourse, hence the inﬁnitival forms):
(163) . . .
. . .
â λ θ ε Ø ν
elthein
come.inf.AOR
âπÈ
epi
to
τν
te¯n
the.acc
θλασσαν
thalassan
sea.acc
γυναØκα̋
gunaikas
women.acc
λλα̋
allas
other.acc
τε
te
prt
πολλ̋
pollas
many.acc
καÈ
kai
prt
δ
de¯
prt
καÈ
kai
prt
τοupsilonperispomene
tou
the.gen
βασιλèο̋
basileos
king.gen
θυγατèρα;
thugatera
daughter.acc
τä
to
the.acc
δè
de
prt
οÉ
hoi
she.dat
οupsilonlenisacuteνοµα
ounoma
name.acc
ε Ú ν α ι,
einai,
be.IPFV.inf
. . . ,
. . .
ÇΙοupsilonperispomeneν
Ioun
Io.acc
τν
te¯n
the.acc
ÇΙνχου.
Inachou.
Inachus.gen
“. . . many women came to the shore and among them especially the
daughter of the king; her name was, . . . , Io, the daughter of Inachus.”
Hdt. 1.1.3
A second temporal relation that we often ﬁnd with the sequence aorist-
imperfective is that the second eventuality follows right after the the ﬁrst, as
in (164):
(164) καÈ
kai
and
µα
hama
at.the.same.time
â φ θ è γ c α ν τ ο
ephthegxanto
utter.a.sound.pst.AOR.3pl
πντε̋
pantes
all.nom
οÙον
hoion
such.as.acc
τÀú
to¯i
the.dat
ÇΕνυαλÐωú
Enualio¯i
Enyalius.dat
âλελÐζουσι,
elelidzousi,
raise.cry.prs.imp.3pl
καÈ
kai
prt
πντε̋
pantes
all.nom
δà
de
prt
ê θ ε ο ν.
etheon.
run.pst.IMP.3pl
“At the same time they all set up the sort of war-cry which they raise
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to Enyalius, and next all were running.” X. An. 1.8.18
This is labelled the immediative use of imperfective aspect by Rijksbaron
(2002:17).
Notwithstanding these common patterns, in practice, any aspect combina-
tion occurs with almost any temporal relation, as a small corpus study of the
ﬁrst 85 sections of Herodotus’ Histories book 1 reveals (see Bary 2007). It is,
for example, possible to go back in time with the aorist, even when no time
adverbial is present, as (165) illustrates:
(165) διαφèρουσι
diapherousi
prevail.ipfv.ptcp.dat
δè
de
prt
σφι
sphi
they.dat
âπÈ
epi
prep
Òση̋
ise¯s
equal.gen
τäν
ton
the.acc
πìλεµον
polemon
war.acc
τÀú
to¯i
the.dat
éκτωú
hekto¯i
sixth.dat
êτεϊ
ete¨ı
year.dat
συµβολ¨̋
sumbole¯s
encounter.gen
γενοµèνη̋
genomene¯s
take.place.aor.ptcp.gen
συν νεικε
sune¯neike
happen.pst.AOR.3sg
¹στε,
ho¯ste,
that
τ¨̋
te¯s
the.gen
µχη̋
mache¯s
battle.gen
συνεστε¸ση̋,
sunesteo¯se¯s,
be.joined.prf.ptcp.gen
τν
te¯n
the.acc
µèρην
he¯mere¯n
day.acc
âcαπÐνη̋
exapine¯s
suddenly
νupsilonacuteκτα
nukta
night.acc
γενèσθαι.
genesthai.
be.aor.inf
Τν
Te¯n
the.acc
δà
de
prt
µεταλλαγν
metallage¯n
change.acc
ταupsilonacuteτην
taute¯n
that.acc
τ¨̋
te¯s
the.gen
µèρη̋
he¯mere¯s
day.gen
Θαλ¨̋
Thale¯s
Thales.nom
å
ho
the.nom
Μιλ σιο̋
Mile¯sios
Milesian.nom
τοØσι
toisi
the.dat
Ι^ωσι
Io¯si
Ionians.dat
π ρ ο η γ ì ρ ε υ σ ε
proe¯goreuse
foretell.pst.AOR.3sg
êσεσθαι,
esesthai,
be.fut.inf
οupsilonlenisperispomeneρον
ouron
bound.acc
προθèµενο̋
prothemenos
ﬁx.aor.ptcp.nom
âνιαυτäν
eniauton
year.acc
τοupsilonperispomeneτον
touton
that.acc
âν
en
in
τÀú
to¯i
rel.dat
δ
de¯
prt
καÈ
kai
prt
âγèνετο
egeneto
be.pst.aor.3sg

he¯
the.nom
µεταβολ .
metabole¯
change.nom
“They were still warring with equal success, when it happened, at
an encounter which occurred in the sixth year, that during the battle
the day was suddenly turned to night. Thales of Miletus had foretold
this loss of daylight to the Ionians, ﬁxing it within the year in which
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the change did indeed happen.” Hdt. 1.74.22
The prediction of the eclipse takes place before the eclipse itself, although it
is mentioned later.
Finally, sometimes an eventuality described does not belong to the story
told. In such cases the temporal relation between this eventuality and the other
eventualities described is of no importance. This phenomenon is restricted to
the aorist, as is also observed by Ruijgh (1991:201), who describes this use of
the aorist as ‘la simple constatation d’une action isole´e du passe´’ (‘the simple
constatation of an isolated action in the past’).3 I label this the autonomous
use of the aorist. Eventualities described with imperfective aspect, on the other
hand, are always interpreted as temporally related to other eventualities. (166)
and (167) illustrate the autonomous use of the aorist:
(166) ÇΑνèθηκε
Anethe¯ke
oﬀer.pst.aor.3sg
δà
de
prt
âκφυγ°ν
ekphugo¯n
escape.from.aor.ptcp.nom
τν
te¯n
the.acc
νοupsilonperispomeneσον
nouson
illness.acc
δεupsilonacuteτερο̋
deuteros
second.nom
οupsilonasperperispomeneτο̋
houtos
that.nom
τ¨̋
te¯s
the.gen
οÊκÐη̋
oikie¯s
house.gen
ταupsilonacuteτη̋
taute¯s
that.gen
â̋
es
to
∆ελφοupsilongrave̋
Delphous
Delphi
κρητ¨ρ
kre¯te¯ra
bowl.acc
τε
te
prt
ργupsilonacuteρεον
argureon
silver.acc
µèγαν
megan
great.acc
καÈ
kai
and
upsilonasperποκρητηρÐδιον
hupokre¯te¯ridion
stand.acc
σιδ ρεον
side¯reon
iron.acc
κολλητìν,
kolle¯ton,
welded.acc
θèη̋
thee¯s
view.gen
cιον
axion
worth.acc
δι
dia
through
πντων
panto¯n
all.gen
τÀν
to¯n
the.gen
âν
en
in
∆ελφοØσι
Delphoisi
Delphi.dat
ναθηµτων,
anathe¯mato¯n,
oﬀerings.gen
Γλαupsilonacuteκου
Glaukou
Glaucus.gen
τοupsilonperispomene
tou
the.gen
ΧÐου
Chiou
Chian.gen
ποÐηµα,
poie¯ma,
product.acc
ç̋
hos
who.nom
µοupsilonperispomeneνο̋
mounos
only.nom
δ
de¯
prt
πντων
panto¯n
all.gen
νθρ¸πων
anthro¯po¯n
men.gen
σιδ ρου
side¯rou
iron.gen
κìλλησιν
kolle¯sin
soldering.acc
â c ε upsilonperispomene ρ ε.
exeure.
discover.pst.AOR.3sg
“He (= Alyattes) was the second of his family to make an oﬀering to
Delphi (after recovering from his illness) of a great silver bowl on a
stand of welded iron, this being the most worth seeing among all the
2The translation of this and the next two Herodotus’ passages is Godley’s (Herodotus
1963).
3Ruijgh’s account about Ancient Greek aspect in general and this use of the aorist in
particular is discussed in chapter 7.
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oﬀerings at Delphi, being the work of Glaucus the Chian, the only
one of all men who discovered how to weld iron.”
Hdt. 1.25.2
(167) Κατ'
Kat’
with
αupsilonlenisτäν
auton
self.acc
δà
de
prt
ΚροØσον
Kroison
Croesus.acc
τδε
tade
this.nom
âγÐνετο.
egineto.
happen.pst.ipfv.3sg
\Ην
E¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
οÉ
hoi
he.dat
παØ̋,
pais,
son.nom
τοupsilonperispomene
tou
rel.gen
καÈ
kai
prt
πρìτερον
proteron
before
â π ε µ ν   σ θ η ν,
epemne¯sthe¯n,
mention.pst.AOR.1sg
τ
ta
the.acc
µàν
men
prt
λλα
alla
other.acc
âπιεικ ̋,
epieike¯s,
ﬁtting.nom
φωνο̋
apho¯nos
mute.nom
δè.
de.
prt
“With Croesus the following happened. He had a son, whom I have
already mentioned, ﬁne in other respects, but mute.”
Hdt. 1.85.1
In (166), the eventuality of the discovery is not temporally linked to the other
eventualities in the discourse. It is related only to the moment of utterance.
Similarly, in (167), the eventuality of mentioning is not temporally linked to
the eventualities previously described.
Molendijk (1990) observes the same phenomenon for the passe´ simple in
French. An example is given in (168) (from Molendijk 1990:251):
(168) En
in
1982,
1982
il
he
s’
oneself
installa
install.pst.pfv.3sg
dans
in
la
the
ville
town
meˆme
same
ou`
where
Charles
Charles
Martel
Martel
a r r eˆ t a
stop.pst.PFV.3sg
les
the
Arabs.
Arabs.
Il
He
y
there
rencontra
meet.pst.pfv.3sg
son
his
e´pouse
wife
future.
future
“In 1982 he went to live in the same town where Charles Martel
stopped the Arabs. There he met his future wife.”
The eventuality described in the second clause, the stopping of the Arabs by
Charles Martel, is presented solely from the perspective of the moment of
utterance. As in Greek, we do not ﬁnd such examples with the imparfait.
In this section I have given an overview of some common patterns found in
Ancient Greek discourse. The question now is how to account for them. On
the one hand, we want to explain the regularities. On the other, it is clear that
an adequate account should have a certain degree of ﬂexibility since there are
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plenty of examples that deviate from the common patterns. This ﬂexibility,
however, should not be captured in terms of a ﬂexible semantics for the aorist
and imperfective itself. Their semantics should remain constant throughout
the examples. In the next section we will see that an anaphoric account of the
topic time ensures the ﬂexibility needed.
6.3 Analysing the patterns
6.3.1 Determining the topic time
The account I propose in order to explain the temporal patterns described in
the previous section consists of the following two components:
1. the by now familiar semantics of aoristic and imperfective aspect: the
aorist contributes the information that the time of the eventuality is
included in the topic time (τ(e) ⊆ tTT), the imperfective that the topic
time is a non-ﬁnal subset of the time of the eventuality (τ(e) ·⊃ tTT);
2. the default rules of how the topic time of a sentence is determined by its
context. Let’s number the sentences in a discourse 1 . . . n and let the
sentence we interpret be i. Then tTTi, the topic time of sentence i, is by
default:
(a) a time immediately following the eventuality time of the previous
sentence τ(e)i−1 if that sentence has aoristic aspect: τ(e)i−1 ⊃≺
tTTi;
(b) the topic time of the previous sentence, tTTi−1, if that sentence has
imperfective aspect: tTTi−1 = tTTi.
In section 6.3.3 I will show how these rules yield the patterns found. But ﬁrst
I will show how I implement these rules in a so-called pushing account and
explain why a prefer such an account over a pulling account.
6.3.2 Pushing versus pulling
More often than not the time about which the speaker makes his utterance
is recoverable from the context in which the sentence is used. I model this
by treating this time, the topic time, as an anaphor: it binds to a time that
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has been previously introduced in the discourse.4 ,5 It is for this very reason
that I have adopted the dynamic framework of DRT. As a consequence of the
topic time being an anaphor, the time to which tTTi binds, that is, by de-
fault a time immediately following τ(e)i−1 if sentence i–1 has aoristic aspect,
has to be made available in the interpretation process of sentence i–1 already.
This is done in the following way: an aoristic sentence introduces not only the
eventuality it describes into the discourse context, but also a new time, which
follows the eventuality and acts as the default topic time for the eventuality of
the new sentence. Imperfective sentences do not introduce such a subsequent
point. They pass their own topic time on to the next sentence. Thus aoristic,
but not imperfective, aspect pushes the topic time further, so to speak. Ac-
counts like this one are called pushing accounts. Earlier examples of pushing
accounts are the ones of Hinrichs (1981, 1986) and Partee (1984) for English,
to which the present one comes quite close.6
This account deviates from the account of Kamp et al., discussed in section
3.2.1, in several respects. Their account is a pulling rather than pushing ac-
count. On pulling accounts sentences do not push the time forward. Moreover,
not the topic time itself, but the reference point, is treated as an anaphor. Re-
call that tense on their account introduces the instruction to temporally relate
the location time of the eventuality at hand to a time previously mentioned in
the discourse. Thus, two elements have to be resolved: the reference point has
to be determined and the temporal relation has to be speciﬁed. The reference
point is by default the location time of the last mentioned eventuality, the
temporal relation is succession for events, and inclusion for states.
The two types of accounts explain the phenomenon of narrative progression
in diﬀerent ways. Let me illustrate the diﬀerence with (169) (=(40)):
4It has been argued that tenses cannot be treated as anaphors in general. The behaviour
of tense in attitude reports has been put forward as a counterexample to the anaphoric
nature of tense (e.g. von Stechow 1995). This is due to the fact that tense interpretation
in such contexts involves egocentric de se binding (Lewis 1979), which forms a tension with
anaphoricity in most frameworks. Bary and Maier (2009) show, however, that tenses in
attitude reports are anaphoric just as well and propose an extension of DRT in which the
tension between the two features of tense interpretation is resolved. In this extension updates
of the common ground are accompanied by updates of each relevant agent’s attitudinal state.
The proposed framework can capture both the de se feature and the anaphoric feature of
tense interpretation at the same time and thus shows that the behaviour of tense in attitude
reports is not a counterexample to the anaphoric nature of tense. See also Kamp (2006).
5In this context it is interesting to note that according to Ruijgh (1991:212, n. 10) and
Beekes (1995:226) the past tense morpheme (the augment â- e-) probably comes from a
temporal anaphoric pronoun with the value ‘at that time’.
6One difference is that in the present account it’s grammatical aspect that determines
whether a new time is introduced to act as topic time for the next sentence, whereas in
Hinrich’s and Partee’s accounts this is determined by aspectual class (that is, whether the
sentence describes an event or state).
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(169) Pierre
Pierre
e n t r a.
enter.pst.PFV.3sg.
Marie
Marie
t e´ l e´ p h o n a.
phone.pst.PFV.3sg
“Pierre entered. Marie phoned.”
The second sentence of (169) is interpreted in the context of the ﬁrst sen-
tence. Pushing and pulling accounts diﬀer with respect to the representation
they assign to the ﬁrst sentence. We are familiar with (170) (= (46)), the
representation on the pulling account of Kamp et al.:
(170)
n e1 t1 t2
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
Pushing accounts, on the other hand, let the ﬁrst sentence introduce an addi-
tional time compared to pulling accounts, viz. a time t3 immediately following
the time of the eventuality t1:
(171)
n e1 t1 t2 t3
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t1 ⊃≺ t3
t2 ≺ n
The two accounts also diﬀer with respect to the preliminary representation
of the second sentence. The pulling account of Kamp et al. gives (172), my
pushing account (173):
(172)
e2 t3 t4
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t4)
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(173)
e2 t4 t6
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t4
t4 ⊆ t5
t4 ⊃≺ t6
t5
t5 ≺ n
Both representations contain an anaphoric condition, marked by the dashed
boxes, that has to be resolved. On the pulling account, the reference point
t5 has to be bound and the temporal relation ρ has to be speciﬁed. On the
pushing account, on the other hand, the topic time t5 is the anaphor that has
to be bound.
Merging the representations of the two sentences, as in (174) and (175),
results in the DRSs in which we try to ﬁnd antecedents for the anaphors. On
the pulling account, the default is that t5 binds to t2 and ρ is speciﬁed as ≺
(see (i′)–(iii′) on p. 37):
(174) (170) ⊕ (172) =
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t5
ρ(t5, t4)
ρ :=≺
t5 := t2
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t3 t4
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t3
t3 ⊆ t4
t4 ≺ n
t2 ≺ t4
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On the pushing account, on the other hand, t5 binds by default to t3 (rule
2a):
(175) (171) ⊕ (173) =
n e1 t1 t2 t3 e2 t4 t6
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t1 ⊃≺ t3
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t4
t4 ⊆ t5
t4 ⊃≺ t6
t5
t5 ≺ n
t5 := t3
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 t3 e2 t4 t6
p enter(e1)
τ(e1) = t1
t1 ⊆ t2
t1 ⊃≺ t3
t2 ≺ n
m phone(e2)
τ(e2) = t4
t4 ⊆ t3
t4 ⊃≺ t6
t3 ≺ n
The reader may check himself that in both ways we obtain the desired result
that the telephoning (e2) follows the entering (e1).
We could say that on a pushing account this ρ is always the identity re-
lation. I prefer this over a resolution of ρ to various temporal relations, what
happens on a pulling account, because I think it’s conceptually clearer. The
point is that if the resolution options of ρ are not restricted the relation is too
permissive. A restriction to ≺ and ⊆, however, or any temporal relation, is
just a stipulation. Moreover, we would expect that the default resolution for
ρ is identity. Let me explain this. The complex anaphoric condition of (172)
is reminiscent of Asher and Lascarides’ (1998) account of the phenomenon of
bridging. They deﬁne bridging as “an inference that two objects or events that
are introduced in a text are related in a particular way that isn’t explicitly
stated, and yet the relation is an essential part of the content of the text in
the sense that without this information, the lack of connection between the
sentences would make the text incoherent” (p. 83). Let me illustrate this with
(176):
(176) I took my car for a test drive. The engine made a weird noise.
The deﬁnite description the engine introduces the instruction to pick up a
previously introduced engine. The context doesn’t supply one explicitly. How-
ever, the hearer makes the inference that the engine spoken of in the second
sentence is the engine of the car mentioned in the ﬁrst sentence. On Asher
and Lascarides’s account of this phenomenon, a deﬁnite description introduces
a discourse marker that has to be linked to a previously introduced discourse
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marker via an underspeciﬁed relation, which must be further speciﬁed through
connecting to the discourse context. In (176), the relation is the part-of re-
lation. On this account the normal case of anaphora is the special case of
bridging in which the relation resolves to identity. Resolution to identity is
the preferred option, as Asher and Lascarides note. This brings me back to
pulling accounts of narrative progression. There the default resolution for ρ is
not identity, but succession for events and inclusion for states. This is concep-
tually strange. For these reasons, I prefer a pushing account, in which account
the temporal relation is not only by default, but always identity.
6.3.3 Explaining the patterns
Let’s now see how the proposed account gives the right results for our Greek
examples. (177) (for the glossed version, see (160)), with two aorists, behaves
the same as (169), with two passe´ simples:
(177) καÈ δupsilonacuteο τε ντÈ áνä̋ νηοupsilongrave̋ τ¨ù ÇΑθηναÐηù οÊκοδìµησε å ÇΑλυττη̋ âν τ¨ù
ÇΑσσησÀú, αupsilonlenisτì̋ τε âκ τ¨̋ νοupsilonacuteσου νèστη.
“Alyattes built-aor not one but two temples of Athena at Assesos,
and recovered-aor from his illness.” Hdt. 1.22.4
The context for the interpretation of the second clause of (177) contains among
other things world knowledge of the ancient and the information provided by
the whole work of Herodotus up to that point. For simplicity, however, I take
it to be the ﬁrst clause of (177), which is represented as (178):7
(178)
n e1 t1 t2
a build temples(e1)
τ(e1) ⊆ t1
τ(e1) ⊃≺ t2
t1 ≺ n
Note that (178) is constructed following the rules for the sentence internal
composition of meaning with which we were concerned in chapter 4. As before,
aoristic aspect speciﬁes that there is an eventuality of the kind speciﬁed by
the predicate temporally included in the topic time t1 and past tense indicates
that this topic time is in the past.8 The only addition is the introduction of an
extra time t2, immediately following τ(e1), a contribution of aoristic aspect.
The preliminary representation of the second clause is (179):
7Henceforth I combine the two conditions τ(e1) = t1 and t1 ⊆ t2 into one condition
τ(e1) ⊆ t2.
8Of course, the topic time of this sentence is an anaphor too. For simplicity, I have
presented the outcome of the resolution process and accommodated the topic time.
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(179)
e2 t4
a recover(e2)
τ(e2) ⊆ t3
τ(e2) ⊃≺ t4
t3
t3 ≺ n
The topic time t3 is no longer treated as a free variable (as it was in chapter
4), but as a true anaphor that has to bind to a previously introduced past
time. We merge (178) and (179), and following the default rules t3 binds to
t2:
(180)
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t4
a build temples(e1)
τ(e1) ⊆ t1
τ(e1) ⊃≺ t2
t1 ≺ n
a recover(e2)
τ(e2) ⊆ t3
τ(e1) ⊃≺ t4
t3
t3 ≺ n
t3 := t2
⇒
n e1 t1 t2 e2 t4
a build temples(e1)
τ(e1) ⊆ t1
τ(e1) ⊃≺ t2
t1 ≺ n
a recover(e2)
τ(e2) ⊆ t2
τ(e1) ⊃≺ t4
t2 ≺ n
The temporal relations are represented graphically in Figure 6.1. The recovery
e2 indeed follows the building of temples e1.
t1 = tTT1
t2 = t3 = tTT2τ(e1)
τ(e2)
Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of (180), succession
Let’s now move on to an example with imperfective aspect. We have seen
that a sequence of clauses with imperfective aspect often leads to an interpre-
tation of overlap, like in (181) (for the glossed version, see (162)):
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(181) ΠερÐανδρο̋ δà ªν Κυψèλου παØ̋; . . . âτυρννευε δà å ΠερÐανδρο̋
ΚορÐνθου
“Periander was-ipfv the son of Cypselus. He reigned-ipfv over
Corinth.” Hdt. 1.23.1
This overlap interpretation is derived in the following way: the ﬁrst clause,
represented as (182), is the context for the interpretation of the second sen-
tence.
(182)
n e1 t1
p son(e1)
τ(e1) ·⊃ t1
t1 ≺ n
Since the ﬁrst clause has imperfective aspect its representation does not contain
a discourse marker for a time following the eventuality described, in contrast
to (178).
(183) is the preliminary representation of the second clause of (181):
(183)
e2
p reign(e2)
τ(e2) ·⊃ t2
t2
t2 ≺ n
t2 looks for a past time to bind to. After we have merged the two DRSs, we
follow the default rule for imperfective aspect (2b on p. 140) and bind t2 to
t1:
(184) (182) ⊕ (183) =
n e1 t1 e2
p son(e1)
τ(e1) ·⊃ t1
t1 ≺ n
p reign(e2)
τ(e2) ·⊃ t2
t2
t2 ≺ n
t2 := t1
⇒
n e1 t1 e2
p son(e1)
t1 ≺ n
τ(e1) ·⊃ t1
p reign(e2)
τ(e2) ·⊃ t1
Due to its imperfective aspect, the ﬁrst sentence passes on its topic time
to the second sentence. Both eventualities described include this time (due to
imperfective aspect again), which yields the interpretation that the eventuali-
ties overlap. The resulting overlap interpretation is graphically represented in
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Figure 6.2.
t1 = tTT1 = t2 = tTT2
τ(e1)
τ(e2)
Figure 6.2: Graphical representation of (184), overlap
These default rules for the speciﬁcation of the topic time also explain the
so-called immediative use of imperfective aspect, the interpretation that the
eventuality described with imperfective aspect follows right after a previously
mentioned eventuality with aoristic aspect, as in (185) (cf. (164)):
(185) καÈ µα â φ θ è γ c α ν τ ο . . . πντε̋ καÈ πντε̋ δà ê θ ε ο ν.
“At the same time they all set up-aor a war-cry . . . and next all
were running-imp.” X. An. 1.8.18
Since the ﬁrst clause has aoristic aspect, it introduces not only an eventuality
of uttering a sound (e1 in Figure 6.3) included in the topic time tTT1, but also
a time tTT2 which immediately follows this eventuality and acts as topic time
for the next clause. Since the second clause has imperfective aspect, the time
of the running eventuality τ(e2) described by this clause properly includes the
topic time tTT2. In many instances of the combination aorist-imperfective the
imperfective eventuality will actually include the aorist eventuality as well, as
for example in (163), but this is not necessary. The rules, however, exclude
the possibility that there is a temporal gap between the two eventualities. As
a consequence, if world knowledge tells us that the eventualities described do
not overlap, as in (185), we have to interpret the imperfective eventuality as
taking place right after the aorist one. This yields the ‘immediative’ eﬀect.
Landeweerd (1998:177–187) has made the same observation for the impar-
fait in French. With the combination passe´ simple-imparfait, the described
eventualities often overlap, as in (186) (= (41)):
(186) Pierre
Pierre
e n t r a.
enter.pst.PFV.3sg
Marie
Marie
t e´ l e´ p h o n a i t.
phone.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Pierre entered. Marie was phoning.”
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tTT1
tTT2τ(e1)
τ(e2)
Figure 6.3: Graphical representation of (185), the ‘immediative’ eﬀect
But they need not overlap (from Kamp and Rohrer 1983:259):9
(187) Jean
Jean
t o u r n a
turn.pst.PFV.3sg
l’
the
interrupteur.
switch
La
the
lumie`re
light
e´clatante
bright
l’
him
e´ b l o u i s s a i t.
blind.pst.IPFV.3sg
“Jean switched on the light. The bright light blinded him.”
The blinding happens right after the switching on of the light. It is however
impossible that there is a gap between the two eventualities with the combi-
nation passe´ simple-imparfait. This is the reason why (188) (from Molendijk
et al. 2004:291) is odd, since world knowledge tells us that there is a gap
between going out in the rain and being soaking wet:
(188) Jean
Jean
sortit
leave.pst.PFV.3sg
sous
under
la
the
pluie.
rain
Il
he
e´tait
was.pst.IPFV.3sg
tout
all
mouille´.
wet
“Jean went out in the rain. He was soaking wet.”
In the next section we will see that the account presented here of the
temporal structure of discourse, and the account presented in chapter 4 of the
variation in interpretation of the two aspects, are not two distinct, independent
stories, but rather two sides of the same coin.
9Similar examples in English, like (i) based on Hinrichs (1986:68), were the reason for
Hinrichs to propose his pushing account:
(i) Max switched off the light. The room was pitch dark around him.
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6.3.4 Temporal structure and variation in interpreta-
tion
In chapter 4 I have developed an account of how the various interpretations
of aoristic and imperfective aspect come about. In this section I will show
that this account ﬁts naturally in the analysis of the temporal structure of
discourse presented in the present chapter. Actually, I have already (implicitly)
been using the ideas about how the topic time of a sentence is determined in
chapter 4 in accounting for the variation in interpretation, as I will show in
this section.
As a ﬁrst example, let’s reconsider the argument from section 4.5 why
âδκρυσε edakruse ‘cry.aor’ in (19), here repeated as (189), has an ingressive
rather than complexive interpretation (recall that there must be some kind of
reinterpretation, since the aorist requires bounded predicates, whereas Xerxes
cry is unbounded):
(189) âνθαupsilonperispomeneτα
enthauta
then
å
ho
the.nom
Cèρcη̋
Xerxe¯s
Xerxes.nom
áωυτäν
heo¯uton
himself.acc
âµακρισε,
emakarise,
declare.happy.pst.aor.3sg
µετ
meta
after
δà
de
and
τοupsilonperispomeneτο
touto
that.acc
â δ  κ ρ υ σ ε.
edakruse.
weep.pst.AOR.3sg
µ α θ ° ν
Matho¯n
perceive.AOR.ptcp.nom
δè
de
prt
µιν
min
he.acc
ÇΑρτβανο̋
Artabanos
Artabanus.nom
. . .
. . .
δακρupsilonacuteσαντα
dakrusanta
weep.aor.ptcp.acc
ε Ò ρ ε τ ο
eireto
ask.pst.ipfv.3sg
τδε;
tade:
this.acc
. . .
. . .
±̋
ho¯s
how
πολλäν
pollon
far
λλ λων
alle¯lo¯n
one.other.gen
κεχωρισµèνα
kecho¯rismena
separate.prf.pass.ptcp.acc
âργσαο
ergasao
do.pst.aor.2sg
νupsilonperispomeneν
nun
now
τε
te
prt
καÈ
kai
prt
æλÐγωú
oligo¯i
a.little.dat
πρìτερον;
proteron.
before.
µακαρÐσα̋
Makarisas
declare.happy.aor.ptcp.nom
γρ
gar
because
σεωυτäν
seo¯uton
yourself.acc
δ α κ ρ upsilonacute ε ι ̋.
dakrueis.
weep.PRS.ipfv.2sg
“Then Xerxes declared himself happy, and after that he started to
weep. Perceiving that he had begun to weep Artabanus questioned
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him saying: ‘What a distance is there between what you are doing
now and a little while ago! After declaring yourself happy you weep.’
” Hdt. 7.45-46.1
In section 4.5 I mentioned as the reason for getting an ingressive interpretation
in (189) that it is clear from the continuation that Xerxes is still crying at the
moment of Artabanus’ utterance. What is implicit in the argument is the
assumption that aoristic aspect pushes the topic time forward, an assumption
that we have made explicit in this chapter. Let’s see how this assumption
yields the ingressive interpretation.
The second clause of (189) introduces an eventuality in the discourse, e1 in
Figure 6.4, that is related to crying. It may be a maximal crying eventuality or
an ingressive one. Which of the two is unknown at this point in the discourse.
Since the sentence has aoristic aspect, this crying related eventuality is tempo-
rally included in the topic time tTT1. Moreover, the aoristic aspect introduces
into the discourse a time immediately following the crying related eventuality.
This time tTT2 acts as topic time for the next sentence. Since the participle
µαθ¸ν matho¯n ‘perceive.aor’ has aoristic aspect too, following the same recipe
it introduces into the discourse an eventuality e2 included in tTT2 and a time
following this eventuality, tTT3, which acts as topic time for the main clause.
The saying eventuality e3 is temporally included in tTT3.
10 Artabanus uses a
present tense (imperfective aspect) to describe a crying eventuality e4, which
indicates that this eventuality temporally includes the time of his utterance.
tTT1
tTT2τ(e1)
τ(e2) tTT3
τ(e3)
τ(e4)
Figure 6.4: Applying the rules to (189)
Let’s now return to âδκρυσε edakruse ‘cry.aor’ in the ﬁrst sentence. If
10εÒρετο eireto ‘say’ is an imperfective form. It is a common phenomenon in Ancient Greek
that verbs of saying occur in the imperfective form where we would expect an aorist, viz. for
complete eventualities. I return to this in section 7.3. For the present example it makes no
difference since the aorist forms âδκρυσε edakrusa ‘cry’ and µαθ¸ν matho¯n ‘perceive’ push
the time forward already.
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it would receive a complexive interpretation, the maximal, i.e. complete cry-
ing eventuality would lie before Artabanus’ utterance, and hence this crying
eventuality and the crying eventuality Artabanus describes cannot be the same
ones (or parts of the same one). It is in principle possible, but not very plau-
sible, that we have to do with two distinct crying eventualities. One prefers
instead to relate the two crying related eventualities. This is possible on the
ingressive interpretation: e1 then is the beginning of e4, as is illustrated in
Figure 6.5.
tTT1
tTT2τ(e1)
τ(e2) tTT3
τ(e3)
τ(e4)
Figure 6.5: The ingressive interpretation of (189)
Let’s consider a second example, this time with imperfective aspect. The
rule that imperfective aspect by default passes on the topic time, which we
have formulated in section 6.3.1, has already been assumed in section 4.7 in
the account of how the habitual interpretation of the imperfective form âφìρεον
ephoreon ‘carry.imp’ comes about in (131), repeated here as (190):
(190) \Ην
E¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
δà
de
prt
τοupsilonperispomeneτον
touton
that.acc
τäν
ton
the.acc
χρìνον
chronon
time.acc
êθνο̋
ethnos
nation.nom
οupsilonlenisδàν
ouden
no.nom
âν
en
in
τ¨ù
te¯i
the.dat
ÇΑσÐηù
Asie¯i
Asia.dat
οupsilonlenisacuteτε
oute
nor
νδρηιìτερον
andre¯ioteron
more.courageous.nom
οupsilonlenisacuteτε
oute
nor
λκιµ¸τερον
alkimo¯teron
braver.nom
τοupsilonperispomene
tou
the.gen
ΛυδÐου.
Ludiou.
Lydian.gen
ÃΗ
He¯
the.nom
δà
de
prt
µχη
mache¯
battle.nom
σφèων
spheo¯n
they.gen
ªν
e¯n
be.pst.ipfv.3sg
π'
ap’
from
Ñππων,
hippo¯n
horses.gen
δìρατ
dorata
spears.acc
τε
te
prt
â φ ì ρ ε ο ν
ephoreon
carry.pst.IPFV.3pl
µεγλα
megala
long.acc
καÈ
kai
and
αupsilonlenisτοÈ
autoi
they.nom
ªσαν
e¯san
be.pst.ipfv.3pl
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Éππεupsilonacuteεσθαι
hippeuesthai
manage.horse.ipfv.inf
γαθοÐ
agathoi
good.nom
“Now at this time there was no nation in Asia more courageous or
braver than the Lydian. They fought on horseback, carried long
spears, and they were skillful at managing horses.” Hdt. 1.79.3
Since imperfective aspect passes on the topic time, τοupsilonperispomeneτον τäν χρìνον touton
ton chronon ‘in that time’, which speciﬁes quite a long time, still is the topic
time when we interpret the clause δìρατ τε âφìρεον µεγλα dorata te ephoreon
megala ‘they carry.ipfv long spears’. Since a simple carrying eventuality is too
short to include such a long time we get a habitual reinterpretation. A habitual
carrying eventuality can include the topic time. Since the duration associated
with other predicates in the passage is longer, we don’t ﬁnd reinterpretation
with them, although the topic time is the same.
In this section I have shown that the reinterpretation phenomena of chapter
4 and the phenomena of narrative progression discussed in the present chapter
both depend on the same principles, viz. the default binding rules for the
anaphoric topic time.
6.3.5 Flexibility required
In the previous subsections we have seen how the semantics of aspect proposed
in chapter 4 together with the default binding rules for the anaphoric topic
time yields the temporal patterns commonly found with certain aspect combi-
nations. As one may however expect of an anaphor, the topic time sometimes
binds to a previously introduced time diﬀerent from the one determined by the
default rules, or even accommodates.11 The choice to deviate from the default
may be triggered by world knowledge, information structure, the presence of
discourse particles (abundant in Ancient Greek), et cetera, and intricate inter-
actions between these factors.12 A relatively simple non-default case is (165),
here repeated as (191):
(191) διαφèρουσι δè σφι âπÈ Òση̋ τäν πìλεµον τÀú éκτωú êτεϊ συµβολ¨̋ γενο-
µèνη̋ συν νεικε ¹στε, τ¨̋ µχη̋ συνεστε¸ση̋, τν µèρην âcαπÐνη̋
νupsilonacuteκτα γενèσθαι. Τν δà µεταλλαγν ταupsilonacuteτην τ¨̋ µèρη̋ Θαλ¨̋ å
Μιλ σιο̋ τοØσι Ι^ωσι π ρ ο η γ ì ρ ε υ σ ε êσεσθαι, οupsilonlenisperispomeneρον προθèµενο̋
âνιαυτäν τοupsilonperispomeneτον âν τÀú δ καÈ âγèνετο  µεταβολ .
“They were still warring with equal success, when it happened, at an
11See section 3.2.1 for the notion of accommodation.
12See Asher and Lascarides’ (2003) Segmented Discourse Representation Theory for a
framework that models the influence of these kind of information sources on the temporal
structure of English discourse.
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encounter which occurred in the sixth year, that during the battle the
day was suddenly turned to night. Thales of Miletus had foretold-
aor this loss of daylight to the Ionians, ﬁxing it within the year in
which the change did indeed happen.” Hdt. 1.74.2
(191) is an example of the aorist where we go backward rather than forward in
narrative time: the natural interpretation is that the prediction of the eclipse
happens before the eclipse itself. Here the default binding rule for the aorist
is overruled by the lexical knowledge that one foretells something before it
happens. I believe that for (191) it is natural to assume that a time in the
past of the eclipse is accommodated to which the topic time of the foretelling
clause binds.
The fact that the Ancient Greek aorist shows quite a large degree of ﬂex-
ibility can be partly explained by the fact that this language does not have a
form that exclusively expresses that an eventuality takes place prior to some
(contextually given) reference time, that is, a form to express a past-in-the-
past (the Greek pluperfect indicating a perfect-in-the-past, see e.g. Ku¨hner and
Gerth 1898:151). Lacking such a form, Ancient Greek has to ﬁnd a solution
and uses the aorist in this case, as in (191). By contrast, in French, which has
its plus-que-parfait to express a past-in-the-past, the passe´ simple does not al-
low for a reverse order interpretation (in absence of a temporal adverbial) (see
e.g. Molendijk et al. 2004:284–288). (192) (from Molendijk et al. 2004:285),
for example, does not have the interpretation that the pushing precedes the
falling, in contrast to its English translation (193) (from Lascarides and Asher
1993:438):
(192) Max
Max
tomba.
fall.pst.pfv.
John
John
le
him
poussa.
push.pst.pfv
“Max fell. John pushed him.”
(193) Max fell. John pushed him.
The use of the passe´ simple to express a past-in-the-past is blocked by the
existence of a better form to express this.13 Ancient Greek, on the other hand,
lacking this form, can use the aorist and deviate from its default binding rules.
6.3.6 Autonomous use of the aorist
This leaves me with the autonomous use of the aorist, the use of the aorist for
eventualities that are not situated in the time of the story, as illustrated in (166)
and (167). The impression is that in these cases the eventualities are presented
13This leaves unexplained why in English, having a pluperfect serving as a past-in-the-
past form, it is possible to get a reverse order interpretation with the simple past, as (193)
shows.
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solely from the perspective of the moment of utterance. This impression has
led some to the assumption that perfective (= aoristic) aspect, in contrast to
imperfective aspect, has a non-anaphoric use (see for example Asher 1995:57
and Molendijk and de Swart 1999 for French). Although there is something
intuitive in this assumption, stated in this way it leaves unexplained why the
imperfective does not have this use. The restriction of this phenomenon to
the aorist can be understood, however, if we realise that the topic time can be
accommodated and can be the whole history up to the moment of speaking, or
the whole life of the speaker until this moment. If then the aorist is used, which
only indicates that an eventuality of the described kind is temporally included
somewhere within this long topic time, the impression is that the exact location
in time is not relevant as long as it is in the past of the moment of speaking. If
on the other hand the imperfective is used, it follows from its semantics that
the described eventuality must include the moment of utterance. This is very
well possible, but does not give rise to an autonomous interpretation.
As we may expect, this use of the aorist is more common in conversations
than in narrative discourses (cf. Ruijgh 1991:201), since here the temporal re-
lations between the eventualities described are less important. When it occurs
in narrative discourse, there is a clue present that the narration is temporally
interrupted, which allows for a shift in topic time. In (167), for example, such
a clue is the fact that Herodotus makes reference to himself, although he is no
protagonist in the story he is telling.
Notice that this phenomenon is again explained on the basis of the simple
semantics of aspect developed in chapter 4. We do not have to assume an
ambiguity for the aorist between an anaphoric and a non-anaphoric use, nor
do we have to look for an independent explanation why we do not ﬁnd the
same interpretation with the imperfective.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter I have speciﬁed the default binding rules for the anaphoric topic
time. These rules together with the semantics of aspect proposed in chapter
4 explain the common temporal patterns found in Ancient Greek discourse.
One of these patterns was the so-called immediative use of the imperfective.
Furthermore, I have shown how the variation in interpretation of aorist and
imperfective ﬁts naturally within this account of the temporal structure of
discourse. I have argued that the anaphoric nature of the topic time ensures
the ﬂexibility needed to allow for deviations from the common patterns under
the inﬂuence of particles, world knowledge etc. Finally, I have shown that the
autonomous use of the aorist is best explained in terms of the accommodation
of a long topic time up to the moment of utterance.
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Chapter 7
Comparison to theories in
Classics
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will compare the analysis of Ancient Greek aspect developed
in the present work with two inﬂuential analyses proposed in the literature,
by Ruijgh (1985, 1991) and Sicking (1991, 1996), respectively. My account
resembles the former in that Ruijgh and I both claim that grammatical aspect
concerns the relation between the time of the eventuality and some reference
time. Nevertheless, I will show that my account is preferable over Ruijgh’s.
Sicking, on the other hand, takes a very diﬀerent approach. He treats
aspect in terms of focus rather than temporal relations. The motivation for
his alternative account are examples that are problematic for any temporal
theory of aspect. I will show that although Sicking is right in pointing out
these problems, the theory he proposes cannot be upheld.
7.2 Ruijgh’s moment donne´
In both my own and Ruijgh’s (1985, 1991) analysis grammatical aspect con-
cerns the relation between the time of the eventuality and some other time.
Our accounts diﬀer, however, in the speciﬁcation of this other time. In my ac-
count it is the topic time, in Ruijgh’s it’s what he calls the moment donne´. The
diﬀerence is not just a terminological one. As we have seen in chapter 6, my
topic time is an anaphor that binds to a previously introduced time. Ruijgh’s
moment donne´, on the other hand, is a diﬀerent notion which he describes as
follows:
Dans le cas du moment donne´, il peut s’agir du moment pre´sent,
du moment initial d’une autre action mentionne´e dans le contexte
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ou d’un moment simplement pre´sent dans l’esprit du locuteur. Le
moment donne´ est le point d’orientation.
(In the case of the moment donne´, it can be the present moment,
the initial moment of another action mentioned in the context, or
a moment that is simply present in the mind of the speaker. The
moment donne´ is the orientation point.) Ruijgh (1991:199)
The moment donne´ is not an anaphor, since it often is a time that will be intro-
duced in the following discourse rather than a time that has been introduced
already.1
A second diﬀerence between the two accounts becomes clear when we con-
sider the temporal relation they assign to imperfective and aoristic aspect.
This temporal relation is roughly the same in case of the imperfective, as both
accounts take the eventuality time to include the moment donne´/topic time,
which yields the eﬀect that the eventuality is ‘not yet completed’. The two
accounts assign diﬀerent temporal relations to the aorist, however. To cap-
ture its value of completion, Ruijgh locates the eventuality time before the
moment donne´, whereas I locate it within the topic time.2 The two proposals
are represented graphically in Figure 7.1.
my account
aorist imperfective
topic time
eventuality time
Ruijgh’s account moment donne´
eventuality time
Figure 7.1: My account of grammatical aspect versus Ruijgh’s
1See, for example, Hettrich’s (1976) test of Ruijgh’s (1971) account, in particular, pp.
33–34.
2This is clear from the following citation:
Le TPr [imperfective aspect] exprime qu’a` un moment donne´ par la situation
ou le contexte, l’action exprime´e par le the`me verbal est encore en cours. Le
TAo [aoristic aspect] exprime qu’avant un MD [moment donne´], l’action a de´ja`
e´te´ acheve´e (ou finie).
(The TPr [imperfective aspect] indicates that the action expressed by the
verbal theme is still going on at a moment given by the situation or context.
The TAor [aoristic aspect] expresses that the action has already been achieved
(or finished) before an MD [moment donne´]) Ruijgh (1985:9)
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Let’s illustrate Ruijgh’s account by means of his own (constructed) exam-
ples (Ruijgh 1991:200):
(194) πÐνων
pino¯n
drink.IPFV.ptcp.nom
νèστη
aneste¯
stand.up.pst.aor.3sg
“While he was drinking, he got up.”
(195) πι°ν
pio¯n
drink.AOR.ptcp.nom
νèστη
aneste¯
stand.up.pst.aor.3sg
“After he had drunk, he got up.”
On my account the preceding participial clause provides the topic time for the
main clause. On Ruijgh’s account, on the other hand, the main clause provides
the moment donne´ for the participial clause. He explains the interpretions of
the diﬀerent temporal relations in the following way: With the imperfective
participle, the drinking eventuality includes the moment donne´, that is the
(beginning of the) getting up. With the aorist participle, on the other hand,
the drinking eventuality is ﬁnished before this moment donne´.
In contrast to my account, Ruijgh’s main aim is to capture the basic oppo-
sition between imperfective and aoristic aspect in terms of completion and does
not try to derive the various interpretations of the two aspects from a uniform
semantics. For example, he doesn’t assign a role to the length of the reference
time in the coming about of the habitual and ingressive interpretations, which
is crucial to the analysis I have proposed.
Apart from the diﬀerence with respect to special interpretations, there is a
second, more important reason why my account is preferable over Ruijgh’s. As
I will show in the remainder of this section, Ruijgh’s semantics of the aorist is
untenable in the light of the interaction between grammatical aspect and tense.
In short, the problem is that it is impossible to combine Ruijgh’s account of
aspect with a uniform account of tense.
Unfortunately, Ruijgh doesn’t discuss the semantics of tense explicitly. In
order to understand the problem, let’s see what options are open to him:
1. Tense locates the time of the eventuality with respect to the moment of
utterance.
2. Tense locates the moment donne´ with respect to the moment of utter-
ance.
3. Tense locates both the time of the eventuality and the moment donne´
with respect to the moment of utterance.
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Although he does not discuss the semantics of tense as such, Ruijgh (1985:10–
12) does address the location of the moment donne´ with respect to the moment
of utterance for the tense-aspect pairs present-imperfective, past-imperfective,
and past-aorist:
Dans le cas de l’indicatif primaire (valeur : ‘non-passe´e’) du TPr
[the combination present-imperfective], le MD [moment donne´] est
en principe le moment pre´sent. . . .
Dans le cas de l’indicatif secondaire (valeur : ‘passe´e’) du TPr [the
combination past-imperfective], le MD est un moment du passe´.
. . .
L’ind. sec. du TAo [the combination past-aorist] exprime, en re-
vanche, l’ache`vement de l’action ante´rieur au MD. Le MD peut
eˆtre ou bien le MP [moment pre´sent, moment of utterance] . . . ou
bien un moment du passe´.
(In the case of the primary indicative (value: ‘non-past’) of the TPr
[the combination present-imperfective], the MD [moment donne´] is
in principle the moment of utterance. . . .
In the case of the secondary indicative (value: ‘past’) of the TPr
[the combination past-imperfective], the MD is a moment in the
past. . . .
The secondary indicative of the TAor [the combination past-aorist],
by contrast, expresses the achievement of the action before the MD.
The MD can be the moment of utterance or a moment in the past.)
Let’s try to deduce from these remarks, in combination with his semantics of
aspect, as given in Figure 7.1, which of the three above mentioned options
Ruijgh takes to be the semantics of tense.
As the last citation shows, Ruijgh claims that with the combination past-
aorist the moment donne´ can be the moment of utterance. This means that
tense does not locate the moment donne´ with respect to the moment of ut-
terance, which excludes the second and third option. We are left with the
ﬁrst option, according to which tense locates the time of the eventuality with
respect to the moment of utterance. However, the fact that with the com-
bination present-imperfective the moment donne´ is the moment of utterance,
suggests the second or third option. Hence, when combined with his semantics
of aspect Ruijgh’s remarks concerning the location of the moment donne´ with
respect to the utterance time result in a non-uniform account of tense.3
3One could try to save a uniform account of tense in the following way. We stick with the
first option and try to explain the claim that with the combination present-imperfective the
moment donne´ is the moment of utterance as the result of combining the contributions of
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Actually, the problem is worse than this: not only are the actual remarks
at odds with a uniform account of tense, it is simply impossible to combine
Ruijgh’s account of aspect with a uniform account of tense, even if we ignore
his remarks about the location of the moment donne´ for the various tense-
aspect pairs. In other words, Ruijgh’s account of aspect is problematic for any
uniform semantics of tense, as I will show now.
There are (at least) two phenomena that Ruijgh would like to explain with
his approach to aspect: the autonomous use of the aorist (see the previous
chapter) and the lack of a form for the combination present tense and aoristic
aspect (see chapter 5). As I will show, however, given Ruijgh’s analysis of
aspect, these two phenomena impose conﬂicting constraints on a theory of
tense. The former requires the ﬁrst tense option, the latter the third.
Let’s start with the autonomous use of the aorist. This use is the reason
why Ruijgh allows the moment donne´ to be the moment of utterance for the
combination past-aorist, since he claims that with this use the moment donne´
is the moment of utterance. Imperfective aspect then does not have this use,
for with the past-imperfective the moment donne´ cannot be the moment of
utterance.4 As we have seen, the fact that with the combination past-aorist
the moment donne´ can be the moment of utterance excludes the second and
third options: tense does not locate the moment donne´ with respect to the
moment of utterance. Hence, the autonomous use of the aorist requires the
ﬁrst tense option, in which tense locates the time of the eventuality with respect
to the moment of utterance.
But now let’s consider the second phenomenon, the absence of a form for
the combination of present tense and aoristic aspect. This phenomenon can
only be explained on the third tense option. To see this, let’s start with the
second option, since it is immediately clear that this option doesn’t work. If
tense would locate the moment donne´ with respect to the moment of utter-
present tense and imperfective aspect. However, the combination of these two contributions
does not result in the moment donne´ being the moment of utterance, as I will explain. On
the first option, the present tense indicates that the time of the eventuality overlaps with
the moment of utterance. (Note that on the first option, it is impossible to say that with
the present tense the time of the eventuality is (rather than includes or overlaps with) the
moment of utterance, since then we could only describe very short eventualities with the
present tense, which is not the case.) The combination of the two contributions allows the
constellation that both the moment of utterance and the moment donne´ are included in the
time of the eventuality, without the moment of utterance being equal to or overlapping with
the moment donne´. Hence, we cannot save a uniform account in this way.
4Stated this way it is not so much of an explanation of course, since why can’t themoment
donne´ be the utterance time for the past-imperfective? One could try to turn it into an
explanation in the following way: if the utterance time functions as the moment donne´ and
imperfective aspect indicates that the eventuality time includes the moment donne´, then the
eventuality time overlaps with the utterance time, and hence we expect the present tense.
For aoristic aspect, on the other hand, since the eventuality time precedes the moment
donne´, the eventuality precedes the utterance time, and hence we expect past tense.
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ance, the present tense would indicate that the moment donne´ is (or overlaps
with, or includes) the moment of utterance. Since the aorist situates the even-
tuality before the moment donne´, and hence with the present tense, before
the utterance time, this predicts that there would be many cases in which
the present-aorist form can be used (viz. for all kinds of eventualities in the
past; the situation is represented graphically in Figure 7.2). Hence we cannot
explain the absence of this form in terms of a very restricted use.
utterance time
moment donne´
eventuality time
Figure 7.2: The second tense option and the lack of a form for present-aorist
The same holds for the ﬁrst tense option, although here the situation is
somewhat more complicated. The situation is represented graphically in Figure
7.3. If tense would concern the relation between the eventuality time and
the utterance time, the present tense would indicate that the eventuality time
overlaps with the utterance time. Since the aorist indicates that the eventuality
time is in the past of a moment donne´, there are again many situations in
which the present-aorist form could be used, and again, the absence of this
form cannot be attributed to a very restricted use of this form.
utterance time
moment donne´
eventuality time
Figure 7.3: The ﬁrst tense option and the lack of a form for present-aorist
One could try to save this option by letting the utterance time include the
time of the eventuality rather than overlap with it. Then, indeed, there is a
tension between the semantic values of present tense and aoristic aspect, viz.
the same tension that I have sketched in chapter 5 (the form present-aorist
could only be used for eventualities of very short duration), and the absence
of the form is explained. This proposal is represented in Figure 7.4.
However, this revised version doesn’t work either, since it immediately
raises the question why the eventuality time should be included in the utterance
time. Is it a contribution of the present tense or of the aoristic aspect? If it
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utterance time
moment donne´
eventuality time
Figure 7.4: The ﬁrst tense option and the lack of a form for present-aorist,
revised version
comes from the present tense, then this account wrongly predicts that there
doesn’t exist a form for present tense and imperfective aspect either. If it comes
from the aoristic aspect feature, on the other hand, the account deviates from
Ruijgh’s original account, since then aspect does not only concern the relation
between the eventuality time and the moment donne´, but also that between
the eventuality time and some other time. The intuition of completion is no
longer captured in terms of the relation between eventuality time and moment
donne´, but requires a second temporal relation to capture it. But if we have
this second temporal relation (a temporal relation that reminds us of the one
I propose for aoristic aspect), what do we need the moment donne´ for?
I have shown that the absence of the form present-aorist cannot be ex-
plained on Ruijgh’s analysis for aspect if we assume the ﬁrst or second option
for the semantics of tense.5 It is explained on the third option: if the present
tense indicates that both the eventuality time and the moment donne´ overlap
with the moment of utterance, and aoristic aspect indicates that the eventu-
ality is situated completely before the moment donne´, there is a clash. As
5Of course, one could try to find a different kind of explanation for the absence of this
form, not in terms of a clash between semantic features. However, Ruijgh himself wants to
explain the absence in terms of such a semantic clash:
Le the`me d’aoriste [aoristic aspect] ne dispose pas d’un indicatif pri-
mair [present tense]. En effet, une forme constitue´e d’un the`me d’aoriste
imme´diatement suivi d’une de´sinence primaire exprimerait deux valeurs in-
compatibles: l’ache`vement de l’action avant le moment pre´sent et la pre´sence
de l’action au moment pre´sent.
(The aorist theme [aoristic aspect] does not dispose of a primary indicative
[present tense]. In fact, a form made up of an aorist aspect immediately fol-
lowed by a primary inflection would express two incompatible values: the
achievement of the action before the moment of utterance and the presence of
the action at the moment of utterance.) Ruijgh (1991:201)
Note that this extract indeed suggests the third tense option: the present tense indicates
that both the moment donne´ and the eventuality time are, or overlap with, the moment of
utterance.
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I have argued, however, on the third option we lose Ruijgh’s account of the
autonomous use of the aorist.
In sum, I have shown that Ruijgh’s analysis of aspect requires a non-
uniform account of tense to explain the data. To explain one phenomenon,
tense has to concern the relation between eventuality time and utterance time,
whereas to explain the other, tense has to locate both the eventuality time
and the moment donne´ with respect to the utterance time. Since my own
account does not suﬀer from this shortcoming, I conclude that it is superior
to Ruijgh’s.
7.3 Sicking: aspect as focus
Sicking (1991, 1996) proposes an analysis of aspect that is very diﬀerent from
the ones discussed so far. In contrast to, for example, Ruijgh’s account and
my own, Sicking argues that the contribution of aspect cannot be captured
in terms of temporal relations. His motivation for deviating from a temporal
analysis are examples like (196) (from Sicking 1991:27):
(196) Μαρδìνιο̋
Mardonios
Mardonius.nom
δà
de
prt
. . .
. . .
µετ
meta
after
ταupsilonperispomeneτα
tauta
that.acc
ê π ε µ ψ ε
epempse
send.pst.AOR.3sg
γγελον
angelon
messenger.acc
â̋
es
to
ÇΑθ να̋
Athe¯nas
Athens.acc
ÇΑλècανδρον
Alexandron
Alexander.acc
τäν
ton
the.acc
ÇΑµupsilonacuteντεω
Amunteo¯
Amyntas.gen
νδρα
andra
man.acc
Μακεδìνα,
Makedona,
Macedonian.acc
µα
hama
at.the.same.time
µàν
men
prt
íτι
hoti
because
οÉ
hoi
he.dat
προσκηδèε̋
proske¯dees
akin.nom
οÉ
hoi
the.nom
Πèρσαι
Persai
Persians.nom
ªσαν
e¯san
be.pst.ipfv.3pl
. . . ,
. . . ,
µα
hama
at.the.same.time
δà
de
prt
å
ho
the.nom
Μαρδìνιο̋
Mardonios
Mardonius.nom
πυθìµενο̋
puthomenos
learn.aor.ptcp.nom
íτι
hoti
that
πρìcεινì̋
proxeinos
protector.nom
τε
te
prt
εÒη
eie¯
be.ipfv.opt.3sg
〈âκεØ〉
〈ekei〉
there
καÈ
kai
and
εupsilonlenisεργèτη̋
euergete¯s
benefactor.nom
å
ho
the.nom
ÇΑλècανδρο̋
Alexandros
Allexander.nom
ê π ε µ π ε.
epempe
send.pst.IPFV.3sg
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“After that Mardonius sent as a messenger to Athens Alexander, a
Macedonian, son of Amyntas, partly because the Persians were akin
to him (. . . ), and partly Mardonius sent him because he learned that
Alexander was a protector and benefactor of the Athenians.” Hdt.
8.136
In (196) the same sending eventuality is mentioned twice, the ﬁrst time with
aoristic aspect, the second time with imperfective aspect. At ﬁrst sight at
least, this use of the imperfective is puzzling for any temporal theory of as-
pect, since it is intuitively used for a complete eventuality. That the im-
perfective sometimes seems to be used to refer to complete eventualities has
often been observed in the literature (e.g. Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:277,
Ku¨hner and Gerth 1898:143). Many grammars note that this phenomenon is
particularly common with verba dicendi in the broad sense (ibidem). Exam-
ples of verbs that display this behaviour are κελεupsilonacuteω keleuo¯ ‘to order’, πèµπω
pempo¯ ‘to send’, and δèοµαι deomai ‘to ask’. Blass (1889:410) speaks of Verba,
Handlungen bezeichnend, die ihr Ziel und ihre Vollendung in dem Thun eines
Andern haben (‘verbs that refer to actions that ﬁnd their goal and completion
in the action of someone else’).
Several attempts to save a temporal account for these kind of examples
have been proposed in the literature. One popular approach is to claim that
the meaning of the above mentioned verbs does not correspond to the meaning
of the English translations that I gave but that the so-called Fortwirkung is
part of the meanings of these verbs too (see e.g. Svensson 1930:passim, Hettrich
1976:61–62). On this view the Greek verb πèµπω pempo¯ in (196) refers to an
eventuality that consists not only of the sending of a messenger but also its
eﬀect, that is, the messenger go and tell his message. Even if the sending
itself is completed, the imperfective can be used as long as its eﬀect is not yet
completed.
Note that in order to deal with examples like (196), we have to assume
that the verbs in question are ambiguous, since the aorist in the ﬁrst clause
is not taken to indicate that the Fortwirkung is completed, that is, that the
messenger completed his task. It’s only the sending itself that is completed.
Sicking (1991, 1996) is not convinced by this solution and takes examples
like (196) to be a reason to develop a new, non-temporal approach to aspect
in Ancient Greek. He claims that the choice of aspect relates to focus rather
than temporal relations. More speciﬁcally, he argues that with the aorist, in
contrast to the imperfective, the verb has focus function, a notion that he
describes as follows:
. . . I will, without further ado, use the terms ‘focus function’ for
the part of the unit involved that, from a viewpoint of information,
is the most prominent in the sense of being its ‘nucleus’, or the
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part ‘to which the speaker especially draws the hearer’s attention.’
Sicking (1996:75)
Unfortunately, Sicking’s notion of focus function is not worked out in much
detail, though the following example may clarify what he has in mind. Ac-
cording to Sicking, if he gave a sword is said in answer to the question what
did he do?, gave is part of the focused information; if it is said in answer to
the question what did he give?, gave is part of the topical information (Sicking
1996:6-7; for similar examples, see Sicking 1991:29). The focal information of
a sentence may thus be identiﬁed by checking in which discourse context it
is or can be felicitously used. More speciﬁcally, a syntactic constituent is a
‘focus’ if it correlates which the questioned part of a preceding question. The
non-focal remainder is called the background which contains the topical infor-
mation (to revert to Sicking’s terminology). This explication of focal versus
non-focal information has a long history and goes back at least to Paul (1880).
Nowadays it is common to see question-answer congruence as the primary test
to distinguish focal from non-focal information. This explication is moreover
fully compatible with Sicking’s claim cited above that from the viewpoint of
information focal information is given by most prominent part of a sentence.
Sicking’s central claim can now be stated as follows: if a verb in Greek occurs
as part of the focused information, it’s in the aorist; if it is part of the non-focal
information, imperfective aspect is used.
Let’s apply Sicking’s analysis to (196). The ﬁrst time the sending eventu-
ality is mentioned the verb form is part of the focused information. Sicking
claims that this is why the aorist is used. With the second mention, the exis-
tence of this eventuality is backgrounded information, hence the imperfective.
Sicking claims that his focus account also explains why aspect is tradi-
tionally explained in terms of temporal relations. After noting that we often
interpret an overlap relation with imperfective aspect, he continues
This is just what one expects since:
1. PS [imperfective aspect] is crucially associated with the pre-
sentation of introductory, backgrounded or otherwise subsidiary
material, and,
2. backgrounded clauses more often than not refer to durative
situations, which, by definition, will be going on at the mo-
ment the event referred to by the main verb occurs.
Sicking (1996:36; emphasis in original)
Again, it is diﬃcult to get at what exactly Sicking is after. For if focus is used
in the same sense as before, it is unclear why verbs without focus function
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‘more often than not’ refer to durative situations.6 Nor is it clear why durative
situtations ‘will be going on at the moment the event referred to by the main
verb occurs’ (let alone why this should be ‘by deﬁnition’).
Apart from this problem, Sicking’s theory faces at least three additional
problems. First, as Wakker (1998) rightly points out, it does not explain why
there is no form for aoristic aspect in the present tense. A focus account would
have to claim that information about the present time cannot be focused, but
it is unclear why that should be the case.
Second, it is easy to ﬁnd counterexamples to the claim that aoristic aspect
is used for focused information and imperfective aspect for topical information.
I collected the following examples from Herodotus book 1:
(197) Παρελθ°ν δà οupsilonasperperispomeneτο̋ â̋ τ ΚροÐσου οÊκÐα κατ νìµου̋ τοupsilongrave̋ âπιχωρÐου̋
καθαρσÐου âδèετο κυρ¨σαι, ΚροØσο̋ δè µιν âκθηρε. ^Εστι δà παρα-
πλησÐη  κθαρσι̋ τοØσι ΛυδοØσι καÈ τοØσι Ελλησι. ÇΕπεÐτε δà τ νο-
µιζìµενα âποÐησε å ΚροØσο̋, âπυνθνετο åκìθεν τε καÈ τÐ̋ εÒη, λèγων
τδε; `^Ωνθρωπε, τÐ̋ τε â°ν καÈ κìθεν τ¨̋ ΦρυγÐη̋ ¡κων âπÐστιì̋
µοι âγèνεοˇ ΤÐνα τε νδρÀν £ γυναικÀν â φ ì ν ε υ σ α ̋ˇ' ÃΟ δà
µεÐβετο; `\Ω βασιλεupsilonperispomene, ΓορδÐεω µàν τοupsilonperispomene ΜÐδεω εÊµÈ παØ̋, æνοµζοµαι
δà Α^δρηστο̋, φ ο ν ε upsilonacute σ α ̋ δà δελφεäν âµεωυτοupsilonperispomene èκων πρειµι
âcεληλαµèνο̋ τε upsilonasperπä τοupsilonperispomene πατρä̋ καÈ âστερηµèνο̋ πντων.'
“This man came to Croesus’ house, and entreated that he might be
puriﬁed after the custom of the country; so Croesus puriﬁed him (the
Lydians use the same manner of puriﬁcation as do the Greeks), and
when he had done all according to usage, he inquired of the Phrygian
whence he came and who he was: ‘Friend,’ he said, ‘who are you, and
from what place in Phrygia do you come to be my suppliant? and
what man or woman have you killed-aor?’ ‘O King,’ the man an-
swered, ‘I am the son of Gordias the son of Midas, and my name is
Adrastus; by no will of mine, I killed-aor my brother, and hither I
am come, banished by my father and bereft of all.” Hdt. 1.35.2-57
A comparison with Sicking’s own giving the sword example tells us that his
account predicts the use of imperfective aspect in (197) when the killing even-
tuality is mentioned for the second time. This is because when we have come
to Adrastus’ answer the fact that he killed someone is backgrounded informa-
tion. The focused information is that the person whom he killed is his brother.
6Sicking (1971:38) defines durative situations as situations that do not have natural
boundaries, similar to my unbounded predicates; Sicking (1991:41) defines them as situations
that are capable of continuing for some time. Neither definition provides durative situations
with the characteristics that Sicking ascribes to them in the quoted passage.
7The translations of this and the following two Herodotus’ passages are based on Godley’s
(Herodotus 1963) translation.
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Nevertheless, aoristic aspect is used.
Likewise for the following example:
(198) ÃΩ̋ δà καÈ ταupsilonperispomeneτα ¢κουσαν οÉ Λακεδαιµìνιοι, πεØχον τ¨̋ âcευρèσιο̋
οupsilonlenisδàν êλασσον, πντα διζ µενοι, â̋ οupsilonasperperispomene δ ΛÐχη̋ τÀν γαθοεργÀν κα-
λεοµèνων Σπαρτιητèων  ν ε upsilonperispomene ρ ε. ΟÉ δà γαθοεργοÐ εÊσι τÀν στÀν,
âcιìντε̋ âκ τÀν Éππèων αÊεÈ οÉ πρεσβupsilonacuteτατοι, πèντε êτεο̋ áκστου;
τοupsilongrave̋ δεØ τοupsilonperispomeneτον τäν âνιαυτìν, τäν ν âcÐωσι âκ τÀν Éππèων, Σπαρ-
τιητèων τÀú κοινÀú διαπεµποµèνου̋ µ âλινupsilonacuteειν λλου̋ λληù. Τοupsilonacuteτων
Âν τÀν νδρÀν ΛÐχη̋  ν ε upsilonperispomene ρ ε âν Τεγèηù καÈ συντυχÐηù χρησµενο̋
καÈ σοφÐηù.
“When the Lacedaemonians heard this too, they were no nearer ﬁnd-
ing what they sought, though they made search everywhere, till at
last Liches, one of the Spartans who are called Benefactors, found-
aor it. These Benefactors are the Spartan citizens who pass out of
the ranks of the knights, the ﬁve oldest in each year; for the year in
which they pass out from the knights they are sent on diverse errands
by the Spartan state, and must use all despatch. Liches, then, one
of these men, by good luck and cleverness found-aor the tomb at
Tegea.” Hdt. 1.67.5-68.1
By the time we have come to the last sentence of (198), the fact that Liches
found the tomb is backgrounded information. Still aoristic aspect is used.
A ﬁnal example is (199):
(199) Τν µàν δ τυραννÐδα οupsilonasperacuteτω êσχον οÉ Μερµνδαι τοupsilongrave̋ ÃΗρακλεÐδα̋
πελìµενοι, Γupsilonacuteγη̋ δà τυραννεupsilonacuteσα̋  π è π ε µ ψ ε ναθ µατα â̋ ∆ελ-
φοupsilongrave̋ . . . Οupsilonasperperispomeneτο̋ δà å Γupsilonacuteγη̋ πρÀτο̋ βαρβρων τÀν µεØ̋ Òδµεν â̋
∆ελφοupsilongrave̋  ν è θ η κ ε ναθ µατα µετ ΜÐδην τäν ΓορδÐεω, ΦρυγÐη̋
βασιλèα.
“Thus did the Mermnadae rob the Heraclidae of the sovereignty and
take it for themselves, and having gained it, Gyges sent-aor oﬀerings
to Delphi . . . This Gyges was the ﬁrst foreigner (of our knowledge)
who placed-aor oﬀerings at Delphi after the king of Phrygia, Midas
the son of Gordias.” Hdt. 1.14.2
The sending of oﬀerings is already mentioned in the ﬁrst sentence, and hence
is backgrounded information in the last sentence. The focused information of
the last sentence is that Gyges was the ﬁrst who did it. Again, contrary to
Sicking’s predictions, aoristic aspect is used.
A ﬁnal problem with Sicking’s focus theory concerns the notion of focus
itself. The giving of the sword example suggests that we have to understand
this notion in terms of the diﬀerence between foregrounded and backgrounded
information. However, a few pages later, in the discussion of an example where
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imperfective aspect is used to describe a new, foregrounded eventuality, focus
seems to concern how important the information is (Sicking 1991:32). Another
complication is that ‘focus function’ plays a role at two levels. According
to Sicking (1996:77) focus function has to do both with (i) the information
function of the verb form within the clause, and (ii) the information function
of a clause within the sentence or larger context. For aoristic aspect to be used,
the verb has to have focus function within the clause and the clause has to
have focus function within the sentence or larger context. With imperfective
aspect, on the other hand, either the verb does not have focus function within
the clause, or the clause does not have focus function within the sentence or
larger context.8,9 The fact that the term focus is used in these diﬀerent senses
makes that this theory is as far from a uniﬁed theory of aspect choice as is a
theory that would use diﬀerent words for these diﬀerent senses.
For the above-mentioned reasons I reject Sicking’s theory as a general ac-
count of aspect.10 This is not to say, however, that Sicking isn’t right in
pointing out that examples like (196) are problematic for a temporal account
of aspect. Admittedly, I don’t have an explanation for the use of the imper-
fective in these cases. It is unclear to me whether we have to look for an
explanation in terms of the Fortwirkung associated with the verb, or in terms
8The dual nature of Sicking’s notion of focus becomes clear from the following quote:
Aorist indicative verb forms and participles 1) are to be assigned focus function
(or: are the ‘nucleus’) in the clause they are part of, and 2) are the predicate
of a self-contained statement (. . . ) By using Imperfect indicatives or Present
participles, on the other hand, a speaker (or writer) signals to his audience (or
readership) that the verb form at hand is not meant to perform an independent
information function. Either the PS [present stem] verb form indicates that it
is not to be taken as the ‘nucleus’ of its clause, the speaker wanting to focus
on some other constituent within the same clause, or the statement in which
the PS verb form is the predicate, is to be connected with another statement
(or other statements) in the immediate or wider context – bearing no focus
itself, but being just one time in a series or otherwise owing its relevance to
some other statement.
Sicking (1996:105)
9Sicking claims that with the aorist both explications of focus function have to be fulfilled.
This means that his account cannot be saved from the above-mentioned counterexamples by
claiming that the aorist is used in these examples because (although the verb does not have
focus function with its clause) the clause has focus function within the sentence or larger
context. Deviating from Sicking and giving up the idea that both criteria have to be fulfilled
wouldn’t help either, as it is not clear what this would mean for imperfective aspect. Could
imperfective aspect be used only if neither the verb is the focus of the clause, nor the clause
the focus of the context, or would one of the two be enough reason for imperfective aspect
to be used? If the latter, the theory would become too flexible.
10Sicking (1991) ascribes focus a more modest role than Sicking (1996). In the former
focus seems to be presented as one of the factors that determines aspect choice, whereas in
the latter it is the sole factor (Sicking 1996:74).
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of information structure, or maybe something else.
In this light, it is interesting to consider to Grønn’s (2003) dissertation
about a similar phenomenon in Russian. He develops a temporal approach to
aspect in general, but wants to explain the often observed fact that Russian
imperfective aspect is sometimes used for complete eventualities (see, for ex-
ample, Forsyth 1970, to whom Sicking also refers). He labels this the factual
use of imperfective aspect. In order to explain the data, Grønn has to make
quite some distinctions within this use. First he divides the factual use into
the presuppositional and existential use. According to Grønn, with the for-
mer, the existence of the eventuality to which the verb refers is presupposed.
This resembles Sicking’s account in terms of focus. Grønn recognises however
that this does not hold for all instances of the factual imperfective. With the
existential use, the existence of the eventuality is asserted rather than pre-
supposed. The class of existential uses isn’t homogeneous either, and Grønn
divides it into an experiential, bidirectional, and cyclic use. I don’t know
whether the phenomena in Russian and Ancient Greek are exactly the same,
but the Russian data may shed new light on this puzzle in Ancient Greek.
To conclude, I take it to be the major drawback of Sicking’s focus account
that the key notion of focus is ill-deﬁned. On the above-given interpretation of
this notion, which seems the one intended by Sicking, his account is untenable
as a general account of aspect. This is due to (i) its inability to deal with
the temporal interpretations, (ii) its inability to explain the lack of a form for
aoristic aspect and present tense, and (iii) the existence of counterexamples.
Nevertheless, I acknowledge the existence of examples that are problematic for
a temporal account of aspect.
In this chapter I have discussed two inﬂuential approaches to Ancient Greek
aspect found in the literature, that of Ruijgh in terms of temporal relations
with respect to a moment donne´ and that of Sicking in terms of focus. I have
argued that the account of aspect developed in the present work is preferable
over both.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and discussion
8.1 Conclusions
The main challenge in this thesis was to account for the variation in interpreta-
tion of imperfective and aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek without postulating
ambiguity. I have tackled this problem by employing methods from formal
semantics. Let me recapitulate the analysis developed in this thesis. It is also
summarised in Figure 8.1.
The starting point of my analysis is that aspect concerns the temporal
relation between the run time of the eventuality described by the predicate
and the so-called topic time. This topic time can intuitively be seen as the
time about which we speak. Formally, it is treated as an anaphor that binds
to a previously introduced time. Imperfective and aoristic aspect relate the
eventuality’s run time to the topic time in diﬀerent ways. Imperfective aspect
indicates that the eventuality is going on at the time about which we speak,
that is, the eventuality’s run time includes the topic time. Aoristic aspect,
by contrast, indicates that the eventuality takes place within the time about
which we speak: its run time is included in the topic time. The proposed
semantics directly yields what Ancient Greek grammars consider the basic op-
position between imperfective and aoristic aspect: going on versus completed.
I have labeled these the processual interpretation of imperfective aspect and
the completive interpretation of aoristic aspect, respectively.
In order to derive the other interpretations associated with imperfective
and aoristic aspect in Ancient Greek I used some additional principles and
mechanisms. A central role was assigned to coercion, a mechanism which
forces the argument of an operator to be reinterpreted in order to resolve a
semantic mismatch between the selectional restrictions of the operator and
the properties of its argument. The proposed restriction of the aorist operator
to bounded predicates (in order to rule out a potential overlap between the
use of aorist and imperfective) triggers reinterpretation when it is confronted
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Figure 8.1: Overview of the interpretations of aorist and imperfective 2
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with an unbounded predicate. In such cases an intervening coercion operator
solves the mismatch between the operator and its argument. For this purpose
I deﬁned two operators: the maximality operator, which yields the complexive
interpretation (the interpretation of completion with unbounded predicates),
and the ingressive operator, which yields the ingressive interpretation. The
Duration Principle, which states that information on duration from various
linguistic sources must be compatible, plays a crucial role in the choice between
these two operators. Each operator has a diﬀerent eﬀect on the duration
associated with the predicate and the reinterpretation ﬁnally chosen is one
that obeys the Duration Principle. Thus, if the topic time is short (compared
to the time associated with the predicate), an ingressive reinterpretation is
chosen, since the ingressive operator shortens the time associated with the
predicate. If, on the other hand, the topic time is long, both reinterpretations
are available, but a complexive interpretation may be favoured on the basis of
a general preference for stronger interpretations.
In contrast to the aorist, the imperfective operator does not impose an as-
pectual class restriction on its argument. This means that it combines equally
well with bounded and unbounded predicates. Nevertheless, the Duration
Principle is active here as well. This is due to the fact that, apart from guid-
ing the choice among the various reinterpretations (as it does with the aorist),
the Duration Principle can also trigger reinterpretations by its own. I argued
that in this way the habitual interpretation of imperfective aspect comes about:
if the topic time is longer than the duration associated with the predicate, this
mismatch is solved by the intervention of a habitual coercion operator, which
lengthens the duration associated with the predicate.
For the conative and likelihood interpretations, we had to adapt our se-
mantics of imperfective aspect in order to avoid the so-called imperfective
paradox. I indicated a way to do this which involves an intensionalisation of
the semantics of the imperfective.
My analysis naturally extends to the tragic use of the aorist. I have shown
that this is the use of the aorist that we ﬁnd with performatives. Moreover, I
have shown that this special use is the result of the absence of an ideal form
for such expressions. On the basis of the semantics developed for tense and
aspect I demonstrated that the optimal form for performatives would be the
combination of present tense and aoristic aspect, since eventuality time and
utterance time coincide here. This form, however, does not exist in Ancient
Greek. In absence of an optimal form, two suboptimal forms are equally good:
that for present tense and imperfective aspect and that for past tense and
aoristic aspect. Both forms are attested with performatives in Ancient Greek.
With the former, primacy is given to the tense feature and the aspect feature
is taken for granted. With the latter, it’s the other way around. The latter
is what has traditionally been labelled the tragic aorist. Once we recognise
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the tragic aorist as the use found in performatives and adopt the semantics of
tense and aspect that I propose, this use of the aorist is readily understood.
Moving beyond the level of the sentence I showed that the analysis also
accounts for the way in which aspect choice inﬂuences the temporal structure
of discourse. To explain the observed common temporal patterns, the proposed
semantics of aspect was complemented with a speciﬁcation of how the topic
time of a clause is determined in a discourse. This was achieved by treating
the topic time as an anaphor and specifying its default binding rules. This
also provided an explanation for the immediative use of imperfective aspect.
Furthermore, the anaphoric nature of the topic time ensured the degree of
ﬂexibility required to allow for deviations from the common patterns under the
inﬂuence of particles, world knowledge, etc. Moreover, I have shown how the
variation in interpretation of the aorist and the imperfective and the temporal
structure of discourse are two sides of the same coin, since the two features of
aspect interpretation crucially depend on each other.
I formalised my analysis in a form of Discourse Representation Theory with
lambdas, a fusion of two important frameworks for natural language seman-
tics: DRT and Montague Semantics. The choice for DRT was determined by
the need to deal with intersentential anaphora (in the form of an anaphoric
topic time), for which DRT is the natural option. I supplemented this frame-
work with mechanisms from the lambda calculus in order to explicate how the
meanings of the various constituents of a sentence determine the meaning of
the sentence as a whole. The combination of these two frameworks was ideal
for showing how the broad range of phenomena concerning aspect interpreta-
tion in Ancient Greek can be explained on the basis of a simple semantics for
aorist and imperfective.
In this study of aspect in Ancient Greek, we came across a variety of
issues that are at the heart of philosophy of language and formal seman-
tics/pragmatics: competition between forms, the intricate interactions between
linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge, compositionality, reinterpretation, co-
operativity between speaker and hearer, the inextricable connections between
sentence and discourse interpretation, and performativity, just to mention a
few. In this way, I hope that the contributions of this thesis are not restricted
to the speciﬁc question it addresses, but that it also shows how fruitful it is to
combine insights from Ancient Greek linguistics and formal semantics.
8.2 Future research
In the course of this study I have come across a number of issues that deserve
closer attention than they could be given here. In this section I collect some
of them and formulate them as pointers to future research.
The ﬁrst one concerns the puzzling use of the imperfective, described in sec-
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tion 7.3, for eventualities that are intuitively complete. As I mentioned there,
a closer comparison with the Russian data may be of help in understanding
this use.
Another remaining puzzle is that of the generic aorist, the use of the (past)
aorist for general truths, mentioned in section 2.4.4. The problem is not so
much its past tense feature, which I think can be explained from the lack of
the form present–aorist, as I did with the tragic aorist. The real challenge is
to explain its aspect feature. Again, I believe that a comparison with similar
phenomena in Slavic languages is promising. See, for example, Klimek (2008a,
2008b) on the use of the (present) perfective in generic contexts in Polish.
A third issue concerns the future. Without paying much attention to it,
I have treated it as a tense. I claim that it locates the topic time after the
utterance time, in the same way as the past tense locates it before the utterance
time and the present tense locates it at the utterance time. This seems correct
for the indicative. In some respects, however, the future rather behaves like an
aspect, for example in the participle forms. Ancient Greek has four participles:
the imperfective, the aorist, the perfect, and the future participle. The former
three do not have a tense morpheme, but do have an aspect morpheme. Thus,
in these environments the future morphology stands in opposition to aspect
morphemes, which suggests that it is itself an aspect rather than a tense. I
have ignored this dual nature of the future and treated it as a tense.
This brings us to aspect in the non-indicative verb forms in general. Al-
though I present the proposed analysis as a general analysis of aspect and
although the analysis is in principle compatible with the fact that the aspect
opposition is found throughout the verbal paradigm, this study has largely
focused on aspect in the indicative. It remains to be seen whether the analysis
also holds for the imperative, for example, a mood that is notably puzzling
with respect to aspect choice (see, for example, Bakker 1966, Sicking 1991).
Finally, there are some points of a more technical nature. I mention here
only the formulation of the habitual and ingressive operators. The ones I have
used capture the temporal facets that were relevant for my purposes. If one
tries to formulate more sophisticated operators, however, one gets involved
in intricate (philosophical) debates concerning causality and change, among
other things. I leave this too for future research.
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Appendix A
The language of Compositional
DRT
A.1 Introduction
In this appendix I explicate the model, syntax, and semantics of the language
that underlies the analyses in this thesis. The language combines the lambdas
of Montague Semantics with the DRSs of DRT. Several such systems have been
proposed in the literature, for example the λ-DRT of Pinkal and Bos (Latecki
and Pinkal 1990, Bos et al. 1994, Blackburn and Bos 2006), Asher’s (1993)
bottom-up DRT and Muskens’ (1996) Compositional DRT (CDRT). I follow
Muskens’ system which provides a semantics for its language, is mathemati-
cally clean, easy to use in practice, and accessible.
The formalism used in CDRT is that of classical type logic. Muskens (1996)
shows that, if we adopt certain ﬁrst-order axioms, DRSs are already present
in this logic in the sense that they can be viewed as abbreviations of certain
ﬁrst-order terms. Thus, we can have lambdas and DRSs in one and the same
logic. Moreover, the merge operator of DRT is deﬁnable in type logic as well,
which means type logic provides everything needed to mimic DRT.
To show that DRSs are part of type logic Muskens starts from the idea that
the meaning of a DRS can be viewed as a binary relation between input and
output assignments (or, in DRT terminology, embeddings).1 Assignments are
functions from the set of variables (or, in DRT terminology, discourse markers)
to the domain. A DRS K is a pair of a set of variables x1, . . . , xn (the universe
of K) and a set of conditions γ1, . . . , γ2. The meaning of a DRS K is the
set of pairs of assignments 〈f, f ′〉 such that f ′ diﬀers from f at most in the
variables in the universe of K (we write this as f⌊x1, . . . , xn⌋f
′) and f ′ makes
1Muskens (1996) follows the Groenendijk and Stokhof semantics of DRT. Van Leusen en
Muskens (2003) show that the same can be done starting from the Zeevat (1989) semantics
of DRT which remains closer to the original formulation of DRT. Here I follow the former.
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the conditions of K true:
(200)
u
wwwv
x1 . . . xn
γ1
. . .
γ2
}
~
M
=
{〈f, f ′〉 | f⌊x1, . . . , xn⌋f
′&f ′ ∈ Jγ1KM∪ . . . ∪ JγmKM}
The fact that the meaning of a DRS is a relation between assignments is
responsible for the dynamic nature of DRT. CDRT mimics this in type logic
by adopting assignments in the object language. In order to do so, the set of
primitive types (with e the type of regular Mary and John kind of entities,
t the type for truth values) is enriched with the types r for registers and
s for states. Registers come in two kinds: variable registers, whose content
can always be changed, and constant registers, which have a ﬁxed inhabitant.
States and variable registers are to behave as assignments and variables in
predicate logic or DRT. This is guaranteed by adopting the axiom that in each
state, each variable register can be updated selectively, i.e. its value can be
set to any variable, while the values of other registers can remain unchanged
(AX1 below). Another axiom (AX4) guarantees that constant registers have
a ﬁxed inhabitant.
Once we have registers and states in the language of type logic, function-
ing as variables and assignments, DRSs can be viewed as abbreviations of
expressions in this language:
(201)
abbreviation full form
u1 . . . un
γ1
. . .
γm
λiλj[i⌊u1, . . . , un⌋j ∧ γ1(j) ∧ . . . ∧ γm(j)]
where i and j are variables over states. Note the close similarity with (200).
The important diﬀerence is that (201) does not give the interpretation of a
DRS. DRSs don’t get a direct interpretation. Instead, (201) speciﬁes the full
type-logical form of the DRS-abbrevation and it is only these type-logical ex-
pressions that will be assigned an interpretation. The full abbreviation rules
for DRSs are given in section A.7.
Importantly, the merging lemma, as given in (202), still holds under the
new interpretation of DRSs:
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(202)
u
wwwv
u1 . . . un
γ1
. . .
γm
⊕
u′1 . . . u
′
k
δ1
. . .
δq
}
~
M,f
=
u
wwwwwwwwwv
u1 . . . unu
′
1 . . . u
′
k
γ1
. . .
γm
δ1
. . .
δq
}
~
M,f
if u′1, . . . , u
′
k do not occur in any of γ1, . . . , γm.
In what follows I will give a formal description of the language used in this
thesis, starting with a speciﬁcation of its types (A.2). For my purposes, I add
two more types to Muskens’ (1996) inventory: b for eventualities and a for
moments of time. Then in section A.3 I specify the models of the language,
in particular the structure of the domains of eventualities and times. This is
followed by the syntax and semantics of the language in sections A.4 and A.5,
respectively. We will see that although in the main text I have been speaking
about e, e′, e1 . . . as variables over eventualities, they are actually names of
variable registers for eventualities. In the same way are t, t′, t1 . . . names of
variable registers for times rather than variables over times. Our familiar P’s
and Q’s which I have treated as variables over predicates over eventualities and
times, respectively, will be shown to also have a more complicated type. An
overview of my conventions is given in Table A.1 on page 183. Section A.6 gives
the axioms that ensure that states and variable registers behave as assignments
and variables, and those that guarantee that constant registers have a ﬁxed
inhabitant. Section A.7 speciﬁes how DRSs can be viewed as abbreviations
of type-logical expressions. Section A.8 gives the truth preserving syntactic
operations of lambda conversion and renaming of bound variables. In section
A.9 I work out one example.
In this appendix I deviate from the main text of this thesis by taking τ to
be a two-place predicate rather than a function. I do this to avoid unnecessary
complications with function constants. Because I require functionality for this
predicate (AX5), τ nevertheless still behaves like a function.
A few preliminary remarks concerning the typography: as before, I use a
typewriter font for expressions in the formal object language, Greek letters as
meta-variables over object-language expressions,2 calligraphic and italic sym-
bols to denote set-theoretic entities and boldface symbols to denote types.
2Sometimes, however, I sloppily use the typewritter font for expressions in the meta-
language. Compare, for example, u and δ in (202).
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A.2 Types
The set of types is deﬁned as follows:
(203) a. e is a type (the type for referring to entities like John and Mary)
b. b is a type (the type for referring to eventualities)
c. a is a type (the type for referring to times)
d. r is a type (the type for referring to registers; re for registers for
type e objects, rb for registers for type b objects, ra for registers
for type a objects)
e. s is a type (the type for referring to states)
f. t is a type (the type for referring to truth values)
g. if α and β are types then so is 〈α, β〉
A.3 Models
M = 〈D, 〈E,⊔〉, 〈T0,〉, R, S, I〉
• with D a set of normal individuals, E a set of eventualities, T0 a set of
moments of time (the set of real numbers), R a set of registers, and S a
set of states, and τ a relation, and where
• 〈E,⊔〉 is a join semi-lattice without bottom element, i.e. ⊔ is an operation
on E (i.e. ⊔ : E ×E → E) such that for all e, e′, e′′ ∈ E:
(i) e ⊔ e′ = e′ ⊔ e commutativity
(ii) e ⊔ e = e idempotency
(iii) e ⊔ (e′ ⊔ e′′) = (e ⊔ e′) ⊔ e′′ associativity
(iv) There is no e such that for all e′, e ⊔ e′ = e′ no bottom
element
• 〈T0,〉 is a dense linear ordering, i.e.  is a binary relation on T0 such
that for all i, i′, i′′ ∈ T0:
(i) i  i reﬂexivity
(ii) if i  i′ and i′  i′′ then i  i′′ transitivity
(iii) if i  i′ and i′  i then i = i′ antisymmetry
(iv) i  i′ or i′  i totality
(v) if i ≺ i′ then there is a i′′′ such that density
i ≺ i′′′ and i′′′ ≺ i′
where i ≺ i′ iﬀ i  i′ and i 6= i′
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• A model determines an entire domain function, mapping each type α
onto a domain of individuals Dα suitable for that type:
(i) De = D
(ii) Db = E
(iii) Da = T0
(iv) Dre = Re
(v) Drb = Rb
(vi) Dra = Ra
(vii) Ds = S
(viii) Dt = {0, 1}
(ix) D〈α,β〉 = D
Dα
β
D =
⋃
αDα
I, the interpretation function, interprets the constants Con of a language:
I: Con→ D such that for all α ∈ Conτ : I(α) ∈ Dτ
• R = Re ∪Rb ∪ Ra
• The model also satisﬁes AX1-AX8 deﬁned in section A.6.
We deﬁne:
• T1, the set of times, is the powerset of the set of moments of time T0
(T1 = P(T0))
• T2, the set of intervals, is a subset of the set of times (T2 ⊂ T1). An
interval t is a non-empty set of time points such that for all moments of
time i, i′, i′′ ∈ T0 :
(i) if i, i′′ ∈ t and i  i′ and i′  i′′ then i′ ∈ t convexity
• t, t′ ∈ T2 and i, i
′ ∈ T0. Then we deﬁne
(i) t ≺ t′ iﬀ for all i ∈ t, i′ ∈ t′, i ≺ i′
(ii) t ⊃≺ t′ iﬀ t ≺ t′ and there is no t′′ such that t ≺ t′′ and t′′ ≺ t′
(iii) t ⊆ t′ iﬀ for all t′′ if t′′ ≺ t′ then t′′ ≺ t and if t′ ≺ t′′ then t ≺ t′′
(iv) t ⊂ t′ iﬀ t ⊆ t′ and t 6= t′
(v) t© t′ iﬀ there is a t′′ such that t′′ ⊆ t and t′′ ⊆ t′
(vi) t ⊂· t′ iﬀ t ⊂ t′ and there is a t′′ such that t ≺ t′′ and t′′ ⊆ t′
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A.4 Syntax
The set of well-formed expressions, Exp:
(i) Basic expressions (of a certain type):
a. Conα is the (possibly empty) set of constants of type α
b. V arα is the (inﬁnite) set of variables of type α
c. Expα ⊇ Conα ∪ V arα
(ii) Complex expressions:
a. If µ, ν ∈ Expt and ξ ∈ V ar, then ¬µ, [µ∧ν], [µ∨ν], [µ→ ν], ∃ξµ, ∀ξµ
∈ Expt
b. If µ, ν ∈ Expα, then [µ = ν] ∈ Expt
c. If µ ∈ Expα, ν ∈ Exp〈α,β〉, then [ν(µ)] ∈ Expβ
d. If µ ∈ Expα, ξ ∈ V arβ , then λξµ ∈ Exp〈β,α〉
(204) Con =
⋃
αConα, V ar =
⋃
α V arα, Exp =
⋃
αExpα
I omit superﬂuous brackets.
The constants and variables that I use are given in Table A.1. w in this
table is a ﬁxed non-logical constant of type 〈r, 〈s, e〉〉. w(v)(i) stands for ‘the
value of register v in a state i’.
A.5 Semantics
Semantic values of arbitrary expressions are given relative to an assignment
function f that maps variables on objects from the domain: f : V ar → D
with for each ξ ∈ V arα, f(ξ) ∈ Dα.
Interpretation is deﬁned as follows:
(205) a. Basic expressions:
(i) If µ ∈ Con, then JµKM,f = I(µ)
(ii) If ξ ∈ V ar, then JξKM,f = f(ξ)
b. Complex expressions:
(i) J¬µKM,f = 1 iﬀ JµKM,f = 0
(ii) Jµ ∧ νKM,f = 1 iﬀ JµKM,f = JνKM,f = 1
(iii) Jµ ∨ νKM,f = 1 iﬀ JµKM,f = 1 or JνKM,f = 1
(iv) Jµ→ νKM,f = 0 iﬀ JµKM,f = 1 and JνKM,f = 0
(v) J∃ξµαKM,f = 1 iﬀ there is a d ∈ Dα s.t. JµKM,f [ξ/d] = 1
(vi) J∀ξµαKM,f = 1 iﬀ for all d ∈ Dα JµKM,f [ξ/d] = 1
(vii) Jα = βKM,f = 1 iﬀ JαKf = JβKM,f
(viii) Jβ(α)KM,f = JβKM,f (JαKM,f )
(ix) JλξαµβKM,f is the function h : Dα → Dβ s.t. for all d ∈ Dα,
h(d) = JµKM,f [ξ/d]
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type name of objects variables constants
e entity x1, x2,
. . .
–
b eventualities b1, b2,
. . .
–
a times a1, a2 –
〈a, t〉 sets of times a1, a2,
. . .
aTT, an
r register v1, v2,
. . .
u1, u2, . . .
rb register over type b ob-
jects
– unspeciﬁc dis-
course referents:
e1, e2, . . .
r〈a,t〉 register over type 〈a, t〉
objects
– unspeciﬁc dis-
course referents:
t1, t2, . . . speciﬁc
discourse ref-
erents: tTT, n,
. . .
s state i, j,
. . .
–
〈b, t〉 static one-place predi-
cate over eventualities
– x cry, p king . . .
〈〈a, t〉, 〈〈a, t〉, t〉〉 static two-place predi-
cate over times
– ⊂, ≺ . . .
〈b, 〈b, t〉〉 static two-place predi-
cate over eventualities
– <, . . .
〈b, 〈a, t〉〉 static two-place predi-
cate over one eventual-
ity and one time
– τ , . . .
〈rb, 〈s, 〈s, t〉〉〉 dynamic one-place
predicate over eventu-
alities
P, P′,
. . .
–
〈r〈a,t〉, 〈s, 〈s, t〉〉〉 dynamic one-place
predicate over times
Q, Q′,
. . .
–
〈r, 〈s, e〉〉 – w
Table A.1: Variables and constants of various types
f [ξ/d] is the assignment function that assigns d to ξ and assigns the same
values as f to all the other variables.
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A.6 Axioms
In order to formulate the axioms that reduce the class of models speciﬁed in
A.3 to the desired class, it is convenient to have the following abbreviation:
abbreviation full form
ABB0 i⌊δ1 . . . δn⌋j ∀v[[δ1 6= v ∧ . . . ∧ δn 6= v]→ w(v)(i) = w(v)(j)]
for all terms i and j of type s and all δ1 . . . δn of type r (both constants and
variables). In other words, ‘i⌊δ1 . . . δn⌋j’ stands for ‘i and j diﬀer at most in
δ1, . . . , δn’.
By adopting the following axioms, we impose the necessary structure on
our models. VAR is a predicate of type 〈r, t〉 that singles out variable registers:
AX1 a. ∀i∀v∀x[VAR(v) → ∃j[i⌊v⌋j ∧ w(v)(j) = x]]
b. ∀i∀v∀b[VAR(v) → ∃j[i⌊v⌋j ∧ w(v)(j) = b]]
c. ∀i∀v∀a[VAR(v) → ∃j[i⌊v⌋j ∧ w(v)(j) = a]]
d. ∀i∀v∀a[VAR(v)→ ∃j[i⌊v⌋j ∧ w(v)(j) = a]]
AX2 VAR(u), if u is an unspeciﬁc discourse referent.
AX3 un 6= um for each diﬀerent unspeciﬁc discourse referents un and um
AX4 a. ∀i[w(tTT)(i) = aTT]
b. ∀i[w(n)(i) = an]
The AX1 axiom says that, in each state, the value of each variable register can
be set to any variable while the values of other registers can remain unchanged.
This axiom makes states and registers essentially behave as assignments and
variables in predicate logic. AX4 ensures that constant registers have a ﬁxed
inhabitant.
Type logic enriched with these axioms has the unselective binding property
which is deﬁned as follows:
Unselective Binding Lemma. Let u1, . . . un be constants of type r, let y1,
. . . yn be distinct variables, such that yk is of type α if uk is of type rα,
let ϕ be a formula that does not contain j and write
⌈w(u1)(j)/x1, . . . w(un)(j)/xn⌉ϕ for the simultaneous substitution of
w(u1)(j) for x1 and . . . and w(un)(j) for xn in ϕ, then:
|=AX ∀i[∃j[i⌊u1, . . . , un]j ∧ ⌈w(u1)(j)/x1, . . . w(un)(j)/xn⌉ϕ]↔
∃y1 . . .∃ynϕ]
In words, the Unselective Binding Lemma states that a series of existential
quantiﬁcations over ‘normal’ individuals can be replaced by a single existential
quantiﬁcation over a variable of type s. This is not surprising given that a state
can be viewed as a list of values for registers.
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Apart from the axioms stated above which allow us to mimic DRT in type
logic, we need some axioms to ensure that the temporal predicates have the
right properties:
AX5 ∀b∀a1∀a2[[τ(b,a1) ∧ τ(b,a2)]→ a1 = a2] functionality of τ
AX6 ∀b∃a[τ(b,a)] totality of τ
AX7 a. ∀a1∀a2[a1 ∪ a2 = a2 ∪ a1] commutativity of ∪
b. ∀a1[a1 ∪ a1 = a1] idempotency of ∪
c. ∀a1∀a2∀a3[[a1 ∪ [a2 ∪ a3] = [[a1 ∪ a2] ∪ a3] associativity of ∪
AX8 ∀b1∀b2∀a1∀a2∀a3[τ(b1,a1) ∧ τ(b2,a2) ∧ τ(b1 ⊔ b2,a3)]
→ a1 ∪ a2 = a3]] homomorphism
A.7 DRSs as abbreviations
DRSs do not get a direct interpretation. Instead they are viewed as abbrevia-
tions of type-logical expressions:
abbreviation full form
ABB1 Π{δ1, . . . , δn} λiΠ(w(δ1)(i)) . . . (w(δn)(i))
δ1 = δ2 λiw(δ1)(i) = w(δn)(i)
ABB2 ¬K λi¬∃jK(i)(j)
K ∨ K′ λi∃j[K(i)(j) ∨ K′(i)(j)]
K→ K′ λi∀j[K(i)(j)→ ∃kK′(j)(k)]
ABB3
u1 . . . un
γ1
. . .
γm
λiλj[i⌊u1, . . . , un⌋j ∧ γ1(j) ∧ . . . ∧ γm(j)]
ABB4 K⊕ K′ λiλj∃k[K(i)(k) ∧ K′(k)(j)]
I have, however, used the following conventions:
Rewrite rule 1 (RWR1): Π{δ1, δ2} as δ1Πδ2.
Rewrite rule 2 (RWR2): Π{δ1} as Πδ1.
3
3By abuse of notation I have written Π(δ1) rather than Π{δ1} or Πδ1 for the sake of
readability throughout this thesis (p king(e) reads better than p king e), apart from this
appendix.
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A.8 Reductions
The semantics of the language (A.5) ensures a number of equivalences. Let
FV be the function that gives the free variables of a well-formed expression
and let µβ[ξα 7→να] stand for the expression that results from replacing in µ all
free occurrences of the variable ξ by the expression ν. Then:
(i) Jλξαµβ(να)KM,f = Jµβ[ξα 7→να]KM,f , if FV (λξµ(ν)) = FV (µ[ξ 7→ν])
(ii) JλξαµβKM,f = Jλυαµβ[ξα 7→υα]KM,f , if FV (λξµ) = FV (λυµ[ξ 7→υ]) (idem
for ∃ or ∀ instead of λ)
The syntactic operations corresponding to (i) and (ii) are called lambda-
conversion (λ) and renaming bound variables (RBV), respectively.
A.9 Example
Let’s now work out one of the examples (cf. (105)):
(206) λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
p king e
))
As mentioned, I treat τ as a predicate now, which gives:
(207) λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e t′
e τ t′
t′ ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
p king e
))
Let’s ﬁrst treat the parts (208) to (210) separately and then combine them:
(208) λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)]
(209) λPλt[
e t′
e τ t′
t′ ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
(210) λe
p king e
First (208):
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(211) a. λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)] RWR1
=⇒
b. λQ[
≺ {tTT, n}
⊕ Q(tTT)] ABB4
=⇒
c. λQλiλj∃k[
≺ {tTT, n}
(i)(k) ∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)] ABB3
=⇒
d. λQλiλj∃k[λiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ ≺ {tTT, n}(j)](i)(k) ∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)]
ABB1
=⇒
e. λQλiλj∃k[λiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ λi ≺ (w(tTT)(i))(w(n)(i))(j)](i)(k)
∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)] λ
=⇒
f. λQλiλj∃k[λiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(j))(w(n)(j))](i)(k)
∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)] λ
=⇒
g. λQλiλj∃k[λj[i⌊⌋j ∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(j))(w(n)(j))](k) ∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)]
λ
=⇒
h. λQλiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k ∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)]
Let’s now do (209):
(212) a. λPλt[
e t′
e τ t′
t′ ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
RWR1
=⇒
b. λPλt[
e t′
τ{e, t′}
·⊃ {t′, t}
⊕ P(e)]
ABB4
=⇒
c. λPλt[λiλj∃k[
e t′
τ{e, t′}
·⊃ {t′, t}
(i)(k) ∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
ABB3
=⇒
d. λPλt[λiλj∃k[λiλj[i⌊e t′⌋j ∧ τ{e, t′}(j) ∧ ·⊃ {t′, t}(j)](i)(k)
∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
ABB1
=⇒
e. λPλt[λiλj∃k[λiλj[i⌊e t′⌋j ∧ λiτ(w(e)(i))(w(t′)(i))(j)
∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(i))(w(t)(i))(j)](i)(k) ∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
λ
=⇒
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f. λPλt[λiλj∃k[λiλj[i⌊e t′⌋j ∧ τ(w(e)(j))(w(t′)(j))
∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(j))(w(t)(j))](i)(k) ∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
λ
=⇒
g. λPλt[λiλj∃k[λj[i⌊e t′⌋j ∧ τ(w(e)(j))(w(t′)(j))
∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(j))(w(t)(j))](k) ∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
λ
=⇒
h. λPλt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e t′⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k))
∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))] ∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
And ﬁnally (210):
(213) a. λe
p king e
RWR2
=⇒
b. λe
p king{e} ABB3=⇒
c. λeλiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ p king(e)(j)]
ABB1
=⇒
d. λeλiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ λi p king(w(e)(i))(j)]
λ
=⇒
e. λeλiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))]
Then we combine (212h) and (213e):
(214) a. λPλt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k))
∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))] ∧ P(e)(k)(j)]]
(λeλiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))])
λ
=⇒
b. λt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))]
∧λeλiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))](e)(k)(j)]]
λ
=⇒
c. λt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))]
∧λiλj[i⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))](k)(j)]]
λ
=⇒
d. λt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))]
∧λj[k⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))](j)]]
λ
=⇒
e. λt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))]
∧ [k⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]]
And ﬁnally, we combine (214e) and (211h):
(215) a. λQλiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ Q(tTT)(k)(j)]
(λt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e t′⌋k ∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k))
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∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))] ∧ [k⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]])
λ
=⇒
b. λiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ λt[λiλj∃k[[i⌊e t
′⌋k
∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(t)(k))] ∧ [k⌊⌋j
∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]](tTT)(k)(j)] λ
=⇒
c. λiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ [λiλj∃k[[i⌊e t
′⌋k
∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k))(w(tTT)(k))] ∧ [k⌊⌋j
∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]](k)(j)]
RBV
=⇒
d. λiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ [λiλj∃k
′[[i⌊e t′⌋k′
∧ τ(w(e)(k′))(w(t′)(k′)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k′))(w(tTT)(k
′))] ∧ [k′⌊⌋j
∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]](k)(j)]
λ
=⇒
e. λiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ [λj∃k
′[[k⌊e t′⌋k′
∧ τ(w(e)(k′))(w(t′)(k′)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k′))(w(tTT)(k
′))] ∧ [k′⌊⌋j
∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]](j)]
λ
=⇒
f. λiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (w(tTT)(k))(w(n)(k))] ∧ ∃k
′[[k⌊e t′⌋k′
∧ τ(w(e)(k))(w(t′)(k′)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k′))(w(tTT)(k
′))] ∧ [k′⌊⌋j
∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]]
AX3
=⇒
g. λiλj∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (aTT)(an)] ∧ ∃k
′[[k⌊e t′⌋k′
∧ τ(w(e)(k′))(w(t′)(k′)) ∧ ·⊃ (w(t′)(k′))(aTT)] ∧ [k
′⌊⌋j
∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]]
Viewed as a computer program, (215g) brings a machine from state i to state
j via k and k′.
The resulting truth conditions are:
(216) ∃j∃k[[i⌊⌋k∧ ≺ (aTT)(an)] ∧ ∃k
′[[k⌊e t′⌋k′ ∧ ·⊃ (w(τ(e))(k′))(aTT)]
∧ [k′⌊⌋j ∧ p king(w(e)(j))]]]
Following the Unselective Binding Lemma this can be reduced to (217):
(217) ≺ (aTT)(an) ∧ ∃b∃a1[τ(b)(a1) ∧ ·⊃ (a1)(aTT) ∧ p king(b)]
Or, written in a more familiar notation:
(218) aTT ≺ an ∧ ∃b∃a1[τ(b,a1) ∧ a1 ·⊃ aTT ∧ p king(b)]
which means that there is an eventuality b of Periandros being king whose
runtime a1 includes the topic time aTT which is in the past of the moment of
speech an. This is exactly what I said that (105) meant.
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By using the merging lemma (202) we can take short cuts in the reductions.
This will be done in the next appendix.
Appendix B
Examples spelled out
In this appendix I give the intermediate steps in the reductions for some of the
examples in chapter 4. It’s all lambda-conversion and merging.
(219) PAST(IMP(λe
king(e)
)) ad (105)
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
king(e)
))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ λe
king(e)
(e)])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕
king(e)
])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt
e
p king(e)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕ λt
e
p king(e)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
(tTT)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕
e
p king(e)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
≡
e
p king(e)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
(220) PAST(AOR(MAX(λe
i senator(e)
))) ad (112)
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= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe[ e
′
e < e′
→
¬ [ ⊕ P(e′)]
⊕ P(e)](λe
i senator(e)
)))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe[ e
′
e < e′
→
¬ [ ⊕ λe
i senator(e)
(e′)]
⊕ λe
i senator(e)
(e)]))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe[ e
′
e < e′
→
¬ [ ⊕
i senator(e′)
]
⊕
i senator(e)
]))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe[ e
′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
⊕
i senator(e)
]))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
))
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≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ λe
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
(e)])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt
e
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
τ(e) ⊆ t
)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕ λt
e
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
τ(e) ⊆ t
(tTT)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕
e
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
≡
e
i senator(e)
e′
e < e′
→
¬
i senator(e′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
(221) PAST(AOR(INGR(λe
x cry(e)
))) ad (115)
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= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe[
t e′
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬ [
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
⊕ P(e′′)]
⊕ P(e′)](λe
x cry(e)
)))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe[
t e′
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬ [
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
⊕ λe
x cry(e)
(e′′)]
⊕ λe
x cry(e)
(e′)]))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe[
t e′
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬ [
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
⊕
x cry(e′′)
]
⊕
x cry(e′)
]))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe[
t e′
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
⊕
x cry(e′)
]))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ P(e)](λe
t e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
))
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≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕ λe
t e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
(e)])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕
t e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t)
τ(e′) = t
¬
t′ e′′
t ⊂ t′
t′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
])
Variable t has to be renamed. t becomes t′, t′ becomes t′′:
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ⊆ t
⊕
t′ e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt
e t′ e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
τ(e) ⊆ t
)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕ λt
e t′ e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
τ(e) ⊆ t
(tTT)
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≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕
e t′ e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
≡
e t′ e′
x cry(e′)
τ(e) = IB(t′)
τ(e′) = t′
¬
t′′ e′′
t′ ⊂ t′′
t′′ = τ(e′′)
x cry(e′′)
τ(e) ⊆ tTT
tTT ≺ n
(222) PAST(IMP(HAB(λe
l bump(e)
))) ad (128)
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→ [
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
⊕ P(e′)]
¬ [ ⊕ P(e)]
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
(λe
l bump(e)
)))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
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(λe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→ [
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
⊕ λe
l bump(e)
(e′)]
¬ [ ⊕ λe
l bump(e)
(e)]
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→ [
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
⊕
l bump(e′)
]
¬ [ ⊕
l bump(e)
]
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
))
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≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ λe
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
(e)])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕
t t′ t′′
τ(e) = t
t′′′
t′′′ ⊂ t
C(t′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′ ⊂ t
t′′ ⊂ t
C(t′)
C(t′′)
t′ 6= t′′
])
Variable t has to be renamed. t becomes t′, t′ becomes t′′, t′′ becomes t′′′,
t′′′ becomes t′′′′:
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt[
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕
t′ t′′ t′′′
τ(e) = t′
t′′′′
t′′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′′ ⊂ t′
t′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′)
C(t′′′)
t′′ 6= t′′′
])
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≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt
e t′ t′′ t′′′
τ(e) = t′
t′′′′
t′′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′′ ⊂ t′
t′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′)
C(t′′′)
t′′ 6= t′′′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕ λt
e t′ t′′ t′′′
τ(e) = t′
t′′′′
t′′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′′ ⊂ t′
t′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′)
C(t′′′)
t′′ 6= t′′′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
(tTT)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕
e t′ t′′ t′′′
τ(e) = t′
t′′′′
t′′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′′ ⊂ t′
t′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′)
C(t′′′)
t′′ 6= t′′′
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
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≡
e t′ t′′ t′′′
τ(e) = t′
t′′′′
t′′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′′′)
→
e′
τ(e′) = t′′′′
l bump(e′)
¬
l bump(e)
t′′ ⊂ t′
t′′′ ⊂ t′
C(t′′)
C(t′′′)
t′′ 6= t′′′
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
(223) PAST(IMP′(λwλe
d buy(e, w)
)) ad (138)
= λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
](λPλt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ P(w′)(e)]
(λwλe
d buy(e, w)
))
≡λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
]
(λt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ λwλe
d buy(e, w)
(w′)(e)]
)
≡λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
]
(λt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕ λe
d buy(e, w′)
(e)]
)
≡λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
](λt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→ [
e
τ(e) ·⊃ t
⊕
d buy(e, w′)
]
)
≡ λQ[Q(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
](λt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→
e
d buy(e, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
)
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≡ λt w
′
Inertt(w0, w
′)
→
e
d buy(e, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
(tTT)⊕
tTT ≺ n
≡ w
′
InerttTT(w0, w
′)
→
e
d buy(e, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
⊕
tTT ≺ n
≡
w′
InerttTT(w0, w
′)
→
e
d buy(e, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ tTT
tTT ≺ n
(224) PAST(INCLUDED(PROG′(λwλe
m cross(e, w)
))) ad (141)
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
t e′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
⊕ P(w′)(e′)]
(λwλe
m cross(e, w)
)))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
t e′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
⊕ λwλe
m cross(e, w)
(w′)(e′)]
))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
t e′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
⊕ λe
m cross(e, w′)
(e′)]
))
= λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ P(e)]
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(λPλe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→ [
t e′
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
⊕
m cross(e′, w′)
]
))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λPλt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ P(e)]
(λe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
))
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)]
(λt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ λe w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
(e)])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)]
(λt[
e
τ(e) ⊇ t
⊕ w
′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
])
≡ λQ[
tTT ≺ n
⊕ Q(tTT)](λt
e
w′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
τ(e) ⊇ t
)
≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕ λt
e
w′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t′ e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t′
τ(e′) ⊆ t′
τ(e) ⊇ t
(tTT)
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≡
tTT ≺ n
⊕
e
w′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t′ e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t′
τ(e′) ⊆ t′
τ(e) ⊇ tTT
≡
e
w′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t′ e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t′
τ(e′) ⊆ t′
τ(e) ⊇ tTT
tTT ≺ n
≡
e
w′
Inertτ(e)(w0, w
′)
→
t e′
m cross(e′, w′)
τ(e) ·⊃ t
τ(e′) ⊆ t
τ(e) ⊇ tTT
tTT ≺ n
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Appendix C
List of abbreviations and
symbols
C.1 Authors and works
I used the following abbreviations for classical authors and their works (fol-
lowing Liddell, Scott, and Jones 1940):
E. Ion Euripides Ion
E. I. T. Euripides Iphigeneia in Tauris
E. Or. Euripides Orestes
E. Med. Euripides Medea
Hdt. Herodotus
Il. Homer Iliad
Lys. Lysias
Pl. Ap. Plato Apology
Plu. Mar. Plutarch Marius
Plu. Thes. Plutarch Theseus
Th. Thucydides
Theoc. Id. Theocritus Idylls
X. An. Xenophon Anabasis
X. Cyr. Xenophon Cyropaedia
For the Greek texts, I used the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) CD-ROM
version D. Translations are mine, unless indicated otherwise.
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C.2 Glosses
I used the following abbreviations in the glosses (based on the Leipzig Glossing
Rules, see http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php):
1 ﬁrst person
3 second person
3 third person
acc accusative
adj adjective
aor aorist
conj conjunctive
dat dative
fut future
gen genitive
ipfv imperfective
inf inﬁnitive
nom nominative
npst non-past
opt optative
pass passive
pc passe´ compose´
pfv perfective
pl plural
prep preposition
prf perfect
prs present
prt particle
pst past
ptcp participle
refl reﬂexive
rel relative
sg singular
vcp vocative particle
voc vocative
For reasons of space, I refrained from glossing gender. Furthermore, I glossed
mood only for non-indicative moods, and voice only for passive voice.
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C.3 Temporal relations
true in:
t1 = t2 t1 is t2 (i)
t1 ≺ t2 t1 precedes t2 (ii), (iii)
t1 ⊃≺ t2 t1 abuts t2 on the left (iii)
t1 © t2 t1 overlaps with t2 (i), (iv), (v), (vi), (vii)
t1 ⊂ t2 t1 is properly included in t2 (v), (vi)
t1 ⊆ t2 t1 is included in t2 (i), (v), (vi)
t1 ⊂· t2 t1 is a non-ﬁnal part of t2 (v)
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
(v) (vi) (vii)
t1
t2
t1
t2
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Samenvatting
Summary in Dutch
In dit proefschrift geef ik een semantische analyse van aspect in het Oudgrieks.
Ik concentreer me daarbij op de oppositie tussen aoristisch en imperfectief as-
pect. Uit de Griekse grammaticale traditie is het bekend dat deze twee werk-
woordsvormen beide met verschillende interpretaties gepaard kunnen gaan.
Zo wordt de aoristus vaak gebruikt om aan te geven dat een eventualiteit
(gebeurtenis of toestand) voltooid is, maar soms ook om aan te geven dat
deze begonnen is. Daarnaast is er nog het zogenaamde tragische gebruik van
de aoristus waarbij een verledentijdsvorm een tegenwoordige-tijdsinterpretatie
krijgt. Evenzo kan het imperfectief aspect meerdere interpretaties krijgen.
Vaak geeft het aan dat een eventualiteit nog niet voltooid is. Maar het kan
bijvoorbeeld ook gebruikt worden om aan te geven dat er sprake is van een
gewoonte, de zogenaamde habituele interpretatie. De centrale vraag in dit
proefschrift is hoe de verschillende interpretaties van beide aspecten tot stand
komen. Het uitgangspunt van mijn analyse is om vanuit e´e´n basisbetekenis de
verschillende interpretaties af te leiden en hiermee tot een zo uniform mogelijke
verklaring te komen.
Na in hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht van de interpretaties van beide aspecten te
hebben gegeven en in hoofdstuk 3 een aantal formele theoriee¨n over aspect te
hebben besproken, ontwikkel ik in hoofdstuk 4 mijn eigen analyse. Ik beweer
dat aspect de relatie aangeeft tussen de tijd van een eventualiteit en de zoge-
naamde topic-tijd. Onder deze laatste notie verstaan we de tijd waarover op
dat moment in de discourse wordt gesproken. Volgens mijn analyse geeft de
aoristus dan aan dat de tijd van de eventualiteit besloten ligt in de topic-tijd.
Imperfectief aspect geeft daarentegen juist het omgekeerde aan: de tijd van de
eventualiteit omvat de topic-tijd. Op deze manier wordt een precieze invulling
gegeven aan de intu¨ıtie die je in veel grammatica’s vindt, namelijk dat het se-
mantische onderscheid tussen aoristisch en imperfectief aspect in termen van
voltooid versus onvoltooid begrepen moet worden. Ik heb deze interpretaties
respectievelijk de completieve interpretatie van de aoristus en de processuele
interpretatie van het imperfectief aspect genoemd.
Vanuit deze grondbetekenissen van beide aspecten kunnen we vervolgens
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ook de andere interpretaties van aoristisch en imperfectief aspect begrijpen.
Daarvoor maak ik gebruik van een zogenaamd coercion-mechanisme. Dit me-
chanisme zorgt voor herinterpretatie van een argument op het moment dat er
een botsing dreigt tussen de selectierestricties van een operator (in ons geval
aoristisch en imperfectief aspect) en de semantische eigenschappen van het
argument (in ons geval het predicaat). Een dergelijke herinterpretatie wordt
formeel expliciet gemaakt met behulp van een coercion-operator.
Voor de aoristus beweer ik dat deze een restrictie heeft voor begrensde
predicaten en dat deze restrictie bestaat om een potentie¨le overlap met im-
perfectief aspect te voorkomen. Het gevolg is dat als de aoristus toch met
een onbegrensd predicaat wordt geconfronteerd, er herinterpretatie optreedt.
Ik heb hiervoor twee coercion-operatoren gedeﬁnieerd: de maximaliteitsope-
rator, die de zogenaamde complexieve interpretatie geeft (de interpretatie van
voltooidheid bij onbegrensde predicaten), en de ingressiviteitsoperator, die de
ingressieve interpretatie geeft (verwijzend naar het beginpunt van een even-
tualiteit). De keuze tussen deze twee operatoren wordt mede bepaald door
het durativiteitsprincipe. Dit principe stelt dat informatie over de duur van
een eventualiteit consistent moet zijn, ook als die van verschillende bronnen
komt. De beide operatoren verschillen in hun eﬀect op de duur die met het
predicaat wordt geassocieerd en de keuze valt op die operator die in overeen-
stemming is met het durativiteitsprincipe. Als de topic-tijd kort is, wordt dus
de ingressieve interpretatie gekozen. Als de topic-tijd daarentegen lang is, zijn
beide herinterpretaties beschikbaar. Vaak zal dan echter een voorkeur worden
gegeven aan een complexieve interpretatie op basis van een algemene voorkeur
voor de sterkere interpretatie.
In tegenstelling tot de aoristus legt de imperfectieve operator zijn argument
geen restrictie op wat betreft aspectuele klasse. Dit betekent dat imperfectief
aspect even goed met begrensde als met onbegrensde predicaten gecombineerd
kan worden. Toch is ook hier het durativiteitsprincipe actief. De reden hier-
voor is dat dit principe niet alleen de keuze bepaalt tussen herinterpretatie-
operatoren wanneer de herinterpretatie door een aspectuele botsing wordt ver-
oorzaakt, maar zelf ook herinterpretaties teweeg kan brengen. Ik stel dat op
deze manier de habituele interpretatie ontstaat: als de topic-tijd langer is dan
de tijd die met het predicaat wordt geassocieerd, dan wordt dit gerepareerd
door de tussenkomst van een habituele operator, die de tijd die met het pre-
dicaat wordt geassocieerd verlengt.
In hoofdstuk 5 laat ik zien dat mijn analyse van aspect ook een verklaring
biedt voor het tragische gebruik van de aoristus. De tragische aoristus blijkt
het gebruik van de aoristus in performatieven te betreﬀen. Ik laat zien dat dit
gebruik van de aoristus het resultaat is van het ontbreken van een optimale
vorm voor zulke uitingen. Op basis van de semantiek die ik heb ontwikkeld
zou de optimale vorm voor performatieven de combinatie van tegenwoordige
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tijd en aoristisch aspect zijn. Bij deze vorm vallen namelijk de tijd van de
eventualiteit en de tijd van uiting samen. Deze vorm bestaat echter niet in
het Grieks. Bij gebrek hieraan zijn twee suboptimale vormen even goed: de
vorm voor tegenwoordige tijd en imperfectief aspect en de vorm voor verleden
tijd en aoristisch aspect. Beide worden dan ook in het Grieks gebruikt voor
performatieven. Bij de eerste wordt prioriteit gegeven aan de tijdsmarkering
terwijl de aspectsmarkering voor lief wordt genomen. Bij de tweede is het
andersom. Deze laatste vorm is wat traditioneel de tragische aoristus wordt
genoemd. Op het moment dat we de tragische aoristus herkennen als het
gebruik van de aoristus in performatieven en we de semantiek van tijd en
aspect volgen die ik voorstel, is er niets raadselachtigs meer aan dit gebruik
van de aoristus.
Aspect heeft ook consequenties voor de interpretatie van discourse. In
hoofdstuk 6 laat ik zien hoe de voorgestelde analyse kan worden uitgebreid
naar de invloed van aspect op de temporele structuur van discourse. Om veel-
voorkomende temporele patronen te verklaren wordt de voorgestelde analyse
van aspect aangevuld met een speciﬁcatie van hoe de topic-tijd van een zin in
een discourse wordt bepaald. De topic-tijd wordt behandeld als een anafoor
die worden gebonden aan een eerder ge¨ıntroduceerde tijd. Ik speciﬁceer de
default regels voor het binden van deze anafoor. Hieruit volgt ook direct een
natuurlijke verklaring voor het zogenaamde immediatieve gebruik van imper-
fectief aspect. De in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde analyse van aspect behandelt
twee fenomenen die vaak met aspectinterpretatie worden verbonden, te we-
ten de grote verscheidenheid aan interpretaties en het eﬀect van aspect op
de temporele structuur van een discourse, als twee zijden van e´e´n en dezelfde
medaille.
De analyse is geformaliseerd in een versie van Discourse Representatie The-
orie (DRT) met lambda’s, een combinatie van twee belangrijke frameworks
voor de semantiek van natuurlijke taal: DRT en Montague Semantiek. De
keuze voor DRT wordt ingegeven door de noodzaak om te werken met inter-
sententie¨le anaforen (namelijk de anaforische topic-tijd). De mechanismen van
de lambda-calculus zorgen ervoor dat ik kan preciseren hoe de betekenissen van
de afzonderlijke constituenten van een zin samen de betekenis van de hele zin
bepalen. De combinatie van deze twee benaderingen maakt het mogelijk om de
vele facetten van aspectinterpretatie te verklaren met een uniforme semantiek
voor aoristisch en imperfectief aspect.
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